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Localism Act 2011                                               J Stock 
Report on Impact                       November 2011 
 

1. On Wednesday 2 November 2011, Barry, Jim and I went to the HALC meeting in 
Hereford on the impact of the Localism Act.  This was extremely well attended and the 
venue had to be changed to accommodate everyone.  It was heartening to hear from 
the questions raised that others’ concerns agreed with ours and that such a number of 
councillors from across the County wanted to learn and take an active part in planning. 

2. The Localism Act 2011 received Royal Assent on 15 November 2011 and different parts 
will come into effect at different times as the Regulations are determined; but it is 
expected the major parts will in force by April 2012.  It is 497 pages long with the 
potential to achieve a substantial shift in power from central government to local people.  
Some key measures that will interest us are: 

a. Councils will be allowed to do anything an individual can do, that is not 
prohibited. 

b. The Act abolishes the Standards Board (regarding councillors’ conduct) and 
instead local authorities will draw up their own codes.  But it will be a criminal 
offence for councillors to withhold or misrepresent a financial interest. 

c. It clarifies issues over predetermination – allowing us to discuss development 
proposals before there is an application. 

d. It gives groups including parish councils the right to express an interest in 
taking over the running of a local authority service. 

e. The Act requires local authorities to maintain a list of assets of community 
value and gives time to raise the money to buy the asset when it comes on 
the open market. Community assets include shops and pubs as well as 
village halls etc. 

f. And particularly the Act strives to make the planning system clearer, more 
democratic and more effective. 
 

3. Only the planning issue regarding Neighbourhood Development Plans is considered in 
this report. 

Planning Issues 
 

4. The Act abolishes Regional Strategies and introduces Neighbourhood Planning via 
Neighbourhood Development Plans, which, when in place, will be the statutory local 
planning document that is currently the Unitary Development Plan.  The County will 
produce a Local Development Framework setting out the overall approach and areas for 
growth and infrastructure. NPs only deal with spatial and infrastructure matters. 

5. Neighbourhood Development Plans  

a. Can only be requested by Parish Councils, but not mandatory to have one. 
b. Are based on a ‘neighbourhood’ that must be agreed with the local authority. 
c. Are written by the neighbourhood, but cannot go against national policy and 

must be in general conformity with the Local Development Framework. 
 

6. If there is no Neighbourhood Development Plan in existence the planning authority will 
have to make decisions based on the LDF and the out of date UDP.  In time this will 
leave a planning vacuum which could lead to inappropriate development.  To avoid this, 
the parish must request a Neighbourhood Development Plan.  From our history of trying 
to influence planning matters with the Village Design Statement and Parish Plan and 
commenting on all planning applications, I am assuming we will request a Plan. 
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7. Next, the area of the neighbourhood must be agreed with Herefordshire which could be 
the parish or could be expanded to join with other areas.  Given the nature, size and 
community of Colwall and the pressures on planning, I believe the area should be the 
parish.  This does not exclude the possibility of working with adjoining areas, in fact I am 
sure it will be expected that areas are sensitive to their neighbours. 

8. The process being recommended in Herefordshire is to start with our existing Village 
Design Statement and Parish Plan of 2004, and develop a Community Led Plan 
covering all local issues and then, if there are sufficient spatial and infrastructure 
reasons, continue the process to produce a Neighbourhood Development Plan for these 
elements. 

9. This is a long process which is carried out by the parish though with support from 
Herefordshire Council who has appointed Mike Wilmot as Head of Neighbourhood 
Planning.  Some were hoping for more government advice but that would be contrary to 
the wish that these plans come from the grass roots.   

10. The process will cost money and expert advice may be required at the later stages to 
ensure the Plan stands up in appeals.  It is possible for the parish to add to the precept 
to pay for the costs of preparing a Neighbourhood Development Plan; alternatively it 
could be funded from reserves.  This is a matter for the Finance Committee to consider. 

11. Finally Neighbourhood Development Plans must be examined by an independent 
inspector and a referendum held.  This is likely to require only a majority of those voting 
to be approved.  The examination and referendum are paid for by Herefordshire 
Council, so they will be taking a close interest in both.  The Plan is then published and 
adopted. 

12. The Act also allows the parish to propose Neighbourhood Development Orders, 
effectively giving planning permission for a particular development on a particular piece 
of land.  The process is identical to that for a Neighbourhood Development Plan, so is a 
substantial amount of work and needs to be certain of referendum approval. 

13. The Act provides for an infrastructure charging levy or community infrastructure and 
may require a proportion to be spent in the planning area. 

14. Returning to the main issue of a Neighbourhood Development Plan, I suggest we; 

a. Work on the basis we will ask for a Neighbourhood Development Plan 

b. Work on the basis we will promote the parish as the neighbourhood area 

c. Start considering the process in particular how we consult with the parish. 
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An introduction to neighbourhood planning 
 
 
What is it? 
 
Neighbourhood planning is a new way for communities to decide the future of the 
places where they live and work.   
 
They will be able to: 

• choose where they want new homes, shops and offices to be built 

• have their say on what those new buildings should look like 

• grant planning permission for the new buildings they want to see go ahead. 
 
The Government wants to introduce the right to do neighbourhood planning through 
the Localism Bill.  The Localism Bill is being debated by Parliament at the moment. 
 
 
Why does it matter? 
 
The planning system helps decide what gets built, where and when.  It is essential for 
supporting economic growth, improving people’s quality of life, and protecting the 
natural environment. 
 
In theory, planning has always supposed to give local communities a say in decisions 
that affect them.  But in practice, communities have often found it hard to have a 
meaningful say.  The Government wants to put power back in the hands of local 
residents, business, councils and civic leaders.   
 
Neighbourhood planning is optional, not compulsory.  No-one has to do it if they don’t 
want to.  But we think that lots of people will want to take the opportunity to influence 
the future of the place where they live or work. 
 
 
How will it work? 
 
There will be five key stages to neighbourhood planning. 
 
Stage 1: Defining the neighbourhood 
 
First, local people will need to decide how they want to work together. 
 



 

 

In areas with a parish or town council, the parish or town council will take the lead 
on neighbourhood planning.  They have long experience of working with and 
representing local communities.   
 
In areas without a parish or town council, local people will need to decide which 
organisation should lead on coordinating the local debate.  In some places, existing 
community groups may want to put themselves forward.  In other places, local people 
might want to form a new group.  In both cases, the group must meet some basic 
standards. It must, for example, have at least 21 members, and it must be open to 
new members.  
 
Town and parish councils and community groups will then need to apply to the local 
planning authority (usually the borough or district council). 
 
It’s the local planning authority’s job to keep an overview of all the different requests to 
do neighbourhood planning in their area.   
 
They will check that the suggested boundaries for different neighbourhoods make 
sense and fit together. The local planning authority will say “no” if, for example, two 
proposed neighbourhood areas overlap. 
 
They will also check that community groups who want to take the lead on 
neighbourhood planning meet the right standards.  The planning authority will say “no” 
if, for example, the organisation is too small or not representative enough of the local 
community.   
 
If the local planning authority decides that the community group meets the right 
standards, the group will be able to call itself a ‘neighbourhood forum’. (This is simply 
the technical term for groups which have been granted the legal power to do 
neighbourhood planning.) 
 
The town or parish council or neighbourhood forum can then get going and start 
planning for their neighbourhood. 
 
Stage 2: Preparing the plan 
 
Next, local people will begin collecting their ideas together and drawing up their plans. 
  

• With a neighbourhood plan, communities will be able to establish general 
planning policies for the development and use of land in a neighbourhood.  
They will be able to say, for example, where new homes and offices should be 
built, and what they should look like.  The neighbourhood plan will set a vision 
for the future.  It can be detailed, or general, depending on what local people 
want 

 



 

 

• With a neighbourhood development order, the community can grant 
planning permission for new buildings they want to see go ahead.  
Neighbourhood development orders will allow new homes and offices to be 
built without the developers having to apply for separate planning permission. 

 
Local people can choose to draw up either a plan, or a development order, or both.   
It is entirely up to them.  Both must follow some ground rules: 
 

• They must generally be in line with local and national planning policies 

• They must be in line with other laws 

• If the local planning authority says that an area needs to grow, then 
communities cannot use neighbourhood planning to block the building of new 
homes and businesses.  They can, however, use neighbourhood planning to 
influence the type, design, location and mix of new development.  

 
Stage 3: Independent check  
 
Once a neighbourhood plan or order has been prepared, an independent examiner 
will check that it meets the right basic standards. 
 
If the plan or order doesn’t meet the right standards, the examiner will recommend 
changes.  The planning authority will then need to consider the examiner’s views and 
decide whether to make those changes.   
 
If the examiner recommends significant changes, then the parish, town council or 
neighbourhood forum may decide to consult the local community again before 
proceeding.  
 
Stage 4: Community referendum 
 
The local council will organise a referendum on any plan or order that meets the basic 
standards.  This ensures that the community has the final say on whether a 
neighbourhood plan or order comes into force.  
 
People living in the neighbourhood who are registered to vote in local elections will be 
entitled to vote in the referendum.   
 
In some special cases - where, for example, the proposals put forward in a plan for 
one neighbourhood have significant implications for other people nearby - people from 
other neighbourhoods may be allowed to vote too. 
 
If more than 50 per cent of people voting in the referendum support the plan or order, 
then the local planning authority must bring it into force.  
 



 

 

Stage 5: Legal force 
 
Once a neighbourhood plan is in force, it carries real legal weight.  Decision-makers 
will be obliged, by law, to take what it says into account when they consider proposals 
for development in the neighbourhood. 
 
A neighbourhood order will grant planning permission for development that complies 
with the order.  Where people have made clear that they want development of a 
particular type, it will be easier for that development to go ahead.  
 
 
What happens next? 
 
The formal legal right to do neighbourhood planning will only be available after the 
Localism Bill is approved by Parliament. We hope that the Bill will be approved later in 
2011, and the formal right to do neighbourhood planning will follow later in 2012.  
 
In some places, though, community groups, developers and councils are already 
thinking about how neighbourhood planning might work in their area.  Check your 
council’s website, read your local newspaper, or talk to a local community group to find 
out what’s happening in your area. 
 
 
Funding and support 
 
There will be several sources of advice and support for communities who are 
interested in doing neighbourhood planning: 
 

• The local planning authority will be obliged by law to help people draw up 
their neighbourhood plans 

 

• Developers, parish and town councils, landowners and local businesses 
may all be interested in sponsoring and taking a leading role in neighbourhood 
planning.  In fact, in some places, local businesses are already starting a 
debate with local residents and councils 

 

• The Government has committed to providing £50m until March 2015 to 
support local councils in making neighbourhood planning a success 

 

• The Government have already provided £3m to four community support 
organisations, who already support communities in planning for their 
neighbourhood. Their details are below:  

 
 



 

 

The Prince’s Foundation for the Built 
Environment 
 
Contact name: Sebastian Knox 
Tel: 020 7613 8587 
Email: sebastian.knox@princes-foundation.org 
Website: http://www.princes-foundation.org/our-
work/supporting-communities-and-
neighbourhoods-planning   

Locality 
 
The Building Community Consortium  
Contact name: David Chapman  
Tel: 0845 458 8336 
Email: 
neighbourhoodplanning@locality.org.uk  
Website: www.buildingcommunity.org.uk  

CPRE in partnership with NALC  
 
Contact name: Nigel Pedlingham  
Tel: 020 7981 2832 
Email: Nigelp@cpre.org.uk 
Website: http://www.planninghelp.org.uk/; 
www.cpre.org.uk; www.nalc.gov.uk  
 

RTPI 
 
Planning Aid 
Contact name: John Rider-Dobson 
Tel: 0203 206 1880 
Email: info@planningaid.rtpi.org.uk  
Website: http://www.rtpi.org.uk/planningaid/  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
© Crown copyright, October 2011 
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Reform to make the planning system clearer, more 
democratic and more effective 
 
The planning system helps decide who can build what, where and how. It 
makes sure that buildings and structures that the country needs (including 
homes, offices, schools, hospitals, roads, train lines, power stations, water 
pipes, reservoirs and more) get built in the right place and to the right 
standards. A good planning system is essential for the economy, 
environment and society. 
 
There are, however, some significant flaws in the planning system that this 
Government inherited. Planning did not give members of the public enough 
influence over decisions that make a big difference to their lives. Too often, 
power was exercised by people who were not directly affected by the 
decisions they were taking. This meant, understandably, that people often 
resented what they saw as decisions and plans being foisted on them. The 
result was a confrontational and adversarial system where many applications 
end up being fought over. 
 
The Localism Act contains provisions to make the planning system clearer, 
more democratic, and more effective. 
 
Abolition of regional strategies 
 
‘Regional strategies’ were first required by law in 2004. These strategies set 
out where new development needs to take place in each part of the country. 
They include housing targets for different areas, set by central government. 
Local communities had relatively limited opportunities to influence the 
strategies. 
 
This centrally-driven approach to development is bureaucratic and 
undemocratic. Rather than helping get new houses built, it has had the effect 
of making people feel put upon and less likely to welcome new development. 
 
The Secretary of State wrote to local authorities in 2010 to tell them that the 
Government intended to abolish regional strategies. The Localism Act will 
enable us to do this. 
 

 
Duty to cooperate 
 
In many cases there are very strong reasons for neighbouring local authorities, 
or groups of authorities, to work together on planning issues in the interests of 
all their local residents. This might include working together on environmental 
issues (like flooding), public transport networks (such as trams), or major new 
retail parks. 
 
In the past, regional strategies formed an unaccountable bureaucratic layer on 
top of local government. Instead, the Government thinks that local authorities 
and other public bodies should work together on planning issues in ways that 
reflect genuine shared interests and opportunities to make common cause. The 

Extract from A plain English guide to the Localism Act 2011, issued by 
the Department for Communties and Local Government, November 
2011
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duty requires local authorities and other public bodies to work together on 
planning issues. 
 
 
Neighbourhood planning 
 
Instead of local people being told what to do, the Government thinks that local 
communities should have genuine opportunities to influence the future of the 
places where they live. The Act introduces a new right for communities to draw 
up a neighbourhood plan.  
 
Neighbourhood planning will allow communities, both residents, employees 
and business, to come together through a local parish council or 
neighbourhood forum and say where they think new houses, businesses and 
shops should go – and what they should look like. 
These plans can be very simple and concise, or go into considerable detail 
where people want. Local communities will be able to use neighbourhood 
planning to grant full or outline planning permission in areas where they 
most want to see new homes and businesses, making it easier and 
quicker for development to go ahead. 
 
Provided a neighbourhood development plan or order is in line with national 
planning policy, with the strategic vision for the wider area set by the local 
authority, and with other legal requirements, local people will be able to vote 
on it in a referendum. If the plan is approved by a majority of those who vote, 
then the local authority will bring it into force. 
 
Local planning authorities will be required to provide technical advice and 
support as neighbourhoods draw up their proposals. The Government is 
funding sources of help and advice for communities.1 This will help people 
take advantage of the opportunity to exercise influence over decisions that 
make a big difference to their lives. 
 
Community right to build 
 
As part of neighbourhood planning, the Act gives groups of local people the 
power to deliver the development that their local community want. They may 
wish to build new homes, businesses, shops, playgrounds or meeting halls. A 
community organisation, formed by members of the local community, will be 
able to bring forward development proposals which, providing they meet 
minimum criteria and can demonstrate local support through a referendum, will 
be able to go ahead without requiring a separate traditional planning 
application. The benefits of the development, such as new affordable housing 
or profits made from letting the homes, will stay within the community, and be 
managed for the benefit of the community. The Government will also fund 
sources of help and advice for communities who want to bring forward 
development under the community right to build. 

 

1 More information and details of support can be found at 
http://www.communities.gov.uk/documents/planningandbuilding/pdf/1985896.pdf 
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Requirement to consult communities before submitting certain 
planning applications 
 
To further strengthen the role of local communities in planning, the Act 
introduces a new requirement for developers to consult local communities 
before submitting planning applications for certain developments. This gives 
local people a chance to comment when there is still genuine scope to make 
changes to proposals. 
 
Strengthening enforcement rules 
 
For people to have a real sense that the planning system is working for them, 
they need to know that the rules they draw up will be respected. The Localism 
Act will strengthen planning authorities’ powers to tackle abuses of the 
planning system, such as deliberately concealing new developments. 
 
 

Reforming the community infrastructure levy  
 
As well as being able to influence planning decisions, local people should be 
able to feel the benefits of new development in their neighbourhood. Local 
authorities are allowed to require developers to pay a levy when they build 
new houses, businesses or shops. The money raised must go to support new 
infrastructure - such as roads and schools. This is called the community 
infrastructure levy. 
 
The Localism Act will change the levy to make it more flexible. It allows some 
of the money raised to be spent on things other than infrastructure. It will give 
local authorities greater freedom in setting the rate that developers should pay. 
And crucially, the Act gives the Government the power to require that some of 
the money raised from the levy go directly to the neighbourhoods where 
development takes place. This will help ensure that the people who say ‘yes’ to 
new development feel the benefit of that decision. 
 
Reform the way local plans are made 
 
Local planning authorities play a crucial role in local life, setting a vision, in 
consultation with local people, about what their area should look like in the 
future. The plans local authorities draw up set out where new buildings, 
shops, businesses and infrastructure need to go, and what they should look 
like. 
 
The Government thinks it is important to give local planning authorities 
greater freedom to get on with this important job without undue interference 
from central government. The Localism Act will limit the discretion of planning 
inspectors to insert their own wording into local plans. It also ensures that 
rather than focussing on reporting progress in making plans to central 
government, authorities focus on reporting progress to local communities. 
 
 
 
 



Neighbourhood plans – democracy in 
action or just a sham? 
Early adopters of neighbourhood planning give some cause for 
optimism, but they can't approve less development 

 James Derounian  

 Guardian Professional, Monday 28 November 2011 08.47 GMT  

What impact will neighbourhood plans have on local development? 

Neighbourhood plans represent a central part of the new Localism Act. Last November, the 
communities secretary Eric Pickles claimed that for "too long local people have had too little 
say over a planning system that has imposed bureaucratic decisions by distant officials in 
Whitehall and the town hall". One response was a move towards the production of 
neighbourhood plans. 

There followed four waves of front runners to test the concept, from Exmoor to Milton 
Keynes. According to the department for communities and local government, the plans will 
enable communities to choose where they want new homes, shops and offices to be built, to 
have their say on building design and bestow the power to grant planning permission to new 
developments. 

But there is some concern over how far neighbourhood plans will genuinely promote local 
expression, as opposed to toeing the line set down by higher authorities. 

Take the bust up between the National Trust and government over the commitment to 
"sustainable development" contained in the national planning policy framework; doubts 
linger over whether the pursuit of sustainability is just a code for a developers' field day. 

David Frost, director general of the British Chambers of Commerce, comments that giving 
"business owners a voice in neighbourhood planning will allow them to help set the agenda 
for business growth … getting the planning system right is crucial if we are to continue to see 
a private sector-led recovery". Sounds like development to me. 

And if you investigate further you discover the devil in the detail: while government is 
encouraging communities to produce neighbourhood plans, these must accord with the 
principal authorities' strategic priorities. In plain English, a community can approve the same 
or a greater level of development as that already set down by the district or borough council – 
but they will not be able to approve less development, even if that is a majority view. 

Local determination is heavily circumscribed, despite the cost of neighbourhood plans which 
the Department of Communities and Local Government estimates could be up to £63,000 – 
an amount the community may help cover by approving extra housing, for which it would 
receive payback in the form of a levy. 

The circle is thus: you approve development, which gives you the money back to afford a 
neighbourhood plan, which then enables further building. 









Neighbourhood plans are approved if 51% of local voters back the local strategy. Even in a 
town with a population of more than 5,000 people, a neighbourhood plan can be approved by 
260 people if 500 turn out to vote. 

Is this democracy? It's a rather different picture than the one painted by Pickles. Rather than 
ushering a new era of local engagement, perhaps we are simply granting power to those with 
deep pockets and a lot of spare time on their hands. 

So what can the early adopters, the areas with pilot neighbourhood plans in place, offer by 
way of insight? Dawlish put its proposals out for community consultation during September 
2011. It's impressive to see the range of local interests involved in drafting the plan: council 
staff, town and county councillors, the Dawlish Conservation Trust, Teignbridge Youth 
Service, the local police, Holcombe Residents' Association and other community interests. 

Overall the process has pulled together a steering group of about 25 individuals with different 
interests. There have been challenges along the way, but these have not detracted from the 
fact that the Dawlish community has had a significant opportunity to have its say on the 
future development of the area. 

It's also encouraging that, once completed, the neighbourhood plan will be used to inform the 
Teignbridge Core Strategy document. The grassroots should influence district council 
planning policy, rather than the usual top down experience. It is encouraging also to see local 
expression of "imbyism", as the neighbourhood plan commits to 2,000 new homes and 
supporting infrastructure over the next two decades. 

Tony Burton, director of Civic Voice, says: "Despite the cracks my glass remains half full on 
localism … the opportunities are too great to turn away now." I echo his sentiments. Let's just 
hope that the glass proves to be half full of ambrosia and not poison. 

James Derounian is principal lecturer in community development and local governance at 
the University of Gloucestershire 

This content is brought to you by Guardian Professional. Join the local government 
network for more comment and analysis direct to your inbox 
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1. On Wednesday 8 February 2012, Jim Beard and I went to the HALC meeting in 

Hereford on Neighbourhood Planning.  This was again well attended but unfortunately 
added virtually nothing to the meeting on 2 November 2011. 

2. The few additions worth reporting or repeating are; 

a. HC is committed to assisting parishes and is keen to learn if parishes are 
thinking of doing a plan in order to ensure no duplication of effort.  Early 
informal discussions with the county are requested.  The dedicated staff are 
in place but limited so will lead to ‘queuing’ the later you start. 

b. HC wishes the planning to be set by neighbourhood plans, so that it works 
from the bottom up. 

c. There has to be a national and principal authority led planning framework 
otherwise neighbourhood plans would start in a complete vacuum. 

d. The neighbourhood plans should add detail to the higher frameworks. 

e. Areas where no plan is proposed will be protected by the county from 
inappropriate development but the decisions will not have been shaped by the 
community. 

f. Plans only need to be ‘broadly’ in line with the higher frameworks, HC is the 
arbiter. 

g. HC will be providing guidance and workshops. 

h. HC stressed the need for the plan to suit the area and not to try and make the 
area suit the plan. 

i. Neighbourhood plans are generally expected to have a long life and to fit in 
with the revisions of the core strategy. 

 
3. The aims of community led planning are; 

a. To engage the community and obtain a mandate. 

b. Be local enough to gain community participation and provide a genuine 
opportunity for people to influence the outcome. 
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The overall strategy is to build on the historic and current work includi~g the Village Design
Statement, Parish Plan and Landscape Character Assessment to produce an updated
Parish Plan from which we can then extract the spatial parts that are appropriate for a
Neighbourhood Plan.

A Process

1. Gather historic and existing data, ideally in editable electronic format, that might have

an influence or should be considered.

a. National Development Framework, draft of July 2011
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e. Colwall Parish Plan, 2004

f. Landscape Character Sta ement

i. Malvern Hills Conservators???

j. Other Parish Plans, Cotesbach, Fleckney & Horsford

k. Neighbourhood Plans, ?>??

I. Designated areas, AONB, Conservation, etc with details

2. Review these documents and identify, preferably by mark-up in electronic version to
retain record of process;

a. What must/should be kept essentially unchanged

b. What should be deleted

c. What should be up dated

3. Consultation with individuals and organisations.

a. Herefordshire Council

b. AONB (David Armitage) J JvL
c. Conservators? 6:\Vlrv<4h
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e. Colwall Village Society LXIN1~lt..
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OVERALL STRATEGY 

The overall strategy is to build on the historic and current work including the Village Design 

Statement, Parish Plan and Landscape Character Assessment to produce an updated 

Parish Plan from which we can then extract the spatial parts that are appropriate for a 

Neighbourhood Plan. 

A Process 

1. Gather historic and existing data, ideally in editable electronic format, that might have 

an influence or should be considered. 

a. National Development Framework, draft of July 2011 

b. Local Development Framework, Herefordshire UDP March 2010 

c. Herefordshire’s Strategic Housing Land Availability Assessment 2010-2026 

d. Colwall Village Design Guide, April 2001                                                                                                            

e. Colwall Parish Plan, 2004 

f. Landscape Character Statement 

g. AONB Landscape Management Plan 

h. Malvern Hills AONB Building Design Guide 2011 

i. Malvern Hills Conservators??? 

j. Other Parish Plans, Cotesbach, Fleckney & Horsford 

k. Neighbourhood Plans, ?>?? 

l. Designated areas, AONB, Conservation, etc with details 

2. Review these documents and identify, preferably by mark-up in electronic version to 

retain record of process; 

a. What must/should be kept essentially unchanged 

b. What should be deleted 

c. What should be up dated 

3. Consultation with individuals and organisations. 

a. Herefordshire Council 

b. AONB (David Armitage) 

c. Conservators? 

d. Housing Trusts? 

e. Colwall Village Society 

f. Environment Agency, English Heritage, Natural England? 
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4. Plan to Follow, CPRE; How to shape where you live: a guide to neighbourhood 

planning, 

a. Step 1, Getting Started 

. 

B JOBS TO DIVI UP 

1. Liaison with HCC, inform Colwall started, learn what they can offer, do etc., latest 

framework plan, timescale, find out what others doing, vanguard projects progress. 

2. Liaison with HALC, as HCC 

3. Obtain data, internet sources 

4. Review docs 

5. Develop programme of Plan Preparation 

6. Consider approach to involvement, to be developed/cleared in full council 

7. Develop own mapping, based on OS? 

8. Consider sustainability, Sustainability Appraisal, Sustainable Community Strategy,  

Use Colwall Greener to develop or have rep? 
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20/3/12 AONB Comments 

 

OVERALL STRATEGY 

The overall strategy is to build on the historic and current work including the Village Design 

Statement, Parish Plan and Landscape Character Assessment to produce an updated 

Parish Plan from which we can then extract the spatial parts that are appropriate for a 

Neighbourhood Plan. 

A Process 

1. Gather historic and existing data, ideally in editable electronic format, that might have 

an influence or should be considered. 

a. National Development Framework, draft of July 2011 

b. Local Development Framework, Herefordshire UDP March 2010 

c. Herefordshire’s Strategic Housing Land Availability Assessment 2010-2026 

d. Colwall Village Design Guide, April 2001                                                                                     

e. Colwall Parish Plan, 2004 

f. Landscape Character Statement  & refer to HC’s Landscape Character 

Assessment for the horse’s mouth! 

g. AONB Landscape Management Plan Strategy and Guidelines 

h. Malvern Hills AONB Building Design Guide 2012 (due out in draft in 2 weeks) 

i. MHAONB Guidance on Highways Design 

j. MHAONB Guidance on Views (this attempts to evaluate the significance of 

views which may be significant in Colwall). 

k. Malvern Hills Conservators??? Management Plan 

l. Other Parish Plans, Cotesbach, Fleckney & Horsford 

m. Neighbourhood Plans, ?>?? 

n. Designated areas, AONB, Conservation, etc with details 

2. Review these documents and identify, preferably by mark-up in electronic version to 

retain record of process; 

a. What must/should be kept essentially unchanged 

b. What should be deleted 

c. What should be up dated 

3. Consultation with individuals and organisations. 
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a. Herefordshire Council 

b. AONB (David Armitage) 

c. Conservators? 

d. Housing Trusts? 

e. Colwall Village Society 

f. Environment Agency, English Heritage, Natural England? 

4. Plan to Follow, CPRE; How to shape where you live: a guide to neighbourhood 

planning, 

a. Step 1, Getting Started 

. 

B JOBS TO DIVI UP 

1. Liaison with HCC, inform Colwall started, learn what they can offer, do etc., latest 

framework plan, timescale, find out what others doing, vanguard projects progress. 

2. Liaison with HALC, as HCC 

3. Obtain data, internet sources 

4. Review docs 

5. Develop programme of Plan Preparation 

6. Consider approach to involvement, to be developed/cleared in full council 

7. Develop own mapping, based on OS? 

8. Consider sustainability, Sustainability Appraisal, Sustainable Community Strategy,  

Use Colwall Greener to develop or have rep? 



Colwall Neighbourhood Plan 

Progress September 2012 

 

Looked at existing documents and possible update requirements. 

Now working on; 

 the National Policy Statement and Local (NP has cannot be contrary to these) 

Also in plan form, what we might want to do 

Develop programme and cost for AONB approval to fund it. 

COMMENT 

Disappointed that HC not yet named our Planning Officer assistance, as promised or advised on the 
results of the notice posted about the NP. 



From: Latham, James [mailto:jlatham@herefordshire.gov.uk]  
Sent: 17 September 2012 11:56 
To: K Davies (cpcclerk@colwall.org.uk) 
Subject: Colwall Neighbourhood Area designation 

  

Dear Clerk, 

 I am pleased to inform you that your application to designate Colwall as a Neighbourhood Area has 
been APPROVED under regulation 7 of the Neighbourhood Planning (General) Regulations 
2012.  Please find attached a copy of the decision document. 

 A number of green decision notices will be placed in the parish this week and will replace the yellow 
notices previously erected during the consultation period. 

 We will be contacting you in due course with regards to our Service Level Agreement outlining the 
level of technical support and advice available.  In the meantime, please contact Jane Wormald 
directly on 01432 260134 if you have any further queries. 

 We look forward to working with you and your community to develop the Colwall Neighbourhood 
Development Plan. 

 With kind regards 

   

James Latham 
Technical Support Officer (Data & Publishing) 
Neighbourhood Planning team 
Herefordshire Council 
Planning Services 
PO Box 230 
Blueschool House 
Blueschool Street 
Hereford 
HR1 2ZB 
Tel: 01432 383617 
Fax: 01432 261970 
Courier code : H31 

Email: jlatham@herefordshire.gov.uk 

             neighbourhoodplanning@herefordshire.gov.uk 

Web: www.herefordshire.gov.uk/neighbourhoodplanning 

 



Colwall Parish Council 
Neighbourhood Plan 
Progress Report 31 October 2012 
 
 

1. NP area approved by HC 

2. Advised of Planning Officer allocated to us – Jane Wormald 01432 260 134 

3. Cllr Stock completed NP Questionnaire – needs Council approval to submit 

4. HC supplied Service Level Agreement for NP – we will accept. 

5. Recent planning applications, particularly involving ones outside the Settlement Area 
suggest to me we should lift the urgency of the NP.  The sub-c’ttee has agreed to meet after 
planning c’ttee when not combined with full council.  14 Nov next mtg. 
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Minutes of the meeting 12th December Colwall Village Hall 

Present:  

 John Stock - Parish Council Neighbourhood Planning Steering Group (JS) 
Neil Bowring - Parish Council Neighbourhood Planning Steering Group (NB) 
Jim Beard - Parish Council Neighbourhood Planning Steering Group (JB) 
Karen Davis – Clerk to Parish Council (KD)  
Paul Esrich – AONB (PE) 

 Jane Wormald – Neighbourhood Planning team, Herefordshire Council (JW) 
 

Refer to briefing paper for information and drafts for discussion. 

1. Introductions and apologies 

JS introduced JW to everyone, there were no apologies. 

2. HC to advise on;  

JS asked JW to talk the group through each of the following points. JW invited 
everyone to ask questions as and when necessary. JW explained the following: 

a. How Herefordshire Council can help 

The Service Level Agreement (SLA), which Colwall Parish Council has now 
signed, sets out all the help that they can expect from Herefordshire Council 
and sets a framework for the parish council to work with the Neighbourhood 
Planning team in producing their Neighbourhood Development Plan (NDP). 

This includes JW as the parishes support officer who will be there to offer 
advice and guidance as and when necessary. That JW would come to their 
first meeting on Neighbourhood Planning (which was this meeting) and 
others as necessary, but would be unable to make every meeting, which the 
parish might like to have, due to resources. 

b. Progress by others in Herefordshire 

Leominster is one frontrunner in the county. They have set up their steering 
group; are reviewing their parish plan, which is only 6 months old and hope 
to consult on their NDP in the New Year. 

The Golden Valley is the other front runner. Instead of one large 
Neighbourhood Area (NA) covering the Golden Valley, due to varying issues 
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and differences in desired direction, each of the 8 parishes making up the 
Golden Valley are designating their own Neighbourhood Area. 4 of these 
have already been designated and approved, 1 was new in this week and the 
remaining 3 are due in the New Year. They are just starting out, setting up 
their steering group, so in a similar situation to Colwall. 

Lyonshall and Ledbury are the furthest advanced, but none of the parishes 
with designated NAs are at draft plan stage. 

JW encouraged Colwall to join the community forum, which is on the 
council’s webpages. Which can be found at: 
http://communities.herefordshire.gov.uk/connect.ti/system/homepage 
Follow the instructions to register if you haven’t already and then you will be 
able to share experiences with other parishes, ask questions and discuss all 
things neighbourhood planning related. 

c. What a NP looks like 

This is entirely up to you. The old Malvern Hills Local Plan had two pages 
covering Colwall, one page was a map and one page covered the relevant 
policies. This is what you will need at the very least, i.e. a map for land use 
allocations but the rest is up to you. The council does not expect glossy 
documents, which can be expensive. The council intend on doing all the 
mapping for the parishes at the council’s cost, so that all the NDPs are 
consistent in terms of colours used etc. However, any maps the parish need 
for consultation with their community, will be at the parishes cost. 

d. Herefordshire Local Plan 

This item also covered item 3 on the agenda.  

February – March 2013 The Local Plan (Core Strategy) will be out on 
consultation. This will cover all policies, but of most interest to Colwall will be 
the rural policies, which will be contained in this document. The strategic 
delivery team hope to adopt the Local Plan in March 2014. 

For your information between March and May 2014 there will not be any 
NDP referendums due to the elections. 

Your NDP will need to be in conformity with the Local Plan, which will be 
discussed later. 
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KD asked a question around adopting of the Local Plan and being able to 
proceed to referendum and whether this could be done prior to the adoption 
of the Local Plan or not. JW explained that the Neighbourhood Planning team 
were encouraging parishes not to do this, but rather to progress their NDP 
alongside the Local Plans production, so that as soon as the Local Plan was 
adopted, the very next day, if you so wished, the parish could submit their 
NDP. This would be achieved by JW working closely with the parish to ensure 
that they were kept up to date with the progress of the Local Plan, so that 
they can ensure there policy development is in general conformity with the 
Local Plan. 

3. Timetable for NP 

We don’t think there is any problem with your current timetable. However, we will 
need a bit of a lead in time between point 5 and 6. JS reassured JW that the Full 
Council approval was not that of the Local Authority, but that for the Parish Council. 
But JS noted the request for a lead in time between submitting documents to the 
Neighbourhood Planning team and being able to progress onto the next stage. 

The current proposal for the Colwall NDP to go to referendum in the April of 2014 
would fall within the period that we are unable to do this due to the election 
campaigns so JW advised the group that they could push the referendum back or 
bring it forward, which ever suited them. 

4. Cost of NP (Likely costs to borne by the Parish) 

The group did not feel the need to discuss cost. 

JW just confirmed that the Neighbourhood Planning team just need 1 electronic 
copy of the NDP when completed, no paper copies are necessary. 

However, JW would just like to add, post meeting, that the Neighbourhood Planning 
team is here to help keep costs down and that during 2013 – 2015 the Department 
for Communities and Local Government are making funding for parishes available. 
There are no details yet, but we will keep you updated. Funding will go direct to the 
parishes. 

5. Review existing data list, arrange electronic copies 

Data needs to be 5 years old or newer, any older and it will need to be reviewed. 
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Don’t forget the Council’s website for lots of data which has already been gathered 
for the Local Plan, which can be found at: 
http://www.herefordshire.gov.uk/housing/planning/30909.asp 

6. Consider mapping needs 

JS informed JW that Colwall had already sort advice from GIS Hoople. 

JW informed the group that other sources for mapping included Hereford Map 
Centre and the Neighbourhood Planning team and that costs between them varied. 
But of course, you can use any source for this purpose as you see necessary. JW 
reminded the group that the mapping of the final document would be done by the 
Neighbourhood Planning team at the council’s cost, but maps and documents for 
consultation events the parish wanted with their community would need to be done 
and paid for by the parish. 

7. Discussion about the Settlement Boundary 

JW informed the group that a guidance note on settlement boundaries (Guidance 
Note 20) can be found on the council’s website at: 
http://www.herefordshire.gov.uk/housing/planning/59805.asp 

JW confirmed that the Local Plan would not have any settlement boundaries 
outlined in the plan, if Colwall would like a settlement boundary, they would need to 
define this in their NDP. They can decide to: not to have a settlement boundary; 
keep to the one they had under the Unitary Development Plan (UDP); or alter this to 
change the settlement boundary for the future. Whatever they decided to do, this 
was up to the parish and importantly, their community. 

JW also informed the group that the UDP would cease to be in March 2013. But 
saved policies would still be in place until the Local Plan took over or other policies in 
NDPs took effect. Planning applications would also need to take into account the 
National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF). 

8. Consider consultation needs prior to formal requirements 

JW informed the group that this was up to them. However, as mentioned previously you 
need to consider the referendum at the end. You need to involve as much of your 
community as possible from the beginning to ensure that they feel involved and that the 
plan is as much their as it is the parishes. And by doing this they are more likely to get the 
yes vote at the referendum, where over 50% of the residents voting need to vote yes for the 
NDP to be adopted by Herefordshire Council. 
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JW then went on to AOB. 

a) JW highlighted some terminology in the briefing paper, which accompanied the agenda 
for the meeting. The use of the word ‘community plan’ means something different and 
therefore to ensure the right terminology is used it is recommended that the group uses 
‘Neighbourhood Development Plan’ or ‘Neighbourhood Plan’ to avoid confusion. 

b) Terminology was also raised by JS in terms of the NDP itself. JW informed the group not 
to worry about this for now, that is part of the role of the support officer. Just write the 
plan and when you want the Neighbourhood Planning team to review it, the planning 
terminology can be addressed then. 

c) Boundary issues – That consulting Malvern Hills District Council would be a good idea in 
developing your NDP, as it would be to consult the other neighbouring parishes around 
Colwall. 

d) In terms of the Local Plan and the NDP inconformity issue mentioned earlier JW wanted 
to take the group through what was currently expected to be in the consultation 
document due out in March 2013. 

JW informed the group that Colwall is named as a ‘Sustainable Settlement’. And as one 
of the largest villages in the area Colwall would be expected to take some growth. 

It was explained that the way the 5300 homes to be found across rural Herefordshire 
would be divided up was based on 7 ‘housing market areas (HMAs)’. Each HMA has a 
market town, in Colwall’s case, Ledbury. The Local Plan would indicate how much of the 
5300 homes would be in each HMA. And then, by using ‘proportionate growth’ the 
amount that each place was to grow would be expressed as a percentage, so for 
arguments sake Colwall was to grow by 50% of its existing housing stock. Say 1000 
homes exist in Colwall parish. 50% proportionate growth would be 500 homes to be 
delivered over the plan period from 2011 to 2031. 

However, this current example does not take into account, planning constraints such as 
the Conservation Area or the fact the parish is wholly within an AONB. Herefordshire 
Council taking this into consideration then consider 50% growth over the 20 years is too 
extensive for the locations sensitivities, so based on evidence, reduce the proportionate 
growth to say 30% of existing, so approx. 300 homes to be delivered, rather than 500. 

e) JS asked whether they could have policies in their NDP which stated that developments 
must be in line with the village design statement for example. JW was unable to answer 
that question on the night, but has since spoken with the team leader can now offer the 
following advice. 

The NDP cannot refer to other documents. The issues raised in these other documents 
need to be transferred into the NDP and policies included, which cover these issues. 
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However, the existing work you have done on these documents is not wasted. They will 
form an important part of your evidence base to show the examiner that the policies are 
based on evidence. 

f) JS suggested that JW would be able to assist with point m on the briefing paper 
regarding providing information on designated areas, AONB, conservation areas etc. JW 
informed the group that a lot of this data is already available on our website at: 
https://beta.herefordshire.gov.uk/conservation/ 

Other sources of information could be obtained via the Herefordshire Biological Record 
Centre, but there might be a small charge for information, but if they were having 
problems finding what they wanted, to get in touch with JW. 

g) JW informed the group that a Sustainability Appraisal (SA) of their NDP was not 
required. However a Strategic Environmental Assessment (SEA) or a Habitats 
Regulations Assessment (HRA) might be. Ideally, the Neighbourhood Planning team 
would be in touch shortly after the designation of a NA had been approved to confirm if 
either of these environmental assessments are necessary for their NDP. However the 
guidance notes on these topics were just being finalised and therefore as soon as further 
information on these was available, JW would update them accordingly. 

 

JW thanked the group for inviting her to one of their first Neighbourhood Planning meetings. 

 

End 
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AGENDA 

1. Website & data storage progress 
2. Mapping 
3. Herefordshire Local Plan Consultation 
4. Neighbourhood Plan Consultation Style, Content, Programme 
5. NPPF Elements 
6. Approvals system 
7. Upper Eden NDP 

Attendance, Cllrs Jim Beard, Neil Bowring & John Stock, Paul Esrich of AONB.   

Apologies from Karen Davis, clerk. 

1. Website & data storage  

Jim has set up colwallneighbourhoodplan@gmail.com (password supplied separately) which comes 
with Google Drive for files including folders.  Trials to be run to confirm adequacy.  Issues with 
website hosting to be resolved.  Jim to check with Liz if her work is free.  Paul to be included. 

2. Mapping data 

Neil collecting mapping data, using Jane Wormald where appropriate, will add to paper copy which 
Hoople will convert to digital.  John to look at providing high res aerial mapping via WSP licence.   

3. Herefordshire Local Plan Consultation 

Agreed LDF consultation needs to be handled by same team as best done in conjunction with NP.  
John to present this to full council 30 January 

4. Neighbourhood Plan Consultation  

Discussed likely format agreed to start on the basis of 3 elements and timetable below, but this may 
change if response requires it.  John to put to full council 30 January.  NOTE Neil AWAY 24th March 
for 2 weeks 

a) Element 1 – Public meeting and exhibition to introduce and inform and invite suggestions.  
NP & LDF, particularly Settlement Boundary 

b) Element 2 – Feedback on Settlement & LDP consultation PLUS deal with remaining elements 
of NP following study of Local Plan detail 

c) Element 3 – Present proposed NP at exhibition etc prior to CPC agreeing to submit for 
inspection & referendum. 

30 January full PC – John to report on all matters and if agree provisionally book hall. 

6 February NP meeting to review progress 

13 February P&D Cttee – NP meeting afterwards if required 

20 February full PC - present presentation, outline exhibition panels at A4 & questionnaire etc.  Gain 
CPC agreement to announce meeting.  

13 March P&D Cttee – NP meeting afterwards if required 

20 March full council -  

HOLD NP EVENT END 28 MARCH (Thursday, Friday & Sat?) also LP information 
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The preparation work is divided as follows; 

 Jim will look after development of website, documents for public including questionnaires etc; 
 Neil will do the mapping and exhibition panels (using Hoople);  
 John will present matters to council and do public meeting presentations 
 All will be involved in approving all material 

Reasons for not using ‘planning for real’ style consultation. 

1. Still a national and local plan so starting from scratch is not realistic 
2. LDF will look a lot like the UDP 
3. Protection afforded to the AONB is substantial plus other designations, limit possibilities 
4. Starting with a blank piece of paper gives too many options 
5. Need to manage expectations 
6. Existing position understood (eg settlement boundary) is best place to start the discussion 

with people having to justify any change and explain why it would be successful at 
referendum.  Existing settlement boundary may be flawed but it has been imposed for a 
considerable time and is tolerated. 
 

5. NPPF Elements 

Discussed the NPPF; only about 30 related to Colwall NP.  John to do short note on them.  Discussed 
NPPF and protection for AONB (equivalent to National Park status for ‘landscape and scenic beauty’.   

6. AONB & Settlement Boundary 

AONB would prefer to stay with Settlement Boundary rather than as a boundary within which AONB 
protection is reduced.  Discussed possible modifications to SB but difficult to be consistent and the 
‘gaps’ may be considered essential.  Paul suggested we have a landscape architect to review the 
areas adjacent to the SB and assess the importance of each area purely in terms of ‘landscape and 
scenic beauty’ as protected by the NPPF.  Paul considered this could be achieved out of the budget 
AONB had established for NP assistance.  John to put to full council on 30 January.  

7. Approvals System 

Jim to develop ½ page Terms of Reference for the NP group to work under.  To include all 3 (or 
should Clerk be included as well?) to approve, before anything goes public.  Also for expenditure, for 
any one of the 3 plus the Clerk for sums up to £250 and over that for the Clerk to discuss with John 
Mills.  John to put to full council. 

8. Upper Eden NDP 

All noted that this approved NP was a) developed by a group of parishes that constitute the Upper 
Eden District and b) the policies only refers to housing!! 
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Considerable work and progress has been achieved since I last reported on 19 December 2012, 
hence the length of this report. 

1. Parish Project 

We consider it essential to be able to use Karen as the administrator for the development of the 
Neighbourhood Plan, which will involve significant additional hours.    (Paul Esrich of the AONB has 
confirmed this would be an allowable expense in terms of the assistance from AONB, subject to 
availability of funds.) 

I therefore propose the NP development should be made a Parish Project allowing Karen to be 
paid and other costs covered. 

2. Herefordshire Local Plan Consultation 

The Herefordshire Local Plan will be out for consultation at the end of March and the parish needs to 
consider how to consider it and respond.  It is recommended this is handled by same team as the NP 
because the LDF will inevitably be linked to the NP and developing the NP is the best way of 
reviewing the impact of the LDF on the parish.  This will naturally lead to the development of a 
response.  In addition we can use the NP community consultation process to include consultation on 
the LDF.  

 I therefore propose the NP team handle the development response to the LDF. 

3. Neighbourhood Plan Consultation  

We have considered the format of the NP consultation in more detail and consider 3 public meetings 
each with a small exhibition that would remain available for a couple of days will be required - 
though this may change if public responses require it.  The first which we suggest should be at the 
end of March will be to introduce the NPPF, NP and LDF and the process we intend to follow.  In 
anticipation of your acceptance we have provisionally booked the Village Hall for Wednesday 
evening 27 March with the lobby being used to extend the exhibition period through Thursday, and 
until 5pm on Good Friday. 

The second, which could be at the beginning of June would be to feed back on the consultation 
received following the first meeting and for the Council to present their views on the LDF.  
Depending on what was received from the first consultation further consultation will be carried out.  

If considered necessary, the third, perhaps in early September, would review the further 
consultation and present the proposed NP to the community, prior to asking council to agree to 
submit the plan for examination and referendum.  The timing will then be dependent on 
Herefordshire Council, though it would hopefully be achieved by the end of the 2013.   

To achieve this we need prepare the outline of our material and present it to full council on 20 
February with the public meeting being announced immediately afterwards.  (Note, it is only at this 
point there would be any commitment about dates and the process we are following.)    
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4. Settlement Boundary 

We know from the planning department the new local plan will not contain settlement boundaries 
because that’s a detail for a neighbourhood plan.  We believe the settlement boundary will be the 
most important element in the NP and, as I mentioned earlier, we think the starting point for 
discussions should be the existing one.   

The AONB is well protected in planning terms (equivalent to National Park status for ‘landscape and 
scenic beauty’) and any change to the settlement boundary would have to demonstrate the impact 
on the ‘landscape and scenic beauty’ was acceptable, bearing in mind the alternatives.   

Neither we, nor the AONB Partnership, can do this at the moment because there has been no 
objective assessment of the significance of land along the boundary, both inside and out, to the 
natural beauty of the landscape.  Consequently it is recommended a review by a landscape architect 
is procured to assess the current boundary and areas around it, in terms of ‘landscape and scenic 
beauty’ and with reference to the distinctive character of the settlement and its surrounds, including 
key views.   The AONB Unit have offered to explore whether they could procure, manage and pay for 
this from the budget they have established for NP assistance in 2012/13.   

I therefore propose we accept the AONB Unit's offer to explore and then to procure an assessment 
of the relevance of land to the AONB’s landscape and scenic beauty. 

5. Approvals System 

We have prepared a Terms of Reference for the NP group to work under.   

I propose this is adopted. 

6. Other Progress 

Neil is steaming ahead with obtaining data and mapping it.  This data is being done on paper and he 
has arranged for it to be converted to digital by Hoople and placed on OS mapping.  I am also 
endeavouring to source aerial photography at a reasonable cost.   

Jim is busy drafting documentation – such as the Terms of Reference and collecting data that might 
be appropriate in our ‘resources’ pool, which will be made available to the public in due course.  He 
is also developing a website with Liz Taylour and he has also set up an email address and storage for 
files to be shared. 

7. Notes of Interest 

The Upper Eden NDP has been approved.  It was developed by a group of parishes that together 
constitute the Upper Eden District.  The policies only refer to housing!! 
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Colwall Neighbourhood Plan Steering Group 
Terms of Reference 

 
The Steering Group is a Working Party of Colwall Parish Council. 
 

Purpose 

The purpose of the Steering Group is to oversee the development of the Colwall 
Neighbourhood Plan ensuring all issues are addressed with high levels of community 
engagement to maximise the potential for the Plan to be supported at the local referendum.  
 

Roles 

 Provide the strategic management for the development of the Colwall Neighbourhood 
Plan. 

 Act as the public face and contact point for the Neighbourhood Plan.  

 Publicise the consultation widely using a variety of formats.  Encourage the involvement 
of all parishioners and organisations. 

 Work closely with the AONB Partnership and the Herefordshire Planning Department. 

 Progress the Neighbourhood Plan in accordance with the Service Level Agreement with 
Herefordshire Council. 

 Promote the objectives of the Colwall Neighbourhood1.  

 Provide a resource of information and advice. 

 Commission specific mapping, data, evidence and analysis as required. 

 Facilitate discussions with relevant and interested groups and involve local expertise. 

 Lead the consultation process, collect, consider and report on all submissions. 

 Recommend policies for inclusion and re-consult if necessary. 

 Prepare the Neighbourhood Plan for approval by Colwall Parish Council. 

 Report progress to Colwall Parish Council monthly.  

 

Members 

Cllrs, John Stock, Jim Beard, Neil Bowring, the Clerk, Karen Davis and Paul Esrich (AONB). 
 

Authority 

Expenses; Individual items to a maximum of £100 to be approved by one member plus the 
Clerk.  Items over £100 to include approval by Chairman of Finance Committee. 
 
Issue of information to public; To be approved by all members.  Major items to be 
discussed with full Council. 

                                                
 1 providing local affordable housing, 
 improving business opportunities,  
 promoting renewable sources of energy and 
 protecting and enhancing the natural and built environment. 
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1. Planning Camp 
Karen and I attended the 3 day Bristol Planning Camp organised and paid for by the Eden Trust and 
Locality.  Over 90 delegates attended the very well organised event.  We learnt a great deal and met 
several people who we might ask for advice later in the year.  We both came away feeling; 

a. Confident we know what we are doing 
b. That Colwall has it remarkably easy compared with those areas facing years of 

depravation and apathy and insufficient funds just to make a start. 
c. Herefordshire are very supportive compared with many authorities 
d. And that we are probably in the first 200 parishes to have their NP plan area 

confirmed and be well underway. 
 

2. Landscape and Scenic Beauty assessment 

The AONB Partnership, in consultation with the Parish, has commissioned Carly Tinckler to prepare 
the Landscape and Scenic Beauty assessment.  This is hoped to be finished by the end of March but 
is dependent on the weather. 

3. Parish Newsletter Advertisement 
A short informative ‘advert’ for the public meeting has been prepared for the Parish Newsletter as 
shown below.  Flyers using the same text but overlying a photograph will also be prepared to 
specifically invite organisations and businesses to the public meeting. 
 

4. Public Meeting Presentation 

The draft presentation for the public meeting is now ready and will be given after this meeting.  An 
outline of the proposed exhibition material is provided at the end of this paper. 

5. Budget 

The budget has been assessed as follows.    A significant contribution from the AONB is expected. 

 ITEM BY END COST Total 

1 Bristol Planning Camp expenses February 2013 £80  

2 Mapping and exhibition panels work by 
Hoople Ltd.  Flyers, hall hire cost etc 

March 2013 £500 

£80 

 

£660 

3 Landscape and Scenic Beauty assessment  March 2013 £1200 £1,860 

4 Clerk, additional hours and expenses  £600 £2,460 

5 Prepare Draft Plan.  Mapping and printing May 2013 £200 £2,660 

6 Further formal Consultation Sept 2013  £600 £3,260 

7 Modify Plan and re-consult if necessary  Nov 2013 £200  £3,460 

8 Clerk, additional hours and expenses Nov 2013 £600 £4,060 

9 Contingency Nov 2013 £1,000 £5,060 
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For Parish Newsletter February 2013 

Neighbourhood Plan  

Public Meeting  

Wednesday 27 March 2013 7:30pm Colwall Village Hall 

Get Involved 

Give us your views 

Tell us how our area should develop! 

The Localism Act 2011 made significant changes to the way planning is dealt with.  In particular the 
Act brings in Neighbourhood Development Plans, generally called Neighbourhood Plans (NPs), which 
are based at Parish level rather than County Council level.   Colwall Parish Council is preparing a 
Neighbourhood Plan to cover the parish area and when complete it will be the statutory planning 
document.   

Plans are developed by the community that lives and works in the area.   Anyone can suggest polices 
they would like to see in the plan.  Whilst there are some rules about the policies permitted, initially 
the Parish Council does not wish to limit the ideas people put forward. 

The consultation process will start with a public meeting in the Village Hall on Wednesday 27 March 
at 7:30pm, to talk about the changes and explain how you can be involved and also to answer 
questions.  There will also be a small exhibition which will remain available in the Village Hall lobby 
until Friday 5pm. 

So come along and find out how you can influence how Colwall develops over the next 10 or 15 
years. 

Proposed Exhibition Boards 
1. Welcome board CPC crest, Title NDP, etc  Brief explanation of what we are about, 

consultation process. 

2. CPC area and neighbouring parishes plan 

3. Parish in the AONB (possibly combined with CPC area above) 

4. Historic Colwall Settlement boundary.   

5. Plan of parish marked up with assets (AONB, green space, playing fields etc) 

6. “Tell us what you think board”.  Request for responses. 
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COLWALL PARISH COUNCIL 
 

Minutes of the Assembly of the Parish Meeting duly convened and held at the 
Colwall Village Hall, Mill Lane, Colwall on Wednesday 27th March 2013 at 

7.30pm. 
 

1. Welcome and apologies for absence. 
The Chairman, Mrs Nicky Carless, welcomed circa 130 members of the Public,  
11 members of the Parish Council, the Clerk and Herefordshire County Councillors Carl 
Attwood and Tony Johnson. 
Apologies had been received from Councillor Bowring.  
 
2. A presentation to launch the consultation phase of the Colwall Neighbourhood 
Development Plan.  
Launching the consultation - This event had been widely advertised by Colwall Parish 
Council. 1,100 flyers had been hand delivered to households in the village advertising 
this public meeting. A further 200 flyers were available in the library and village shops. 
Individual invitations had been sent to landowners, businesses in the village and Clerks 
from the neighbouring 8 Parishes and finally, notices and flyers had been exhibited on 
the 4 public notice boards in the Parish and on the Parish Council website. 
 
Following the welcome by the Chairman, the meeting was handed over the Councillor 
John Stock, who undertook a detailed power point presentation which provided an 
overview of “Neighbourhood Development Plans”.  
 
The presentation  
i) Summarised the recent changes to planning regulations :- 
Regional planning has been replaced with a National Framework “NPPF”;  
at County level there is a local plan which in Herefordshire includes the Core Strategy 
(which is currently in the consultation phase)  
and at a parish level there are Neighbourhood Development Plans (also known as 
Neighbourhood Plans), all of which are statutory planning documents.  
 
ii) What are Neighbourhood Plans?:-  
Colwall Parish Council elected during 2012 to have a Neighbourhood Plan; and that the 
area for the Plan should be based on the Parish boundary.  
In October 2012 we received confirmation from Hereford Council that our application to 
designate Colwall as a Neighbourhood Area had been “Approved” under regulation 7 of 
the Neighbourhood Planning (General) Regulations 2012, and the Parish Council could 
proceed with their Neighbourhood Plan. 
Neighbourhood Plans deal specifically with land based matters, and are not concerned 
with other local services such as the provision of health services or the number of buses 
that serve the village. 
 
The decision to have a Neighbourhood Plan was made as it is the only opportunity we 
have to influence what happens in the Parish of Colwall. If we chose not to have one, 
Herefordshire would use their local plan and their own ideas in place of our plan.  As 
their local plan will be less detailed than the statutory planning regulations in the past 
this could be a problem.  
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In particular Herefordshire’s local plan will not have designated Settlement Boundaries, 
as there was in the past and Colwall Parish Council believes our Parish should have one.  
 
By having a Neighbourhood Plan it gives the Parishioners the opportunity to decide 
where development takes place in the village and to assist organisations and businesses, 
to protect them and make them more sustainable. A Neighbourhood Plan will give the 
community of Colwall the opportunity to shape their Parish for the next 10-15 years. 
 
iii) The process – The initial consultation process where we invite Parishioners to put 
forward their ideas of how they wish to Parish to be developed/shaped over the next few 
years 
 
These ideas and feedback will be considered following which the Parish Council will 
formulate what may be in the plan and hold a further consultation, anticipated to be 
during the summer of 2013, to present the ideas to the community.  If necessary there 
may be a further round of consultation.   
 
The draft plan will then be prepared and following approval by full council it will be 
submitted to Herefordshire for Examination by an independent examiner.  Once 
approved by the examiner it will be put to a referendum for the Parishioners to vote 
upon. A majority vote of those who participate in the vote must be achieved for the 
Development Plan to be ‘made’ and become a statutory planning document. 
 
3. Parishioners Question Time. 
There was approximately 40 minutes of Questions and Answers. 
 
Q. Is there a time limit on taking up a Neighbourhood Plan and if you don’t do you lose 
the right to have one? 
A. Whilst the delivery of our Neighbourhood Plan will be dictated to by delivery of the 
Herefordshire Core Strategy (as our Neighbourhood Plan needs to dovetail into the Core 
Strategy) , there is no time limit on when you can take up a Neighbourhood Plan, so 
long as the legislation exists. 
 
Q. Is there a mechanism to change the Neighbourhood Plan once in place? 
A. Once “adopted” any amendments would require a new Neighbourhood Plan, which 
would have to be accepted by a majority vote, it would then replace any former plan.  
 
Q. Why is the Settlement Boundary such a small % of the Parish Boundary? 
A The Settlement boundary denotes the areas of the village where development is 
currently permitted within the Parish Boundary. 
 
Q. Is the 8th May deadline for response moveable? 
A. Yes, if your organisation would like an extension of time to submit their proposal just 
let us know when you would like to reply by and we will confirm. 
 
Q. Can development expand outside the Settlement Boundary? 
A. Because the whole of the Parish is within the Malvern Hills AONB we are afforded 
protection from AONB status which restricts development outside the Settlement 
Boundary. 
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Q. Why is there no specific mention of the Conservation Area. 
A. The Conservation Area is designated on the maps for the exhibition and it’s status 
will not be affected by the Neighbourhood Plan, in other words it will remain as it is 
unless there is a request to consider expanding this area, 
 
Q. Is it possible to undertake this presentation at the school? 
A. Yes, if you would like to submit a request to do so. 
 
Q. If the Parish Plan is adopted will it be respected by the planning officers at 
Herefordshire Council or ignored as the Parish Council frequently has been in the past?  
A. We believe it will be respected and the DCLG are aware this could be an issue for 
Neighbourhood Plans and will be monitoring the situation closely. 
 
Q. What issues should we consider? 
A. At this stage we do not want to state issues for your consideration other than the 
Settlement Boundary. We want your ideas for developing the Parish. 
 
Q. Are we set any parameters from the draft Core Strategy? 
A. The Core Strategy will set a housing quota our housing market area (Ledbury) to 
which we have to contribute.  However, we need to consider what is a reasonable 
housing strategy for the Parish that meets the needs of the community rather than a 
specific quota. 
 
Q. Does the AONB have an opinion on the Neighbourhood Plan? 
A. Yes, we are working closely with the AONB and one of their team is on the 
Neighbourhood Plan Working Group for Colwall. This is a partnership with the Malvern 
Hills AONB. 
 
Q. Will the responses you receive be viewable? 
A. It is our intention that questions and responses will be viewable on the website over 
time. 
 
Q. What status will the Conservation Area have in the Neighbourhood Plan 
A. Its status will remain unchanged. 
 
Q. Will the Neighbourhood Plan define the “nature of our community” such as 
dormitory village? 
A. The Neighbourhood Plan is about how you want to develop the village in the future 
and if you wish this to be described then we can consider it. 
 
Q. Is this a wish list for money/funding?  
A. No this is about development not funding. 
 
Statement – When considering defining affordable housing, please consider affordable 
market housing not just “social housing” to meet the needs of the community. 
 
Q. Who will reconcile differences of opinion? 
A. The Independent Examiner. 
 
Q. What % of the Community Infrastructure Levy “CIL” will you get if you have a 
Neighbourhood Plan in place and is this better than the existing arrangements? 
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A. 25% will come to the village under the CIL. Previously we have been able to 
negotiate monies from the S106 agreement for the village and there was no cap on this 
so it’s a different way of dealing with a contribution to the Parish. 
 
Q. How much opportunity will there be to influence a design statement for housing that 
limits the environmental impact and influences the visual design? 
A. The National Planning Policy Framework “NPPF” gives so very clear guidance on 
this with specific reference to areas designated AONB status.  It will be reinforced in the 
Neighbourhood Plan. 
 
The meeting closed at 8.30 p.m. 
 
 
 
 
 
Chairman………………………….     Date……………… 
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PROGRESS and AGENDA 

1. Public Meeting 

a. Public meeting went well, good turn out by councillors, minutes are as official ones 
by Clerk.   

b. A3 book to go to library. 

c. Check on Conservation Area ‘rules’, status etc 

d. Check other questions asked (see minutes) 

2. Working group membership – Neil is not well and we need to consider if we should invite 
someone else to join.  This would be in addition to Neil who is always welcome when is able 
to participate.  Does not need to be a councillor – would obviously need to be approved by 
full council.  

3. Getting out to Others - We need to ensure we reach others such as; 

a. School kids, primary and secondary –via school & other groups, eg scouts 

b. Brookside (Jim) Orlin Road (John via Elaine?) Chevenham (Melanie?) (Nicky?) 

4. Responses 

a. Responses?  Jim to advise. 

b. Jim to do acknowledgement email reply, make pdf of each and save.  Also save email 
address and name. 

5. Website & data storage progress 

a. Public perception to be ‘just our site’ with no visibility of where data stored etc. 

b. Data for website – most existing data now available, - further items? 

6. Research 

a. Thame NP consultation report as highly praised – Jim? 

b. DCLG re Dawlish examination, as seems over the top. – JS? 

c. Population and demography of Colwall v Herefordshire and England. – Jim? 

7. Herefordshire Local Plan Consultation 

a. Response to CIL consultation completed by clerk 10 April 2013.  Also response to 
retain CIL at ‘locality’ level, from Liz Harvey. 

b. CS response needs to be submitted by 22nd April. 
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PROGRESS and AGENDA 

1. Public Meeting 

a. Public meeting minutes now available on website.   

b. A3 book is in the library. 

c. Check on Conservation Area ‘rules’, status etc 

d. Check other questions asked (see minutes) 

2. ‘Adequate’ Consultation - We need to review what others have done to ensure our 
consultation is ‘adequate’.  Need to be careful we don’t ‘ask twice’ to some groups. 

3. Responses 

a. Responses?  Jim to update. 

4. Website & data storage progress 

a. Data for website – most existing data now available, - further items? 

b. Still getting ‘This content cannot be displayed in a frame’. 

5. Research 

a. Thame NP consultation report, as highly praised – Jim to report. 

b. DCLG re Dawlish examination, as seems over the top. – JS 

c. Population and demography of Colwall v Herefordshire and England. – Jim? 

6. Herefordshire Local Plan Consultation 

a. CS response needs to be submitted by 22nd April. 
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1. Public Meeting 

Over 140 people attended the public meeting.  The minutes have been circulated and also placed on 
the NP website as well as the Parish website. 

2. Responses 

So far only a few responses have been received, no replies to suggestions for the NP will be sent out 
for some time and all will go via the clerk.   A few requests for information are being dealt with.   

3. Finances 

At the meeting on 20th February 2013 a budget of £5,000 was agreed.  Expenditure to date is; 

ITEM Budget Actual Cost Cost to Parish 

Bristol Planning Camp expenses £80 £38.94 £38.94 

Mapping and panels work by Hoople Ltd.  £500 £242.70 Paid by AONB 

Flyers, hall hire, Web address £80 £123.07 £123.07 

Landscape and Scenic Beauty assessment  £1200 £1902.40 Paid by AONB 

Clerk, additional hours (to 20th March 2013) £600 £621.67 £621.67 

2012/2013 financial year cost to Parish £783.68 

 
4. Current work 

A progress meeting has been held with Carly Tinkler and the AONB to discuss progress on the 
landscape assessment.  The work is proving more detailed than originally envisaged but also more 
interesting.  It may be that additional costs will need to be considered to ensure completion. 
 
Other current work is the review of the Thame NP to use as a model for the Colwall NP and 
consultation.  It has been very professionally prepared and well received by the examiner.   
 

5. Response to Core Strategy, including CIL. 

The NP Working Group each examined their allocated part of the Core Strategy and proposed 
response as outlined in my report to Council on 20th March 2013.  These were reviewed to produce a 
co-ordinated response.   (This exercise reinforced our view that we need a Neighbourhood 
Development Plan and Settlement Boundary.)  The main points were; 

a. The failure of the CS to have regard to the conservation and enhancement of the 
AONB as required by the CRoW Act. 

b. The apparent removal of the protection to the AONB afforded by the NPPF. 

c. The rural exceptions policy for housing, which would allow development anywhere, 
provided the design was considered ‘good’ or it was zero carbon and allowing 
market housing to piggyback on the affordable housing. 
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d. The target of 40% for affordable housing, bearing in mind the modest need shown 
by the recent housing need survey. 

e. The lack of clear requirements for open spaces, sports and recreation facilities. 

f. Regarding the Community Infrastructure Levy consultation, the response was firstly 
to object to all new housing in the Parish being subject to the highest levy as this 
would tend to make Colwall exclusive rather than inclusive, which conflicts with our 
NDP objective to encourage mixed housing development.  Second, to object to the 
Ledbury ‘Locality’ determining how the 25% CIL income would be spent. 
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AGENDA and MEETING NOTES 

1. Welcome and introductions 

2. Responses   

Jim briefly updated on the responses received and the website contents.  Jane will look at 
the website. 

3. Jane Wormald, the Core Strategy impact on Colwall’s NP Neighbourhood Plan and JS Notes 
on Discussion. 

a. Jane had agreed to take us through the impact of the Core Strategy on the Colwall NP 
with particular reference to housing following our meeting  

b. Colwall is the ‘most sustainable village’ (Ref; Rural Housing background Paper March 
2013 page 33 (Appendix 2) this is in terms of environment, economy and social aspects.  
It is not understood how this is to be taken into account when deciding on more housing.  
848 residential properties in main village with an assessed capacity for 110 more, and a 
short term assessed need of 26 affordable homes. 

c. CS has a 14% growth target for the villages in the Ledbury Rural HMA (CS Policy RA1, 
p139).  Very unclear what Colwall needs to cater for.  Just the assessed need, its ability to 
absorb, or the 14%, or its part of the 565 number needed to 2031.  Some other villages in 
the Ledbury HMA may be unable to take any – such as Eastnor, because of the 
landowner’s views. 

d. If we ‘allocated’ land, as the planners would like us to do, we could specify what is to be 
built and the layout etc and talk to landowners and developers.  We considered this was 
unlikely, partly because it is for others to design, partly because of the risks involved and 
the work and whether the community would think it appropriate.  It could compromise 
achieving a yes vote at referendum as those against would tend to vote. 

e. We queried whether we were correct that zero-carbon property of ‘good design’ could be 
built ‘anywhere’, without apparent regard for the AONB or a Settlement Boundary.  (Ref 
Core Strategy Policy RA3 p146)  Jane accepted this was the case, but said buildings could 
enhance the locality.  We commented that most of the hills were now built on and could 
perhaps be considered as ‘full’.  Jane said the NDP could have a criteria based 
requirement for development outside the Settlement Boundary, however we 
commented that the Policy H2 – Rural exception sites, over-rode that provided they were 
‘affordable’.  It also allows some market housing to subsidise the affordable. 

f. Colwall is classed as a ‘local centre’ in terms of retail. 

g. Jane was asked about the status of the ‘chatty’ bits of the CS.  Jane considered the whole 
document would be considered by an inspector.  However we commented that the NPPF 
154 states; ‘Only policies that provide a clear indication of how a decision maker should 
react to a development proposal should be included in the plan’.  This clearly implies the 
policy is critically important, and other text is subservient. 
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h. CIL.  Jane considered 25% of CIL would be given to the parish, however we considered the 
consultation sent out by Liz Harvey (but subsequently withdrawn) had said it would be 
taken by the Locality.  POST MEETING NOTE Re-examination of consultation letter 
indicates we were wrong as the letter refers to “the majority of the remaining CIL funds 
should be retained within the ‘Locality’”.   That is, the majority of the remaining 75%, not the 25%.  

i. Steering Group, Jane was concerned we had so few members on the steering group, 
suggesting we needed 6 to 12.  She was surprised no one had come forward to join the 
steering group after the presentation in March 2013.  We commented that no one had 
objected to what we were doing, or to the idea of a Settlement Boundary and we had 
therefore concluded the community were in broad agreement with our work. 

j. Jane said we should include the most important parts of the Village Design Statement in 
the NDP.  She mentioned it must be 3-5 years old or less for it to be considered.  (Colwall 
VDS is 12 years old, but very few changes needed).  We will need to update and have 
accepted.  Jane agreed to advise on the source of this requirement for supplementary 
documents.   

k. Housing needs survey.  The same time limit applies to the needs survey which Jane stated 
is for the Parish to carry out(!).  We need to check whether requirements of Housing Act 
1985 still stand.  We were of the opinion that the NPPF required the Local Plan to 
determine need.  NPPF 159 states; ‘Local planning authorities should have a clear 
understanding of housing needs in their area.’  It would therefore seem to be a question 
of detail and that the Local Plan would not go down to parish level. 

l. We explained how we were looking at the UDP and the new CS and examining those 
polies that were not carried across to see whether they should be included in the NDP.  
Jane concurred with our approach. 

4. Outstanding Issues to be Considered 

i. Update of housing needs (previously done March/Sept 2010). 

ii. Update of Colwall VDS.  (Adopted April 2001) 

iii. Update of Parish Plan?  (2005) 

iv. What does NPPF 185 mean by non-strategic? 

v. If we refer to the Colwall VDS, can we later modify it and how is it ‘adopted’? 

5. Outstanding Questions for future 

i. What is ‘adequate consultation’, does HC decide?  If not who?   

ii. What does NPPF 185 mean by non-strategic? 

iii. If we refer to the Colwall VDS, can we later modify it and how is it ‘adopted’? 

iv. Can the NP include a requirement for developers to consult and to provide paper 
copies of submission? 
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PROGRESS and AGENDA 

1. Landscape Assessment Progress 

John to update 

2. Core Strategy and Housing, including SHLAA 2012 

Karen to outline issues 

Discussion on way forward. 
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1. Responses 

Relatively few responses have been received; many say they are in favour of having a Settlement 
Boundary, though some want no change to the existing one.  Also noteworthy is that no one has 
objected to anything we are doing, from which we are entitled to presume general agreement.  
Responses will be considered fully in time for the next presentation which will also deal further with 
the Settlement Boundary.  

2. Visit by J Wormald HC Planning Liaison Officer 

Jane Wormald joined the NP Working Group after the Planning and Development meeting on 15May 
2013, to take us through the Herefordshire Core Strategy with respect to Colwall.  This meeting 
rapidly became a robust discussion about exactly what housing development the Core Strategy set 
out for Colwall.  Jane gave a mixed message and also referred to the March 2013 Rural Housing 
Background Paper.   

This issue was researched by Karen and following discussion the Working Group’s view is as follows. 

Affordability of housing is a particular problem in Herefordshire generally, especially in the rural 
areas.  The Ledbury (HMA) Rural Area is seen as the most appropriate and achievable for 
development and within that area, Colwall is seen as the most sustainable village as we are the 
largest village and have good transport links and other facilities.  Considering the county as a whole, 
out of the 215 villages assessed, only 4 score more highly than Colwall.  (Rural Housing Background 
Paper March 2013, Appendix 2.) 

As a result, outside Hereford and the 5 market towns, Colwall comes nearly top in the hierarchy 
for development!   And our Neighbourhood Plan needs to be in conformity with the Core Strategy. 

Colwall has approximately 848 houses and taking the 14% growth from the Core Strategy for the 
Ledbury Rural HMA area would indicate 119 units without taking account of Colwall’s particular 
development desirability. 

The only counter arguments are to demonstrate the village does not have the ability to absorb the 
development or the impact on the AONB.  Given the desire to provide further development and the 
‘development status’ of Colwall it is unlikely we could rely on the first point.  As a consequence we 
consider the landscape assessment work is more important than ever and must be robust and based 
solely on evidence. 

3. Current work 
As a consequence of the heightened importance of the landscape assessment work, Karen and I met 
with Paul Esrich of AONB yesterday to discuss this work and take his specialist knowledge.   
 
He considered rather than the ‘walk-over’ and assessment into high/medium/low capacity as in the 
current brief, this could only be achieved by carrying out a Landscape Sensitivity and Capacity 
Assessment using a published methodology1  in sufficient detail to allow decision making on 
relatively small areas of land.  This will now be considered further and a way forward identified for 
Council’s consideration. 

                                                           
1 Landscape Character Assessment Guidance for England and Scotland – Topic Paper 6: Techniques and criteria 
for judging sensitivity and capacity.  The Countryside Agency and Scottish Natural Heritage 2002 
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COLWALL PARISH COUNCIL

The minutes of the meeting of Colwall Parish Council held in the Jean Simon Room
of Colwall Village Hall, Mill Lane, Colwall at 7.30 pm on Wednesday 30th May
2013.

Present: Councillors Ashton, Beard, Bowring, Carless, Mills, Milne, Morris, Stock,
Turner and the Clerk.

1. Welcome and Apologies: The Chairman welcomed those present and apologies
for absence were received from Councillors Rees.  I thought

2. Declarations of Interests: The Chairman reminded Councillors of the need to
declare any Personal, Prejudicial or Pecuniary Interests in items on the agenda.

3. Minutes:
i) The minutes of the last meeting of the Parish Council held on the 24th April
2013 were agreed as a correct record and signed by the Chairman.
ii) The minutes of the Annual Meeting held on the 1st May 2013 were agreed as a
correct record and signed by the Chairman.

4. Progress Report –
Neighbourhood Plan
Councillor Stock provided the following update –

i. Responses

Relatively few responses have been received; many say they are in favour of
having a Settlement Boundary, though some want no change to the existing one.
Also noteworthy is that no one has objected to anything we are doing, from which
we are entitled to presume general agreement.  Responses will be considered fully
in time for the next presentation which will also deal further with the Settlement
Boundary.

ii. Visit by J Wormald HC Planning Liaison Officer

Jane Wormald joined the NP Working Group after the Planning and Development
meeting on 15May 2013, to take us through the Herefordshire Core Strategy with
respect to Colwall.  This meeting rapidly became a robust discussion about
exactly what housing development the Core Strategy set out for Colwall.  Jane
gave a mixed message and also referred to the March 2013 Rural Housing
Background Paper.
This issue was researched by Karen and following discussion the Working
Group’s view is as follows.
Affordability of housing is a particular problem in Herefordshire generally,
especially in the rural areas.  The Ledbury (HMA) Rural Area is seen as the most
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appropriate and achievable for development and within that area, Colwall is seen
as the most sustainable village as we are the largest village and have good
transport links and other facilities.  Considering the county as a whole, out of the
215 villages assessed, only 4 score more highly than Colwall.  (Rural Housing
Background Paper March 2013, Appendix 2.)

As a result, outside Hereford and the 5 market towns, Colwall comes nearly top in
the hierarchy for development! And our Neighbourhood Plan needs to be in
conformity with the Core Strategy.
Colwall has approximately 848 houses and taking the 14% growth from the Core
Strategy for the Ledbury Rural HMA area would indicate 119 units without taking
account of Colwall’s particular development desirability.
The only counter arguments are to demonstrate the village does not have the
ability to absorb the development or the impact on the AONB.  Given the desire
to provide further development and the ‘development status’ of Colwall it is
unlikely we could rely on the first point.  As a consequence we consider the
landscape assessment work is more important than ever and must be robust and
based solely on evidence.

iii. Current work
As a consequence of the heightened importance of the landscape assessment
work, Karen and I met with Paul Esrich of AONB yesterday to discuss this work
and take his specialist knowledge.

He considered rather than the ‘walk-over’ and assessment into high/medium/low
capacity as is the current brief, this could only be achieved by carrying out a
Landscape Sensitivity and Capacity Assessment using a published methodology
in sufficient detail to allow decision making on relatively small areas of land.
This will now be considered further and a way forward identified for Council’s
consideration.
IT WAS RESOLVED that Colwall Parish Council accept that a Landscape
Sensitivity and Capacity Assessment will be required in order to provide a robust
evidence base regarding the Settlement Boundary in the Neighbourhood Plan; and
there will be a financial consequence in so doing.
Subject to the Malvern Hills AONB endorsing this course of action (which they
already have done) and their endorsement for the appointment of Carly Tinkler
Landscape Architect (who was originally appointed by the Malvern Hills AONB
to undertake the initial landscape work) to undertake this Landscape Sensitivity
and Capacity Assessment, then the Clerk will obtain a quotation for the
Landscape Sensitivity and Capacity Assessment from Carly Tinkler for approval
by Colwall Parish Council.

5. Financial Matters.
i)  Colwall Parish Council considered the Income and Expenditure for May
2013,  as  per  the  list  circulated  at  the  meeting.  IT  WAS  RESOLVED  that  the
cheques be signed.
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6. Co-option onto Colwall Parish Council

It was proposed by N Carless and seconded by H Turner that Wendy Cottam be co-
opted onto Colwall Parish Council, IT WAS RESOLVED that Wendy Cottam be
co-opted onto Colwall Parish Council, subject to being on the electoral role.

7. Herefordshire Council proposed budget cuts.
County Councillor Tony Johnson had emailed the Clerk to advise that discussions
are ongoing regarding how Herefordshire Council achieve their imposed budget
cuts and at this time whilst the library service offered in the County is being
reviewed as part of this process no decision has been made regarding the options.
There will be public consultation regarding any proposals and Tony Johnson will
provide  a  further  update  at  the  next  Full  Council  meeting  of  Colwall  Parish
Council.

8. Correspondence for processing.
i) HALC Nomination Form for Annual or Casual Vacancy appointments to
HALC Executive Committee.
IT WAS RESOLVED that Nicola Carless be nominated.

ii) Herefordshire Council Review of Polling District, Polling Places and Polling
Stations within Herefordshire Unitary Council Area.
IT WAS RESOLVED that Colwall Parish Council would accept only one polling
station in the village, at the Village Hall other than for the General Election when it
was felt that the existing 2 venues should be available.

9. Correspondence for Information.
See table attached

10. Reports of Committees.
i) IT WAS RESOLVED that the report from the Planning & Development
committee meetings held on the 24th April 2013 and the 15th May 2013 were
received, approved and adopted.
ii) IT WAS RESOLVED that the report from the Village Amenities
committee meeting held on the 8th May 2013 was received, approved and adopted.

11. Representatives on Outside Bodies. To receive reports from Councillors who
have represented Council at meetings since the last Full Council meeting.
ii) Councillors Carless and Haynes had attended a meeting of the Eastern Area
Meeting of HALC. There were no matters to report to the Council.

12. Date of next meeting:
To confirm the date of the next Full Council meeting, this will be held on

Wednesday 29th May 2013 at 8.35pm.
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The Chairman closed the meeting at 8.35pm.

Signed: ………………………………………………   Date: ……………………

Table Correspondence
May 2013

Document 1 Email Malvern Hills Communities Festival request for volunteers.

Document 2 Malvern Hills AONB E-Bulletin May 2013

Document 3 H C notification re Evendine Water Spout conforming to Private
Water Supplies Regulations 2009
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Colwall Parish Council J Stock
Neighbourhood Plan Working Group
Meeting Record

Meeting 15 January 2014
7:30pm Jean Simon Room Colwall Village Hall
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Present – Karen Davis, Neil Bowring, Paul Esrich, Jim Beard, John Stock and Samantha Banks our
Herefordshire Neighbourhood Planning Liaison Officer

Discussions

JS set out what had been done to date, in particular the consultations and the LSCA work.

Housing density was discussed and the need to include consideration of land identified in the SHLAA in the
LSCA.  We can use different densities if considered appropriate.

SB agreed to supply the housing density measurement methodology for the densities in the CS.

HC is about to review the SHLAA and will provide us with their comments on the land as well as a schedule
and the constraints.

SB considered we should set out our high level principles or aims; this is essentially the settlement
boundary and development quality, as a consequence the AONB will be protected.

Discussed the need to provide the means for the planners to achieve what we want – may need to be quite
detailed.

Discussed the environmental assets plan prepared for the parish.

SB suggested we should identify areas suitable for development (based on the LSCA but also other
constraints), comment on their suitability for development and pass to her for review.  Discussed the
possible need for HC to use their CPO powers, but at developers cost, to improve access to developments.

Regarding quality of development SB suggested we describe what we consider appropriate and then Plan
can say nothing else permitted.

Suggested Carly’s plan showing how the village had developed would be useful in setting the character.

SB advised us we could seek funds via @Awards for All’ – contact Dave Tristan, but note can only apply
once.

DCLG Newsletter 8 has been issued.

Regarding consultation SB advised it is matter for us to be content we have consulted sufficiently.  JB
described the extent to which virtually every house had leaflets as well as emails and invites to every
business.



Colwall Parish Council J Stock
Neighbourhood Plan Working Group
Agenda & Notes

Meeting 15 January 2014
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1. Herefordshire Liaison Officer meeting (Samantha Banks)

a. Review work done to date; including public meetings and LSCA

b. HC work - HRA

c. Satisfying housing quota

d. HC use CPO to assist?

e. Need to update SHLAA?  Need to identify sites that owners wish to develop?

2. Website and data storage

a. Jim to report usage

b. New data, consider docs to be added (see separate list)

3. Incoming mail

a. Jim to report,

b. ‘Standard’ responses to be developed

4. Landscape Assessment Progress

a. GIS data corrected, current Hoople work completed and paid.

b. Grant requirements – Karen to update

c. Future GIS modifications, who & how.  MapInfo one for the Library/Millennium  room?

d. Detailed LSCA report finished, additional areas required;  Stubbington land, The Winnings,
others??

5. Need for other Engagement

a. Questionnaire eg,

i. do we want employment
ii. Gated communities?

iii. Settlement boundary – no this is now a given
iv. Views on each ‘dev’ areas, (1 – 20), see table
v. What CS says about dev outside settlement boundary?
vi. Quality of housing, 12 point assessment Building for Life 12

vii. Size relative to plot etc

6. Programme

a. Start considering policies.  See separate list

7. TO DO LIST

a. Re-calc dev capacity from Hoople areas, consider other impacts

b. ‘Translate’ BfL12 for Colwall, specify where, what, when?

c. Develop argument that Nursing home counts to quota

d. Consider specifying dev ‘nature’ for LSCA plots, appearance etc?

e. Create list of ‘requirements’ for NDP submission and referendum etc



Colwall Parish Council J Stock
Neighbourhood Plan Progress Report
to Council 5 February 2014
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1. Herefordshire Council NP Liaison Officer

Samantha Banks our Neighbourhood Plan support officer joined our last Working Group meeting on
15 January 2014.  We took her through what we have done so far, the consultations we have held
and our how we are proposing to move forward.

In particular we discussed our approach to meeting the housing need, how the Landscape Sensitivity
and Capacity Assessment would be used and housing density.

Sam was content with what we had done so far and where we are headed.

2. Public Responses to Consultation including the LSCA

A short explanatory article is being prepared to respond to the comments the public have raised.
This will be generalised rather than individual responses to people.

3. Future Work

The Working Group will now start considering the policies that should be in the Plan.

4. Budget
In our July meeting you approved a budget of £9,600 which remains intact.



Colwall Parish Council J Stock
Neighbourhood Plan Working Group
Agenda & Notes

Meeting 19 February 2014
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1. Herefordshire Liaison Officer

a. Review of meeting with Sam Banks. (John)

2. Incoming mail Website and data storage

a. Jim to report

b. New data, consider docs to be added

c. The Times, ‘what makes a good village’ article

3. Landscape Assessment

a. Additional areas required; Stubbington land, The Winnings, SHLAA areas, others?

b. Use of MapInfo data; one for the Library/Millennium room?

4. Development of Possible Polices

a. See list overleaf

b. Use of professionals to assist. (Claire Rawlings?)

5. Programme

a. Herefordshire Local Development Scheme, report & timetable (John)

6. Possible Policies - Policy Development Work

a. See overleaf

Future Work

7. Consider need for other Engagement n- to be considered when policies identified and
requirements for NDP submission and referendum are identified.

a. Questionnaire eg,

i. do we want employment
ii. Gated communities?

iii. Settlement boundary – no this is now a given
iv. Views on each ‘dev’ areas, (1 – 20), see table
v. What CS says about dev outside settlement boundary?
vi. Quality of housing, 12 point assessment Building for Life 12

vii. Size relative to plot etc



Colwall Parish Council J Stock
Neighbourhood Plan Working Group
Agenda & Notes

Meeting 19 February 2014
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Possible Policies
General  (Jim?)

1. Those items not carried forward from UDP to Core Strategy that need included eg Settlement
Boundary.

2. Have Policy to allow future reports, say environmental, etc to be taken into consideration when
available?

3. Requirement to follow other advice eg AONB Building Design Guide etc

Location and timing of development (John?)
4. Settlement boundary, timescale for development, areas density etc, demonstrate satisfy Core

Strategy etc.  Re-calc dev capacity from Hoople areas, consider other impacts etc

Quality of development (Neil and Paul?)
5. Statement of what we want, so anything else is not allowed (as Sam Banks advice)
6. Use of MHAONB Guidance on Building Design
7. Use of ‘Building for Life 12’; Translate’ BfL12 for Colwall, specify where, what, when?
8. Setting street scene
9. Define, ‘small developments’ in terms of Colwall, say 4? Needed?
10. Building size relative to plot.
11. Set quality
12. Set pace of development?  In location and timing above?
13. Be respectful of neighbours.  NP & Localism is about building communities which in part means

being respectful to neighbours.
14. Colour - not use white?
15. Extracts for other advice eg AONB Building Design Guide etc

16. Consider specifying dev ‘nature’ for LSCA plots, appearance etc?

Consultation Instructions (John?)
17. NP & Localism is about consultation
18. Need to consult community and PC, set out how to be done (as only clerk paid) how PC will

respond.  Need locals & parish to be supplied with paper copies and at least 2 weeks to consider
before presentation to cttee in advance of submission.

19. Provide paper copy to Clerk, A3 colour, but limited
20. Need for developers to demonstrate accordance with NPPF & CS re AONB (that is not to add dev

restrictions but to get developer to clearly demonstrate why satisfy NPPF & CS in this regard)

Create list of ‘requirements’ for NDP submission and referendum etc to ensure satisfy rules (John?)



Colwall Parish Council J Stock
Neighbourhood Plan Progress Report
to Council   26 February 2014
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1. Current Work

We have now commenced preparing the Plan’s policies; following our NDP meeting on 19 February
when we divided up this work between the team members.

2. Programme

There are a number of court cases which are essentially determining whether NDPs can be made in
advance of the Local Plan.  We do not wish our plan to be challenged in this way so our programme
remains tailored to suit the progress of the Local Plan.

3. Website

The website has been rebuilt and I would recommend you all visit it to understand what is now
available.  www.colwallneighbourhoodplan.org.uk

4. Landscape Sensitivity and Capacity Assessment Report

Rather belatedly a complete copy of the LSCA has been prepared for reference in the library.

5. Budget
In our July 2013 meeting you approved a budget of £9,600 which remains intact.



Colwall Parish Council J Stock
Neighbourhood Plan Progress Report
to Council   19 March 2014
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1. Current Work

We continue to prepare the Plan’s policies and will meet shortly to review progress.

2. Protection of AONB

Our interpretation of the NPPF has always been that the presumption of sustainable development
did not apply to the AONB because development was specifically restricted by paragraph 115.  There
is a similar paragraph, 79, protecting the Green Belt and the Minister has recently written in very
strong terms to the Planning Inspectorate emphasising development is restricted and that the Green
Belt can only be changed from the bottom up – that is via neighbourhood plans.
This is heartening for protection of the AONB which should be treated similarly.

3. Strategic Housing Land Availability Assessment (SHLAA)

Herefordshire plan another Strategic Housing Land Availability Assessment (SHLAA).

We were under the impression a SHLAA would not be done where a Neighbourhood Plan was being
developed, as the location of development is a ‘neighbourhood’ matter.

Their historic work is broadly in conformity with our LSCA work however we would not want further
work to be done that might depart from our developing NDP views.   HC would not use the LSCA
methodology so would not be comparable with our work and other technical assessments could also
be contrary to the NDP.  Consequently we intend to ask HC not to carry out this work.



John Stock – Lead, Neighbourhood Development Plan Working Party
Annual Report for 2013/14

This has been an interesting year of which the main items of note are;

1. We responded to the consultation on the Herefordshire Core Strategy, but with little effect.
2. We established a Colwall Neighbourhood Development Plan dedicated website which was

hosted by Herefordshire Council.
3. A Preliminary Landscape and Capacity Assessment was completed, paid for and arranged by

the Malvern Hills Area Of Natural Beauty, Partnership.
4. A second Detailed Landscape and Capacity Assessment was commissioned by the Council

and has been completed.
5. A significant grant from Department of Communities and Local Government was applied for

and secured for the Landscape and Capacity Assessment.
6. The planning and environmental data plans were prepared in a map-based manner

(Graphical Information System) to allow easy interrogation for any area.
7. Our website was relocated to a private host, to give us more control and functionality.
8. A second public meeting on the Neighbourhood Development Plan was held in October

giving an update on progress and presenting the Detailed Landscape and Capacity
Assessment.

9. We responded to the draft Malvern Hills AONB Building Design Guide, all our concerns were
addressed in the final document.

10. We met with our new neighbourhood plan liaison officer, Sam Banks of Herefordshire
Council.

11. We have commenced discussion about the policies we wish to cover in the Neighbourhood
Development Plan.

12. We met with a consultant with a view to taking professional assistance to write the plan as it
is clear we do not have the resources or knowledge to achieve this in a reasonable timescale
and with the certainty of producing a Plan that will achieve what we desire.

My thanks go to all the Working Group members including our clerk for their continued dedication.

My thanks particularly go to Karen for her endless good advice and assistance.

John Stock
Lead, Neighbourhood Development Plan Working Group

Working Group Members

Mr John Stock
Mrs Karen Davis
Mr Neil Bowring
Mr Jim Beard
Mr Paul Esrich (MHAONB Partnership)



Colwall Parish Council J Stock
Neighbourhood Plan Working Group
Agenda & Notes

Meeting 15 April 2014
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1. Meeting with Claire Rawlings

a. Introductions, including Paul Esrich and Sam Banks
b. What we have done and where going
c. Data available
d. LSCA
e. Possible polices see 2. below
f. Floor open to Claire
g. Way forward?

2. Possible Policies

General  (Jim)
1. Those items not carried forward from UDP to Core Strategy that need included eg

Settlement Boundary.  Need Group to determine each one.
2. Have Policy to allow future reports, say environmental, etc to be taken into consideration?
3. Requirement to follow other advice eg AONB Building Design Guide etc

Location and timing of development (John)
4. Need to follow ‘core planning principles’ see NPPF 17.
5. NPPF presumption in favour of sustainable development – except for AONB as per 115.
6. Define sustainable development as NPPF
7. Settlement boundary, timescale for development, areas density etc, nos properties, should

be able to count nursing beds etc, demonstrate satisfy Core Strategy etc Appeal to Examiner.

Quality of development (Neil)
8. Define, ‘small developments’ in terms of Colwall, say 4?
9. Building size relative to plot.
10. Building details, good design, use of ‘Building for Life 12’
11. Set quality – define what we want rather than allowing designers to pick from whats been

used in village.
12. Set pace of development?
13. Be respectful of neighbours.  NP & Localism is about building communities which in part

means being respectful to neighbours.
14. Colour - not use white?
15. Extracts for other advice eg AONB Building Design Guide etc
16. Define ‘character’ so can rely on later - refer to Evendine Corner Appeal decision
17. Should we ban sheds in front gardens?

Developer Consultation Instructions (John)
18. Need to consult community and PC, set out how to be done (as only clerk paid) how PC will

respond.  Need locals & parish to be supplied with paper copies and at least 2 weeks to
consider before presentation to c’ttee in advance of submission.

19. Provide paper copy to Clerk, A3 (max), better use of colour etc
20. Need for developers to demonstrate accordance with NPPF & CS re AONB (not to add dev

restrictions but to get developer to demonstrate why it satisfies NPPF & CS in this regard)

3. AOB
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COLWALL PARISH COUNCIL

The minutes of the meeting of Colwall Parish Council held in the Jean Simon Room
of Colwall Village Hall, Mill Lane, Colwall at 7.30 pm on Wednesday 30th April
2014.

Present: Councillors, Ashton, Beard, Bowring, Carless, Haynes, Mill, Milne, Morris,
Rees, Stock, Turner. County Councillor Tony Johnson and the Clerk.

1. Welcome and Apologies: The Chairman welcomed those present and apologies
for absence were received from Councillors Abbotts, Cottam, and Trafford-
Roberts, and County Councillor Carl Attwood.

2. Declarations of Interests: The Chairman reminded Councillors of the need to
declare any Personal, Prejudicial or Pecuniary Interests in items on the agenda.
None were declared.

The meeting was adjourned to allow County Councillor Johnson to update the
Parish Council on County Council matters that relate to the village.

The meeting was reconvened.

3. Minutes:
The minutes of the last meeting of the Parish Council held on the 19th March 2014
were agreed as a correct record and signed by the Chairman.

4. Progress Report –

i) Neighbourhood Development Plan
Councillor Stock reported provided the following update:-

1. Landscape and Capacity Assessment
A landowner has requested his land is assessed and discussions to establish the
exact area are continuing.   Otherwise all areas requested and those areas
considered by HC in their SHLAA have been assessed.

2. NP Responses

A short report explaining the NDP is being prepared for general release which
will include responses to all the comments received.

3. NDP Drafting

We have identified the need to work smarter to drive this project through to a
successful completion.  Our view today is that it is essential to obtain some
specialist assistance to draft the document, firstly because we do not have the
detailed knowledge to ensure success and secondly because it would take too
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long.  Without the expertise the Plan could fail at examination or subsequently not
provide the protection we are seeking, rendering the whole exercise pointless.
The estimated cost of this advice is included in the budget.

4. Budget

The F&GP Committee allocated a budget of £13,600 for 2014/15 which reflects
the need for professional assistance outlined above, the need for further
consultation, our Clerk’s time and an element for contingencies.

ii) Brookmill Close Flooding
Councillor Stock reported provided the following report :-

1. As part of the planning approval Ref 132321/F – for the field adjoining
Brookmill Close, a sum of £30,000 was included in the Section 106 agreement
towards flood alleviation for Brookmill Close.
2. This is effectively the only source of money because a review of other sources,
including the EA’s Flooding Partnership Funding, the Bellwin scheme and the
Severe Weather Recovery Scheme, suggests Brookmill Close is unlikely to be
successful in bidding for funds from these schemes.
3. Whilst it may be some time before the s106 money is available, the time should
be spent agreeing what work should be carried out.  Martin Jackson has stated he
considers the flooding to be the result of a number of factors and that all these
need to be investigated before developing a firm solution; however I consider
there is an option that is self-evidently ideal and should be pursued.
4. I have carried out inspections and also obtained first-hand accounts from a local
resident and a councillor of what has happened historically and I believe relatively
simple works should give significant protection.  One inspection I carried out was
on 12th February 2014 when there was a severe storm during daylight hours
which resulted in significant flow down Brookmill Close and standing water in
Walwyn Road for several hours.

My view is:-
5. The railway acts as a barrier to water coming off the hills and is collected in a
ditch on the hills side of the railway which flows towards Ledbury.  Southwest of
Albert Road there are 3 culverts under the railway, Culvert 1 which is 15 or
18inch diameter takes a proportion of the water through Chevenham Close and
Brookside, Culvert 2, also 15 or 18inch diameter is below Brookmill Close and
takes a proportion of the water.  The third culvert under the railway takes
Evendine Brook.

6. Unfortunately between the Brookmill Close culvert and the Evendine Brook
culvert, rather than continuing the ditch, a pipe is used.  This does not have the
capacity required and the water overtops the headwall by the agricultural access
and, simply by the fall of the ground, flows along the access, Brookmill Close and
Walwyn Road.
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7. As the Evendine Brook culvert has spare capacity even in flood conditions; as
shown by inspection and demonstrated by the flood report for the proposed
development, the obvious solution is to increase the capacity alongside the
railway so the water can use the Evendine Brook culvert.  This could be done by
increasing the size of the existing pipe, providing a second pipe or providing a
ditch.  A ditch would be by far the cheapest; a fourfold increase in capacity could
be provided at a cost of around £15-£20k.

8. Obviously the water needs to cross the agricultural access but as the ditch
would only operate in flood conditions, it could create a ford.  The access track
levels would need to be modified to create the ‘ford’.
9. A ditch would also collect any run-off that over-tops Evendine Brook higher-up
and would provide an environmental benefit.  The ditch course would have to lie
between the railway embankment and the existing piped connection; the space for
this needs to be checked.
IT WAS RESOLVED that this proposal is put to Herefordshire by Councillor J
Stock and a site meeting with Martin Jackson requested, to present the case.
Councillors’ Johnson and Attwood would be briefed and asked to actively support
the proposals; and that these proposals are shared with local residents in
Brookmill Close.

5. Financial Matters.
i)  Colwall Parish Council considered the Income and Expenditure for April 2014,

as per the list circulated at the meeting. IT WAS RESOLVED that the cheques be
signed.

ii)  Letter from Herefordshire Council confirming the cost of providing the library
service will be £11,170.40 for the period 1/4/14 – 30/3/15 payable by quarterly
invoices of £2,792.60.
The payment covers staff costs, staff expenses for travel and a £500 admin fee.
Provided without charge, will be, training of volunteers and the management of
the book stock.

6. Correspondence for Processing
i) Community Action Ledbury – request for Colwall Parish Council to become a
Vice Patron of the Friends of Community Action in Ledbury and District. IT WAS
AGREED that Colwall Parish Council would support as requested.

ii) Cluster Group – proposed changes to Terms of Reference. IT WAS AGREED
that the proposed changes did not appear acceptable. The Clerk was instructed to
advise the secretary that “It would seem to us, that the Chairman should be a
member of the Cluster and that all members must be Parish Councillors of the
Parish Council they represent”.

iii) Royal British Legion 70th Anniversary D-Day. IT WAS AGREED that Colwall
Parish Council would not support this request for funding, but would continue to
support the Colwall branch of the Royal British Legion.
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iv) Email from L Kirkness – relief clerk, to advise that she is moving out of the area
and will no longer be able to temp clerk for Colwall Parish Council. IT WAS
RESOLVED that the Clerk/Chairman would seek a replacement.
A bouquet of flowers was to be arranged by the Clerk, as a thank you to Lis, up to a
maximum sum of £30 plus £5 delivery charge.

7.  Correspondence for Information.
See list attached.

8. Reports of Committees.
i) IT WAS RESOLVED that the reports from the Village Amenities committee
meeting held on the 2nd April 2014 were received, approved and adopted.

ii)  IT  WAS  RESOLVED  that  the  reports  from  the  Planning  &  Development
committee meeting held on the 9th April 2014 were received, approved and
adopted.

iii)  IT  WAS  RESOLVED  that  the  reports  from  the  Finance  &  General  Purpose
committee meeting held on the 16th April 2014 were received, approved and
adopted.

9. Representatives on Outside Bodies. To receive reports from Councillors who
have represented Council at meetings since the last Full Council meeting.
None.

10. Date of next meeting:
To confirm the date of the next Full Council meeting, this will be held
on Wednesday 21st May 2014 at the Jean Simon Room, Colwall Village Hall.

The Chairman closed the meeting at 8.30pm.

Signed: ………………………………………………   Date: ……………………
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Table Correspondence
April 2014

Document 1 Cotswold Line Promotion Group – Spring 2014 Newsletter

Document 2 CPRE Spring 2014 Newsletter

Document 3 West Mercia Police – notification re retirement of I Powell,
Commander
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1. Landscape and Capacity Assessment
A landowner has requested his land is assessed and discussions to establish the exact area are
continuing.   Otherwise all areas requested and those areas considered by HC in their SHLAA have
been assessed.

2. NP Responses

A short report explaining the NDP is being prepared for general release which will include responses
to all the comments received.

3. NDP Drafting

We have identified the need to work smarter to drive this project through to a successful
completion.  Our view today is that it is essential to obtain some specialist assistance to draft the
document, firstly because we do not have the detailed knowledge to ensure success and secondly
because it would take too long.  Without the expertise the Plan could fail at examination or
subsequently not provide the protection we are seeking, rendering the whole exercise pointless.
The estimated cost of this advice is included in the budget.

4. Budget

The F&GP Committee allocated a budget of £13,600 for 2014/15 which reflects the need for
professional assistance outlined above, the need for further consultation, our Clerk’s time and an
element for contingencies.
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1. Meeting with Claire Rawlings

a. Review of summary

2. Responses to received comments

a. First Pass for comment

3. Possible Policies General  (Jim)

a. Those items not carried forward from UDP to Core Strategy that need included eg
Settlement Boundary.  Need Group to determine each one.

b. Have Policy to allow future reports, say environmental, etc to be taken into
consideration?

c. Requirement to follow other advice eg AONB Building Design Guide etc

4. Location and timing of development (John)

a. Assess each LSCA plot down to Capacity level 4 (Medium to High/Medium) plus ??
b. Need to follow ‘core planning principles’ see NPPF 17.
c. NPPF presumption in favour of sustainable development – except AONB as per 115.
d. Define sustainable development as NPPF
e. Settlement boundary, timescale for development, areas density etc, nos properties,

proportion of nursing beds etc, demonstrate satisfy Core Strategy etc Appeal to
Examiner.

5. Quality of development (Neil)

a. Define, ‘small developments’ in terms of Colwall, say 4?
b. Building size relative to plot.
c. Building details, good design, use of ‘Building for Life 12’
d. Set quality – define what we want rather than allowing designers to pick from

what’s been used in village.
e. Set pace of development?
f. Be respectful of neighbours.  NP & Localism is about building communities which in

part means being respectful to neighbours.
g. Colour - not use white?
h. Extracts for other advice eg AONB Building Design Guide etc
i. Define ‘character’ so can rely on later - refer to Evendine Corner Appeal decision
j. Should we ban sheds in front gardens?

6. Developer Consultation Instructions (John)

a. Need to consult community and PC, set out how to be done (as only clerk paid) how
PC will respond.  Need locals & parish to be supplied with paper copies and at least
2 weeks to consider before presentation to c’ttee in advance of submission.

b. Provide paper copy to Clerk, A3 (max), better use of colour etc
c. Need for developers to demonstrate accordance with NPPF & CS re AONB (not to

add dev restrictions but to get developer to demonstrate why it satisfies NPPF & CS
in this regard)

7. AOB
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1. Landscape and Capacity Assessment
The landowner who previously requested his land is assessed has withdrawn his request.  No
outstanding areas need assessment

2. SHLAA

Following on from my report to you on 19 March, Herefordshire Council will be carrying out a
Strategic Housing Land Availability Assessment for the parish.  I spoke to Sam Banks at some length
on this matter; Herefordshire’s view is that they must be consistent throughout the County and
therefore cannot agree to our particular requirements.  In other words they will not use our
Landscape Sensitivity and Capacity Assessment and instead will use their own less detailed one.  As a
result the exercise will be pointless and may be unhelpful to gaining approval top our Plan.

3. NP Responses

A short report explaining the NDP is being prepared for general release which will include responses
to all the comments received.

4. NDP Drafting

We met with a consultant on 16th April to consider an appointment to assist with drafting the Plan.
The resulting offer was disappointing and is not being pursued.

Currently the view is to base ours on the Cerne Valley NDP which is quite remarkably similar to our
situation.
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1. SHLAA

Herefordshire Council will be carrying out a Strategic Housing Land Availability Assessment for the
parish and Sam Banks promised we would be consulted – to date this has not happened.

2. NDP Drafting

The Working Group met on the 11 June and spent a very productive morning putting the first outline
of the Plan together.  A further workshop is currently being organised and will continue to happen
until we have reached a stage where we present it to Council and then the community.
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1. NDP Drafting

The Working Group met on the 28 July for their second very productive morning continuing to put
the first outline of the Plan together.
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1. Strategic Environmental Assessment (SEA)

Herefordshire Council has supplied the environmental baseline information which we have reviewed
and returned with comments.  When finalised, this will be sent to statutory bodies for consultation.

2. NDP Drafting

The Working Group last met on the 30 July and spent a second very productive morning putting
together the outline of the Plan and we are meeting again tomorrow.
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1. NDP Drafting

The Working Group met on the 28 August to continue putting together the outline of the Plan and
we are meeting again on the 1st October.



NDP Update

Full Council 26 November 2014

NDP preparation update

The team met on November the 5th to discuss the possible changes to the
Settlement Boundary and the possible numbers of dwellings it would allow.

This led to some queries on the Landscape Sensitivity and Capacity Assessment
which, following a meeting with Carly Tinkler were resolved.

In my update to you last month I said we would discuss a possible preferred
option for the school.  However, no request has been made; no doubt because
no decisions on the way forward are still to be made.

It is proposed to hold the next public meeting on Wednesday 14th January 2015
at 7.30 at which our proposed approach to moving the Settlement Boundary to
accommodate future development will be presented.

A plan indicating the Settlement Boundary changes and notes about the
advantages and issues of each of the sites will be provided.

The community will be encouraged to comment on the proposals.

A general note on the NDP will also be presented that responds to the
comments received previously.  This is intended to be helpful to everyone
without identifying individual comments or being repetitious.

A Flyer has been produced to advertise the meeting.  A preview for Cllrs will be
given on 7th January 2015.
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PROGRESS

The consultation period following the January 2015 public meeting closed on 31 March 2015 and the
representations are now being considered.  Of particular note is the request received from Colwall
School for the land on Mill Lane next to the village hall to be safeguarded from other development
until construction of the new school is commenced.

I reported in February that we intended to appoint a consultant to draft the Plan for us based on our
requirements.  Essentially they will turn our wishes into ‘planning speak’ so that the Plan will work.

We have appointed Kirkwells who have been recommended, particularly in Herefordshire where
they are working for a number of Parishes.  Karen has successfully applied for a grant to cover all
their costs for the first part of the work.  Further work is expected to be commissioned and there is
every possibility of further grant to cover that as well.

On Friday 17 April 2015 the Working Party had a very successful meeting with Louise Kirkup from
Kirkwells, who will be looking after us.  We are due to meet again on the 28th and on 5th June.

We have now been actively engaged in preparing the Neighbourhood Development Plan for over 3
years and whilst we have been careful not to impose a timescale on ourselves it was always our
target to follow the Core Strategy progress.  However the Core Strategy has been significantly
delayed and recently Herefordshire Council changed its advice to recommending Plans are
submitted ahead of the finalisation of the Core Strategy.  We therefore intend to press on.

The Plan preparation is consequently about 18 months behind the original schedule and inevitably
the longer timescale together with the modifications and amendments to the Core Strategy have,
and will, lead to additional time and cost for preparation.

This Plan is the most important document the Council has ever prepared.  It will have a life of 15
years and our community will expect a quality job.   Whilst there are disagreements over what it may
say, the community as a whole wants a Neighbourhood Plan, not least so we can have a settlement
boundary.  It is therefore essential we do what is necessary to create a Plan the community will
accept and that does the job.

Historically I have not reported on the scale of this work, which is probably a mistake, but over the 3
years of NDP work, Karen, Jim, Neil, Paul, Liz and I have spent an inordinate amount of time on it,
Karen in particular.

To give you some idea of the enormity of the task, the electronic data I hold, and it is backed up
securely, consists of 2,700 files and amounts to 5.3GB.  The documents that are printed take up a 3ft
length of shelf in my study.  We have held over 20 NDP Working Group meetings and 3 public
meetings which alone took over 50 man hours to advertise, arrange, prepare, attend and de-brief.
Many apparently simple tasks take considerable time to create and keep up to date, including lists of
consultations, representations and maintaining the website.

Just as a recent example of work the review of the changes to the Core Strategy meant checking
through 354 pages of a 16Mb file; we are still to make the resulting changes.
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Budget

The likely future programme and costs have been discussed with Kirkwells and the table below was
prepared with their assistance.

This budget was presented to the Finance and General Purposes Committee last Wednesday and
was approved.

ITEM BY END BUDGET
COSTS

Cost to
CPC

Prepare 1st working Draft Plan. Sept 15

£3,700 +
£600
expenses

Grant
received
+ £600

Informal consultation Sept 15

Amend Draft Plan - finalise Oct 15

PC approval for Formal Consultation Oct 15

Regulation 14 Consultation (6 weeks) Oct-Nov 15 £600 Grant to
be sought

Clerk, additional hours and expenses 2015/16 £6,000 £6,000

Amend Plan Dec 15

£1,500 Grant to
be sought

Submit with Consultation Statement and Basic
Conditions Statement

Jan 16

Contingency £2,000 £2,000

Regulation 16 Consultation Jan/Feb 16 Responsibility of
Herefordshire
Council

Examination March 15

Referendum Apr/May 15

TOTAL £8,600
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Herefordshire Core Strategy Post Examination Modifications
Despite the length of time and number of modifications that have occurred, little affects Colwall’s
NDP and where it does it is an improvement as it gives slightly more weight to NDPs the AONB and
other items below.  In all I believe the changes are beneficial for Colwall.

A few points of particular note are;

The growth targets are unchanged at 14% but it now clarifies this is based on all the properties in a
parish not just those I the main settlement.

Affordable housing is no longer specifically noted as a ‘priority’!  Also the requirement for affordable
homes only applies to developments of 10 or more properties.

The CS refers to the MHAONB Guidance on Building Design.

Agricultural related housing is now no longer limited in size to 100sqm.
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COLWALL PARISH COUNCIL

The minutes of the meeting of Colwall Parish Council held in the Jean Simon Room of
Colwall Village Hall, Mill Lane, Colwall at 7.30pm on Wednesday 29th July 2015.

Present: Councillors, Beard, Cottam, Fraser, Haynes, Hughes, Mills, Rees, Stock, Turner, the
Clerk, County Councillor A Johnson and the Footpath Officer D Rees.

1. Welcome and Apologies: The Vice-Chairman welcomed those present and apologies for
absence were received from Councillors Butler, Carless, James, Kendrick, Trafford-
Roberts.

2. Co-option of Councillors.
The Clerk advised no applications have been received for the current vacancy. An
advertisement has been posted on both the Parish Council website and the Parish Council
public notice board.

3. Declarations of Interests:  The  Vice-Chairman  reminded  Councillors  of  the  need  to
declare any Interests in items on the agenda.
i) Councillor Beard declared an interest in item 8 (i) on the agenda.
ii) Councillor Turner declared an interest in item 8(ii) on the agenda.

4. Minutes: The  minutes  of  the  last  meeting  of  the  Parish  Council  held  on  the  24th  June
2015 were agreed as a correct record and signed by the Vice-Chairman.

5. Progress Report –

i) Neighbourhood Development Plan
Councillor Stock reported the following:-

Draft Plan and Policies.
We have been working with the consultant to prepare the draft Plan, in particular drafting
the policies. We received the latest revision on 15 July 2015 and are now reviewing it and
talking informal advice from the Herefordshire Neighbourhood Development Plan team.

Allocation of School Site
Historically the Governing Body of Colwall CE Primary School requested that sites
suitable for a new school were ‘safeguarded’ from alternative development in the NDP
and this is currently being followed. However we have now been asked to ‘Allocate’ a
site in the Plan.
This is an appropriate matter for the Plan and is where an area of land is identified and the
planning requirements (eg a school) are defined.  If the Plan is then approved the land
effectively has planning permission to carry out what was specified. Allocating a site is
quite a process and includes an appraisal of options and an assessment of individual sites
against clearly identified criteria and consultation with the community. The Plan
examiner will want to see we have actively consulted the community and built on the
responses.
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This allocation must be considered in the same way as the additional land housing; that is
using the Landscape Sensitivity and Capacity Assessment to determine what areas should
be developed first, but bearing in mind the school will require approximately 4 acres.
Meetings have been arranged with Herefordshire Council for Friday 31st July 2015 to
discuss the implications, both for the Plan and the school. The main ones being the risk
the community does not choose Herefordshire’s preferred site and the timescale for the
Plan to be approved may be too long.
Additional costs will also be incurred.

ii) Colwall Green
Councillor Rees reported the following based on a meeting held at Colwall Green on
Friday 26th June 2015:-
Present:  Mr. Jonathan Bills - Conservation Officer for Malvern Hills Conservators, Mr.
Phil Kendrick, Mr. Jim Beard, Mr. Paul Butler and Mrs. Gwyneth Rees - Colwall Parish
Councillors.
The meeting was called to discuss the condition of Colwall Green and the cutting regime,
both the cut and wild areas.  Jonathan Bills explained that the Green was “Acid
Grassland” and a UK priority habitat.  Jonathan advised that the Malvern Hills
Conservators Warden visited the area on a regular basis on an average of three times per
week.  Phil Kendrick said that many residents of the Green Area disliked the untidy uncut
middle sections and felt that over a period of time this area had become less attractive
with fewer plants visible and there was a feeling that it was being neglected. The ground
looked compacted in some places and there were a number of bare earth areas, evidence
of rabbit and mole activity. Jonathan advised that the Warden visited the area and
checked for any problems.

A lengthy discussion was held about how the Green used to look and the increase in the
wetter areas.  Comment was made about the drainage on the Green since the ditches were
filled in.  Jonathan felt he couldn’t comment on what had happened in the past but
thought that the change in climate could be something to do with the change of plant habit
on the green, the rush grass in the wetter areas seems to be increasing according to
residents. Jonathan explained that the cut area of the whole Green was approximately
73% with the other 27% managed for wildlife, which seemed to be a good division,
especially as the wildlife areas are still accessible by people. Jonathan raised the point
that the Natural Environment and Rural Communities Act 2006 requires that all public
Authorities, including Parish Councils, have a duty to conserve Biodiversity. It was
suggested that perhaps a further meeting in August could be helpful to ascertain the plants
and insects to be seen and what condition the Green was in.

The Conservators have an Arboriculture Expert tree safety survey on the trees on the
Green on a three yearly cycle (which exceeds the H and S recommendations of 5 yearly)
There was comment regarding fallen branches on the green and a suggestion was made
that perhaps residents could, if they wished, place any branches on the cut grass piles on
the football area. The warden should be clearing any large or dangerous obstructions
whenever possible during his visits.

One resident had contacted the Conservators and the Parish Clerk regarding overhanging
branches onto her property, we looked at the tree and branches and Jonathan could see no
Health and Safety problem.  The branches were barely over home owner’s hedge and not
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touching the house or overhanging the conservatory.  Jonathan felt that the owner of
Providence Villa could, with authorisation from Malvern Hills Conservators and at their
own expense, if they wished remove any offending branches.

Parking on the Green was discussed and Jonathan advised that the Conservators are
actively looking into a solution which would be acceptable to residents.

The Malvern Hills Conservators Notice Board opposite the school which was erected in
2009 was originally to be used by the school to advertise their nature studies.  Any
problems with the board were to be reported to the Conservators.  During this time the
Head of School has changed and no contact with the Conservators made.  The notice
board is now in a dilapidated state and Jonathan advised that it would be removed by
MHC, repaired and reinstated at a later date in consultation with MHC Community and
Conservation Officer.
The seat around one of the trees on the green is in need of repair, wooden slats are broken
and rotten.

Action Points – Colwall Parish Council Clerk has contacted the Malvern Hills
Conservators to arrange a meeting with Director, to date no dates have been put forward.
Councillor Rees will arrange a further meeting in August, attendees as above.

iii) Chevenham and the Community
The Clerk reported that the concerns raised through Councillor Turner have been
responded to by the Housing Officer Anne Cave, on behalf of Fortis. Some points have
been actioned and others will be considered as part of the ongoing reinvestment program
of Fortis Housing.

6. Financial Matters.
i) Colwall Parish Council considered the Income and Expenditure for July 2015, as per
the list circulated at the meeting. IT WAS RESOLVED that the payments be made.

7. Home to School Transport Briefing
The meeting was suspended to allow County Councillor Tony Johnson to provide a
summary of the changes to the Herefordshire Council “Home to School Transport
Provision “.

Changes to the Policy

Between 4 September and 18 October 2013 the council undertook a consultation on our
school transport policy and post 16 special educational needs transport policy, to ensure
we delivered to a statutory minimum in a fair way and to contribute to required savings.

Scrutiny considered the issue in January 2014 and Cabinet made the following decision
on 13March 2014.

(a) To withdraw the Herefordshire free home to school transport policy eligibility based
upon nearest and catchment school and replace with eligibility based upon:

i) Nearest suitable school with places
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ii) Where the nearest suitable school is in Wales, transport will be provided to that school
or the nearest school in England

(b) To withdraw free transport for Herefordshire post 16 years with SEN and replace with
the requirement for all post 16 years with SEN to pay the same contribution as all other
post 16 students from September 2015.

(c) To apply the policy change in a) only to those children newly entering a school from
September 2015.

(d) The implications of these policy changes to be reviewed annually or sooner in the
event that the impact of the proposed changes is materially worse than anticipated.

What this means is that:

1. We have changed the home to school transport policy so that we provide the statutory
minimum we are required to

2. The policy change has come into effect a year later than originally planned -
September 2015

3. In addition, the policy has been introduced on a phased basis to give time to raise
awareness/plan:

1. Free transport entitlement for those starting schools in September 2014 was
provided on the basis of their nearest and catchment school

2. All pupils have kept their current entitlement to transport through to when they
leave their school (subject to point 4 below)

4. For children starting or transferring school from September 2015 their transport
entitlement is on the basis of nearest school only

5. All post 16 SEN students will be asked to contribute the same as other post 16
students from September 2015

6. The level of charging for vacant seats, denominational and post 16 transport in
September 2015 is £735. We have introduced a direct debit payment scheme which
spreads the cost over a 9 month period when paying for a vacant seat or
denominational transport

Information sent out to parents

All parents of Herefordshire year 6 pupils in September 2014 at Herefordshire schools
received an individual Transfer Round letter and Important Notes booklet at the start of
the current admissions transfer round.

Information relating to the changes and how to appeal the process can be viewed on
www.herefordshire.gov.uk/education-and-learning/schools/school-and-college-
transport/school-and-college-transport-policy-amendments.

There was general disquiet from the Councillors as it will disadvantage some families in
the Parish, Parishioners are encouraged to complain or follow the appeal process as stated
above and Councillors will also take the opportunity to comment in the Budget Review
(see 8 (iii) below).
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County Councillor Johnson will also feed the comments back to Herefordshire Council.

The meeting was reconvened.

8. Correspondence for Processing
i) Diversion of CW29/CW29B
The Councillors considered the joint report from the Footpath Officer and the Chairman
of the Parish Council, following a meeting held at the Elms on the 26th June 2015.
Further information had become available at this meeting which may clarify some points
queried at the Full Parish Council meeting in April (29/04/2015).
The school has recently had an OFSTED inspection during which the safeguarding of
pupils was raised, especially in regards to site safety.
The school has a legal agreement with the landowners, the Houlbrook family, over which
the major part of proposed diversion will be routed.

The meeting was suspended to allow the Footpath Officer to speak on this matter

The meeting was reconvened.

Councillor Beard declared an interest in this item on the agenda and did not enter into
discussion or vote on the matter.

IT WAS RESOLVED that the Parish Council would support a move to redirect the path -
within the school grounds and away from the new school buildings - as long as the path
was clearly delineated. This might be achieved by a low fence around the edge of the play
area, so that there could be no doubt of the correct route - such fencing would also serve
to define limits for the pupils.

The clerk will also forward the Chairmans independent views on the proposed to
Herefordshire Council, as requested, clearly stating that they do not represent the views or
decision of Colwall Parish Council

ii) Request for funding from Ledbury CVS for the Mobility Centre in Ledbury.

Councillor Turner left the room whilst this item was discussed and voted upon.

IT  WAS RESOLVED that  Colwall  Parish  Council  make  a  one  off  donation  of  £200 to
this cause, and that the Clerk advises Ledbury CVS that this is a one off payment whilst
they have time to explore options for the ongoing sustainability of this service based on
the increased rent being requested by Herefordshire Council at the current premises.

iii) Herefordshire Council Budget Consultation
Following attending a meeting regarding this matter Councillor Mills volunteered to
collect the views and feedback from the Councillors and collate a joint report on behalf of
Colwall Parish Council which he will present at the next Full Council meeting on the 26 th

August 2015 before finalising and submitting to Herefordshire Council.

The Clerk will also forward the consultation to all Councillors to enable them to respond
as individuals.
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9. Correspondence for Information

None.

10. Reports of Committees.
i) IT WAS RESOLVED that the report from the Planning & Development committee
meeting held on the 15th July 2015 was received, approved and adopted.

11. Representatives on Outside Bodies. To receive reports from Councillors who have
represented Council at meetings since the last Full Council meeting.
None.

12. Date of next meeting:
To confirm the date of the next Full Council meeting, this will be held on Wednesday 26th

August 2015 and would be held in the Jean Simon Room of Colwall Village Hall.

The Chairman closed the meeting at 9.05pm.

Signed: ……………………………………………
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PROGRESS

We have been working with the consultant to prepare the draft Plan, in particular drafting the

policies.  We received the latest revision on 15 July 2015 and are now reviewing it and

talking informal advice from the Herefordshire NDP team.

‘ALLOCATION’ OF SCHOOL SITE

Historically the Governing Body of Colwall CE Primary School requested that sites suitable

for a new school were ‘safeguarded’ from alternative development in the NDP and this is
currently being followed.   However we have now been asked to ‘Allocate’ a site in the Plan.

This is an appropriate matter for the Plan and is where an area of land is identified and the

planning requirements (eg a school) are defined.  If the Plan is then approved the land

effectively has planning permission to carry out what was specified.  Allocating a site is quite

a process and includes an appraisal of options and an assessment of individual sites against

clearly identified criteria and consultation with the community.  The Plan examiner will want
to see we have actively consulted the community and built on the responses.

This allocation must be considered in the same way as the additional land housing; that is

using the Landscape Sensitivity and Capacity Assessment to determine what areas should
be developed first, but bearing in mind the school will require approximately 4 acres.

Meetings have been arranged with Herefordshire Council for this Friday to discuss the

implications, both for the Plan and the school.  The main ones being the risk the community

does not choose Herefordshire’s preferred site and the timescale for the Plan to be approved

may be too long.

Additional costs will also be incurred.

John Stock

NDP Working Group Lead.
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As reported in July we are working with our consultant to prepare the draft Plan, in particular
drafting the policies.  Progress is slow because of holidays.  We have received advice from
the Herefordshire NDP team and responded where appropriate.

Again as I reported last month the Governing Body of Colwall CE Primary School has
requested we ‘Allocate’ a site for the new school in our Plan.  This is an appropriate matter
for the Plan and the school is an essential part of a sustainable village.  It is therefore vital
we support this work and maximise the benefit the village can obtain.

Through Charlie Walker I arranged a meeting with Herefordshire Council for Friday 31 July
2015 to discuss the implications, both for the Plan and the school.  It was a positive meeting.
One major concern we had was the timescale for our Plan would not suit the school
however, provided we have made some progress, including consultation with the community
that is favourable, Herefordshire believes the emerging Plan details will be sufficient to
support their planning application and demonstrate the site has been chosen in consultation
with the Parish.

Based on an initial sift of possible sites; considering the impact on the landscape; the need
for 3.5 to 4 acres and the access, three sites appear worthy of detailed consideration; the
existing school site and adjacent land; the land adjacent to the village hall and the land
behind Grovesend Farm.  In comparison with the other two, the site by the village hall and
scout hut appear to offer the possibility of joint community uses.  In order to confirm this and
understand what might be appropriate the Working Group held a meeting here on 12 August
with representatives from;

Colwall Primary School Governors, Colwall Village Hall Management Committee,

Colwall Scouts, Colwall Primary School staff.

Colwall Cricket Club, Church Room Trustees,

Colwall Parish Council, Colwall Parochial Church Council.

The ideas collected from this meeting will now be discussed with Herefordshire allowing the
development of layout plans which will allow further consideration of the impact on the
landscape and other matters.  Herefordshire are keen to include some housing in the
development as it brings a number of benefits and could mitigate the housing that has
historically been identified for this site in the Plan.

Inevitably this work will lead to additional costs being incurred as we will need additional
advice from our consultant and from Carly Tinkler our landscape advisor.   Additional
consultation will also be necessary.  The timescale is also important and the additional work
may overwhelm our current resources, in which case we will have to extend the use our
consultant.  We have no way of assessing the work load or these costs and therefore I
request an additional £5,000 to provide us with some freedom to proceed with the work.
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In April 2015, Council approved £8,600 for the 2015/16 financial year and the additional sum
would take the year costs to £13,600.  Colwall Parish Council has reserves of £13,400 in
Parish Projects, plus unallocated reserves of £40,400 totalling over £53,800.

Therefore these revised project costs are easily covered by our reserves.

John Stock

Lead Neighbourhood Planning Working Group
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There have been two major meetings since I last reported to Council.

Firstly a briefing meeting was held on 9th September, essentially to update our new
councillors.  In the event there were 9 councillors and it became an extremely useful
discussion and enjoyable meeting, which generated a number of ideas that we hope to take
forward.

I have asked for assistance with some of the ideas that arose and thanks to Wendy for
offering to assist, but we still need more help.

Secondly, Herefordshire Council made a presentation to 8 invited people about the choice of
the site for the new school.  This was also a very positive meeting and will greatly assist
Herefordshire Council and the NDP Working Group to move forward with confidence.

The next major milestone is the public meeting arranged for 4 November 2015 and the
presentation needs to be approved by councillors beforehand.  The only date available is the
21 October 2015, so I shall present it after the Council meeting.

Last Friday, 25 September the AONB’s advisory committee, which is composed of parish,
district and county councillors, visited Colwall Orchard as part of their annual study tour
looking at things in the AONB.  At the AONB’s request I gave a short talk about the
preparation of our NDP and the AONB’s involvement in the work.

We have just received an update from Herefordshire regarding the Core Strategy; that the
Inspector’s Report has now been published and that as all the changes have been either
requested by Herefordshire or developed by the Inspector in consultation with Herefordshire
it is expected to be adopted by cabinet on 15 October and by the Full Council meeting on 16
October 2015.

I would draw a few items to your attention; it means that Herefordshire has demonstrated
5.24 years’ worth of land for development removing the risk of approvals just because they
had not; that Ledbury now has a target of a minimum of 800 new homes 625 on the North of
the Viaduct site at a density of 40 homes per Hectare – double what we are suggesting in
Colwall.  Finally there appears to be no change to our housing target.

John Stock

Lead Neighbourhood Planning Working Group
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1. LSCA applying undue weight to the view from the hills

The LSCA assessment does include the impact of development from the hills however it is a
relatively small part and generally it is the immediate and local impact that prevails.  This can
be seen by working through one of the LSCA assessments.

2. Settlement boundary.

This is used to indicate the areas where CS policies apply, either inside the SB or outside –
known as ‘open countryside’.  HC consider it is essential to have one and those parishes
that don’t will have one imposed via the Rural Areas DPD.

Regarding the inclusion of the Downs school area – as it is built up this would suggest it
should be included in the SB as it would not wish to be restricted to the policies of the ‘open
countryside’ in the CS or the ‘Wider Countryside’ in the CPC NDP.

3. Recognition of AONB in setting Indicative Housing Targets.

HC has not considered the particular constraints on specific areas such as AONB because
they are many and varied and it is for the NDPs to consider how they can be overcome or if
not, what development is appropriate.  That is the responsibility has been passed down to
NDP as a consequence of Parishes becoming ‘planning authorities’.  Whilst CP is wholly in
the AONB which is protected in the NPPF many others have equally significant but different
constraints for example Erdisland where the whole of the SB plus surroundings are in the
Class 3 Flood Area which should not be developed.

The ‘test’ is whether the Independent Examiner considers our Plan will bring forward
‘proportional growth’ where ‘proportional’ takes account of all the various conflicting
demands and constraints.

The CS Inspector did not consider the targets had been applied in a manner that
contravened the NPPF or the CS.

The CS needs to conform to the NPPF requirements to provide development sites to ‘meet
the housing need’ (NPPF 17) and to ‘identify and update annually a supply of specific
deliverable sites’. (NPPF 47).  This latter one is particularly onerous and if it is not being
achieved the annual review will require the CS to be modified which (on the modified topics)
would over-ride the NDPs.  Many aggrieved landowners and developers are watching this
process.

Whilst AONBs have significant protection it is less than Green Belt land where new buildings
are inappropriate except where noted in paragraph 89.

The government is determined to drive long term growth in new housing and is using the
planning system to facilitate.  NDPs are a significant part of that and the Independent
Examiners are rejecting Plans that do not provide appropriate housing development sites or
justification of why not.  In Herefordshire’s case the Inspector accepted the Indicative

23 October 2015
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Targets were appropriate but made them all a minimum, which if not exceeded when
reviewed yearly will result in the Local Plan being failed.

4. Ultimate audience for the Plan

It is essential the community supports the Plan; otherwise it will not be successful at
referendum but the ultimate audience is the Development Control authority and to minimise
their work, the developers.  The Plan therefore needs to be written to suit the needs of the
Development Control authority which in our case is Herefordshire Council.

5. Need for Review

The CS must be reviewed yearly and action taken to address where development is not
proceeding in accordance with the assumptions.  In extremis, the CS would need to be
changed which could over-ride NDPs that were not in conformity with the revised CS.

6. Affordable Housing provision

The dust is yet to settle on this matter and CS and NDPs may need to be changed to accord
with future requirements.  Regardless of this NDPs can specify ‘affordable’ housing sites if
wished; though the need must be demonstrated.

7. Government Support for NDPs

Demonstrated by continued £8k grant availability – never been easier to obtain, apply and
take.

8. Infrastructure Plans to support development

Refer CS Appendix 5 Ledbury

There is no anticipated significant external impediment to the timely provision of the required
infrastructure by the individual developers, therefore the delivery of housing will be subject
only to the completion rate of the development.

23 October 2015
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COLWALL PARISH COUNCIL 

 
Minutes of the Assembly of the Parish Meeting duly convened and held at the 

Colwall Village Hall, Mill Lane, Colwall on Wednesday 4th November 2015 at 

7.30pm. 

 

1. Welcome and apologies for absence. 

The Chairman, Mrs Nicky Carless, welcomed circa 110 members of the Public,  

8 members of the Parish Council, and the Clerk. 

Apologies had been received by the Clerk from Councillors Haynes and Rees and 

Working Party member Neil Bowring. 

 

2. A presentation was held to present the “1st Draft Colwall Neighbourhood 

Development Plan” document. This document encompasses the draft policies, the 

options for the changes to the settlement boundary to accommodate the future 

housing needs of the village and the options for the location of the proposed new 

primary school. 
As previously, this event had been widely advertised by Colwall Parish Council. 1,100 

newsletters had been hand delivered to households in the village advertising this public 

meeting. A further 200 newsletters were available in the library and village shops. 

Notices were also exhibited on the 4 public notice boards in the Parish and on the Parish 

Council website along with 2 banners advertising the event. The banners were located in 

the village centre and at the existing Primary School. 

 

Following the welcome by the Chairman, the meeting was handed over to Councillor 

John Stock, who undertook a detailed power point presentation on Colwalls’ 

Neighbourhood Development Plan. 
 

The presentation  

i) Recapped the recent changes to planning regulations:- 

- Regional planning has been replaced with a National Framework “NPPF”;  

- At County level there is a local plan “the Core Strategy” which has now passed 

examination and been adopted by Herefordshire Council, within which, there are no 

longer Settlement Boundaries around Towns or Villages. 

- And at a parish level there are Neighbourhood Development Plans (also known as 

Neighbourhood Plans), all of which are statutory planning documents.  

 

The Colwall Neighbourhood Development Plan needs to be in general conformity with 

both the NPPF and the Core Strategy. In addition, because the parish is in the Malvern 

Hills Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty, the impact on the landscape of any proposed 

development needs to be taken into consideration. 

There is a need to accommodate an additional 156 new dwellings in the Parish of 

Colwall between 2011 and 2031 (as set out under policy S22 in the Core Strategy). 

Since 2011 Planning permission has already been approved for 66 new dwellings. 

This leaves a further 90 to be accommodated. 

Assuming windfalls (based on the previous rate of windfalls in the Parish) 20 have been 

estimated over the remaining 16 years. 

This leaves 70 to be accommodated within the Neighbourhood Development Plan. 
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The question is where should those 70 be accommodated? Accepting they must be 

within the following parameters:- 

 

Great weight needs to be given to the landscape (NPPF) 

Major development in the AONB should be refused (NPPF)  

Development should be within or adjacent to the main built up areas (CS) 

70 additional dwellings are required in the Parish (indicative target) (CS). 

 

Faced with these considerations, a detailed Landscape Sensitivity and Capacity 

Assessment “LSCA” was undertaken to access all the land around the existing 

settlement boundary based on its’  “capacity to absorb development without undue 

damage to the Malvern Hills AONB”. 

A number of small sites have been identified based on these outputs and these are set out 

in the draft plan, to which the Parish Council is seeking the public’s views.  

 

ii) The Draft Neighbourhood Development Plan  

A summary of the draft plan contents was presented. The consultation focuses upon the 

aims and objectives of the draft document and the draft policies contained therein. 

 

iii) Allocation of a Site for the new Primary School 

The rationale behind the decision made by Herefordshire Council for a new primary 

school was highlighted. 

Following the identification of 3 potential sites in the Parish, Colwall Parish Council 

sought the expertise of the Landscape, Environmental and Colour Consultancy (who had 

undertaken the LSCA) for her input based on the assessment of the impact the school 

would have on the Landscape should it be located in any of these 3 sites. 

 

The landscape impact priority outputs are:- 

That, “Grovesend Farm” was considered to have the least impact on the Landscape 

Followed by “the land adjacent to the Village Hall in Mill Lane”. 

The site which was considered to have the most impact on the Landscape was the 

rebuilding and expansion of the school on the existing site and its adjoining land. 

 

Each of the 3 sites had then been assessed for other considerations e.g. ease of access, 

proximity to the village centre, size of land being adequate to accommodate the needs of 

the school.  

 

Initial feedback from the key stakeholders has indicated a preference for “the land 

adjacent to the Village Hall in Mill Lane” site. This site also provides the potential for a 

more comprehensive community hub, in addition to the school. 

 

Finally, during the last few days, the landowner of the site at Mill Lane has put forward 

a proposal for the development of the site as a mixed use site to include residential; 

dwellings as well as the school. The proposal is based on a larger area of housing than 

that originally considered under the LSCA.  

 

iv) The Consultation  - At this juncture, the Parish Council is seeking feedback on  

the options of all 3 sites for the new school,  

the draft Neighbourhood Development Plan, including the proposed changes to the 

settlement boundary, 

the policies contained therein, 
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and the proposal for the landowner of the site at Mill Lane all in the accompanying 

questionnaire. 

Responses are required by the 30th November 2015. 

 

3. Parishioners Question Time. 

There was approximately 30 minutes of Questions and Answers. 

 

Q. How will the proximity of houses to the village hall impact on the facility? 

A. The Parish Council is aware of this potential issue and the layout of the site will need 

to protect the village hall and the amenity value it provides to the Parish 

 

Q. Why are you prepared to consider Grovesend Farm for the school but not housing? 

A. Because the importance of the school for the village makes this an “exception/special 

case”. 

 

Q. How will the school financially benefit from a mix development site? 

A. The contribution from the housing, by was of CIL monies (previous S106 monies), 

may be utilised by Herefordshire Council to assist in the development of the school. 

 

Q. Now the Core Strategy has been approved, is there a timescale for Neighbourhood 

Development Plans to have to be approved by, to protect against unwanted 

development? 

A. No there is no specific timescale, but we are moving to get the Neighbourhood 

Development Plan finalised as quickly as possible.  

 

Q. If the Neighbourhood Development Plan allocates land for the Primary School will 

that be restricted? 

A. The wording for the allocation will need to be very specific to ensure it meets the 

needs required of it. 

 

Q. Could the existing school site be used for housing? 

A. Yes, we have included that within the draft Plan. 

 

Q. How will the CIL monies be deployed? 

A. CIL has yet to be adopted by Herefordshire Council, assuming it’s adoption, Parish 

Councils who have a Neighbourhood Development Plan in place, will receive 25% of 

any CIL monies from new housing for use in the Parish (subject to the specifications 

within the CIL agreement between the developer and Herefordshire Council). 

 

Q. In reality how much consultation will be undertaken by Herefordshire Council on the 

design of the school? 

A. We don’t know at this stage. 

 

Q. Will the Parish Council have the opportunity to veto any planning application? 

A. No, but the Parish Councils views will be embodied in the Neighbourhood 

Development Plan which will become a statutory planning document, which the 

planning authority have to take into consideration upon receipt of planning applications. 

 

Q. Have you considered the impact that the school would have on the open countryside, 

if it is located in Mill Lane? 
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A. Yes the Parish Council is aware of the potential impact, and it is a consideration, but 

we are aware that the community needs for a school may out way that consideration. 

 

Q. Will the school be large enough to accommodate the children from the additional 

new dwellings in the Parish?  

A. Herefordshire Council have to take this into consideration when they are planning for 

the school. 

 

Q. Why does the housing have to be built at the same time if it’s a mixed site? 

A. There is no requirement, it could be in tandem. 

 

Q. Will additional monies be available if the Community Hub is developed? 

A. It may be possible for alternative grant funding to be secured. Herefordshire Council 

are exploring all funding options. Some grant funds are not available to public bodies so 

it may be up to individual organisations, such as the Village Hall, to seek this type of 

funding. 

 

Statement from a Parishioner – We need a school .Let’s concentrate on securing a site 

for the school and not the individual finances of the transaction, that is for Herefordshire 

Council to negotiate. 

Response from Chairman – The Neighbourhood Development Plan is about future 

housing as well as a school. The Policies contained in the document are key; please do 

consider the policies not just the question of the location of the new school when 

responding to the questionnaire. 

 

Q. Why is the landowner’s proposal being specifically considered? Surely it should be 

considered as a response to the ongoing consultation? 

A. It was felt that it was essential to have the community’s views, having received this 

offer. 

 

Statement from a Parishioner – The school is key, not the deal. 

A. Yes, but we do need to know what the Parishioners views are. 

 

The Chairman closed the meeting and thanked all those who had attended.  

Questionnaires were available for those who attended the meeting to complete 

 

The meeting closed at 9.00p.m. 

 

 

 

 

Chairman………………………….     Date……………… 
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A public meeting was held on 4 November 2015 as part of the continuing informal
consultation at which the draft Plan and the allocation of a site for the new school was
presented, including the landowners proposal for development adjacent to the village hall.

Over 100 people attended.

A specific Questionnaire was developed for representations and was available at the
meeting and on-line.  By 1pm today we had 23 representations of which 16 used the
Questionnaire.

Karen is acknowledging receipt of the representations.

We have also written to 3 parishioners who questioned whether we have followed due
process.  This has been discussed with Louise our consultant and Sam Banks the NDP
Team Leader at Herefordshire; both are content with our approach.  Nevertheless we have
provided a full response.

They also complained we had failed to make their representations from the January public
meeting available on our website.  On this point they are correct as it appears we have failed
to make any of those representations available and we are working to correct this.

The period for representations closes on 30th November 2015.

John Stock

Lead Neighbourhood Planning Working Group
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1 Yew Tree Meeting

A public meeting was held t the Yew Tree public house on Thursday 26 November 2015 to
discuss the NDP.  It was organised by Phil Kendrick and 35 people attended. The meeting
had a very different feel to the Village Hall one because of the different venue and fewer
people who were pretty much only from Colwall Green.

The result was a lively meeting based around questions from the audience and whilst I think
we should always have the large presentation meeting perhaps it is a format we should
consider using in the future to allow people to ask questions.

2 Feedback from Consultation

We had 102 representations to the consultation
which closed on 30th November.  I think this is
a good response and generally people were in
support.  The vast majority of people used the
Questionnaire and had a lot of comments.  I
have only totalled the word count for the
comments in the questionnaires associated with
the school; that is Option 1, 2 & 3 and the
landowner’s proposal, but those alone total
6,900 words or 11 full pages of text and there
are another 15 other  questions all that attracted
comments, all of which we need to review and
consider.

Whilst I stress the number of people supporting
or objecting is not treated as a ‘vote’ they
nevertheless give an idea of people’s thoughts.

If we ignore for a moment those ticking the
‘don’t know’ box, and subject to verification, the
results are shown in the table alongside.  It will
take time to absorb and consider the
representations and this work will start in the
New Year.
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2 Allocation of Site for the School - Proposal to Herefordshire Council

I would like to start by reminding ourselves how and why we carried out the consultation for
the school site on behalf of Herefordshire Council.

The Education Dept has to apply for planning permission for the school and carryout
appropriate pre-submission consultation, which in the case of a school which has a wide
impact, means the whole community.

The HC planners advised them to ask use to do the consultation as part of our Plan
consultation, otherwise, had they done their own thing and it had contradicted our
developing Plan, HC would effectively be dictating to us.

So, it is entirely proper that we should do the consultation we now need to inform HC of the
results.  The NDP Working Group’s recommendation is set out on the following page and on
behalf of the Working Group I am seeking the Council’s approval for this to be formally
issued to HC.  I think it is pretty self-explanatory but just to comment on Item 7 in
combination with the Notes, proposes the 21 houses originally proposed for behind the
village hall can be replaced by housing further down Mill Lane, beyond the school.  Our
thinking here is quite simple.  The school is a special case and therefore in order to
accommodate it we can bend the rules we had otherwise set ourselves.  To maximise the
benefit to the community the school should be closely linked to the village hall, as presented
to the community on 4th November 2015, which means the school and hall should not be
separated by a public road providing access to houses.

If we lose the 21 houses on this site and only gain, say, 9 in place of the existing school site
and adjacent plot, we lose 12 which, when added to the 9 existing shortfall 2 lost in Redland
Drive where the landowner has said it is not available we have a shortfall of 23 out of 70
which is a 1/3rd shortfall which I cannot see this being acceptable.

The notes reserve rights to make future changes and our request to be involved in the
preparation of the master plan for the site.

We will need to revise the final paragraph as unfortunately the Map 9 on Page 32 of the Plan
is incorrect – as I explained at the public meeting; the Settlement Boundary line was
incorrectly shown.

With that amendment I propose we issue this to Herefordshire Council to allow them to
develop the layout and in due course, apply for planning permission.
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The Consultation feedback is currently being considered, firstly to summarise and aggregate
the comments in order to better understand them, as has already been done for the
questions related to the school.

Secondly, Louise our consultant is also considering the feedback to determine what should
be changed in the Plan from her viewpoint.

The comments total some 38,000 words and take over 50 pages of text.

However our focus this evening is the school and the summary of all the comments related
to the school comments was issued with the Agenda.   The paper concludes with
recommendations that respond to the two items on this evening’s Agenda.

i) “the Plan should allocate the site adjacent to the village hall for the school in a
manner that facilitates its development as a community hub.   Housing to
compensate the loss of Plot 9a should be provided and is justified because the
school is a special case”.

It is proposed this should be the response to Herefordshire Council.

ii) Regarding the response to the landowners, it is proposed we thank them for their
letter, advise them of our response to Herefordshire Council and that; (as in the
School Comments Summary)

“The consultation suggests additional housing would be acceptable to the community
where it brings clear benefits to the school or community that otherwise could not be
achieved.

However, further housing on this site is not required for the Plan and is contrary to its
rationale.”
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The minutes of the meeting of Colwall Parish Council held in the Jean Simon Room of
Colwall Village Hall, Mill Lane, Colwall at 7.30pm on Wednesday 13th January 2016.

Present: Councillors, Beard, Butler, Carless, Cooper, Cottam, Fraser, Mills, Rees, Stock,
Taylor. County Councillor Johnson , 5 members of the public and the Clerk.

1. Welcome and Apologies: The Chairman welcomed those present and apologies for
absence were received and accepted from Councillors Haynes, Hughes and Kendrick.

The  Chairman  welcomed  new  Councillor  Diane  Taylor  following  completion  of  the
“Acceptance of Office”.

2. Declarations of Interests:  The  Chairman  reminded  Councillors  of  the  need  to  declare
any Interests in items on the agenda.
Councillor  Carless  declared  a  non  pecuniary  interest  in  item 4  and  did  not  vote  on  this
matter.
Councillor Mills declared a non pecuniary interest in item 4 and did participate in the
discussions but not vote on this matter.

The meeting was adjourned to allow County Councillor Johnson to ask if there were any
questions of him. None were made.

The meeting was reconvened.

3. Minutes: The minutes of the last meeting of the Parish Council held on the 16th
December 2016 were agreed as a correct record and signed by the Chairman.

4. Neighbourhood Development Plan
Colwall Parish Council reviewed the feedback from the Consultation conducted during
November 2015 following the public meeting held on the 4th November 2015 regarding
the draft Neighbourhood Development Plan, and the questions which solely related to the
potential site for a new Primary School (Question 17) and the question of further
development on the Mill Lane Site (question 19).

i) Colwall Parish Council considered it’s response to Herefordshire Council for the
development of a new Primary School in Colwall.
IT WAS RESOLVED that Colwall Parish Council would advise Matthew Williams,
Estates Management Officer at Herefordshire Council, that following the public
consultation held in November 2015 and a review of the comments specifically relating to
the question regarding the potential location of a new primary school in Colwall.

Colwall Parish Councils Neighbourhood Development Plan will allocate the site adjacent
to the village hall for the new Primary School, in a matter that facilitates its’ development
as a community hub.
Housing to replace the loss of housing on Plot 9a should be provided for, and is justified
because the new primary school is considered “a special case”. However, should the
Primary School not be built on the site adjacent to the village hall, then the housing
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currently outlined in Draft Neighbourhood Development Plan and referred to as Plot 9a,
will be reallocated back to plot 9a, and restricted to the area identified as 9a only.

In addition to the statement set out above there are a number of specifics Colwall Parish
Council wish to be accommodated.

These conditions only apply should the Primary School be located at the Mill Lane `
site.

· A single class entry primary school with associated facilities, to current educational
standards, including external hard and soft play areas, grass pitches and forest school.

· At least passive provision for a Pre-school to be included and planned for in the
layout including outdoor space and related parking needs etc.

· Drop-off/ turnaround with separate access and egress for the school and its own
parking must be provided. Pedestrian access to the school should be provided from
both Mill Lane and Walwyn Road via the footpath adjacent to the Thai Restaurant.

· Retention of the oak trees on the Mill Lane boundary is essential.

· The overall siting and layout must be informed by the need to sensitively integrate the
development into the high quality landscape in this rural-edge setting, subject to
advice by the Malvern Hills Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty.

· All development must accord with the Draft Plan including housing appearance,
layout, mix and proportion of affordable housing.

The Clerk is to provide a copy of the feedback to Herefordshire Council relating to
Questions 17 and 19 only

ii) Colwall Parish Council considered it’s response to the written offer re the potential
development of the land at Mill Lane for the Primary School, received via the landowners
agent.

IT WAS RESOLVED that the Clerk write to the land agent and state that following the
public consultation held in November 2015 and a review of the comments specifically
relating to the written offer re the potential development of the land at Mill Lane for the
Primary School, received via the landowners agent.

“Colwall  Parish  Councils  Neighbourhood  Development  Plan  will  allocate  the  site
adjacent to the village hall for the new Primary School, in a matter that facilitates its’
development as a community hub.

Housing to replace the loss of housing on Plot 9a should be provided for, and is justified
because the new primary school is considered “a special case”. However, should the
Primary  School  not  be  built  on  the  site  adjacent  to  the  village  hall,  then  the  housing
currently outlined in Draft Neighbourhood Development Plan and referred to as Plot 9a,
will be reallocated back to plot 9a, and will be restricted to the area identified as 9a only.
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We understand that you have commenced negotiations with Herefordshire Council
regarding the new Primary School being located on your land. We hope that the Parish
Council response will enable you to be generous in your negotiations with Herefordshire
Council, to the benefit of both the school and the community; and to continue the spirit of
community beneficence which the Lloyd family has been known for over previous
generations.”

5. Date of next meeting:
To confirm the date of the next Full Council meeting, this will be held on Wednesday 27th

January 2016 and would be held in the Jean Simon Room of Colwall Village Hall.

The Chairman closed the meeting at 8.45pm.

Signed: ……………………………………………
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I reported progress a fortnight ago on the 13th and, regarding the school, the Council agreed
the form of the response to Herefordshire Council and the landowner which our clerk duly
sent, so there is little to report.

Work on the non-school related feedback is still being considered, to summarise and
aggregate the comments in order to better understand them.

A check of the completeness of our database of responses has thrown up possibly 6 which
at first sight, still need to be included.

Once we are sure we have captured all the comments they will be added to our website in
groups, one for each question.

One matter I would like to Council to be aware of is the advice from our consultant to include
the names of those who responded.  Apparently that is now the normal procedure and
expected by examiners, whereas in the early days names were redacted.
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The responses received following the 4 November 2015 consultation, which total some
38,000 words have now been uploaded to our website in as concise a form as considered
appropriate.  It totals 76 pages and includes the totals of the ‘votes’.   Many comments are
extraordinarily detailed and helpful, including people who have checked the English and the
spellings with a thoroughness we would find hard to match.  It will all go to make far better
document.  The names of those who made the comments have not been made available,
but can be if requested.  Names will appear on the version that goes to the Examiner in due
course.

Our consultant has commented on every separate comment, some of which run to more
than a page as have I, and also commented the consultants comments and a meeting is
arranged for next week to discuss the proposed changes.

You will recall at last month’s meeting I commented on the draft Local Transport Plan and in
particular that Herefordshire now positively supported a document prepared by Dorset
AONB called Traffic in Villages, which along with many other road related matters,
convinced me we should include positive proposals for roads in our Plan.  This would, I
suggest, follow the philosophy in Traffic in Villages and I am preparing a supporting report
which I will present to you in due course.
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We met with our consultant, Louise, on 3rd March 2016 to discuss the representations
received and what changes might need to be made to the Plan.

Louise has since sent her suggestion for the revised Plan which we will consider together
with further information requested from Carly on landscape issues which is expected by the
end of the month.  Once we are content it is fit to go forward for submission it will be
presented to this Council for approval – hopefully on 25th May.
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COLWALL PARISH COUNCIL

The minutes of the meeting of Colwall Parish Council held in the Jean Simon Room of
Colwall Village Hall, Mill Lane, Colwall at 8.10 pm on Wednesday 27th April 2016.

Present:  Councillors:  Beard,  Butler,  Carless,  Cooper,  Cottam,  Fraser,  Haynes,  James,
Kendrick, Mills, Stock, Rees, Taylor, Trafford-Roberts, 12 members of the public and the
Clerk.

1. Welcome and Apologies: The Chairman welcomed those present and no apologies for
absence were received.

2. Declarations of Interests:  The  Chairman  reminded  Councillors  of  the  need  to  declare
any Interests in items on the agenda.
Councillor Carless declared a Disclosable Pecuniary Interest in item 4(ii).

3. Minutes: The minutes of the last  meeting of the Parish Council  held on the 23rd March
2016 were agreed as a correct record and signed by the Chairman.

4. i) Neighbourhood Development Plan
Councillor Stock provided the following update “following a meeting with
representatives from Cowl Barn Lane, a minor change has been made to the Landscape
Sensitivity and Capacity Assessment as a listed building had been omitted from the text
of Area 19.
Paul Esrich of the Malvern Hills AONB has provided his comments on the latest version
of the Plan (v6 Reg 14 version).
I have been working on the Highways and Traffic background note as I mentioned last
month but the school has taken most of my time, but does provide a ‘test bed’ for the
proposals which should be suitable for use elsewhere in the village.  Essentially it is
traffic calming, but appropriate for a village in the AONB.

There is the concern that the AONB is likely to object to any housing on the proposed
school site because of the effect on the landscape.  This has come about following all the
landscape work for the school and they say “it will compromise the setting of what could
turn out to be a really successful landscape-led scheme for the school itself”.
It is disappointing they don’t take the same view of what could be achieved with the
housing.  This is another item we need to consider given the Council’s Resolution and
advice to the landowner.
If we lose the 21 houses on this site and only gain, say, 9 in place of the existing school
site and adjacent plot, we would have a shortfall of 23 out of 70 which is a 1/3rd shortfall
which I cannot see being acceptable”.

ii) New Primary School – Highways Aspect

Councillor Carless had declared a Pecuniary Disclosable Interest in the following item;
therefore Councillor Carless left the room.

The Vice Chairman Councillor Mills took the seat.
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Councillor Stock reported the following:-

“Regarding the school plans I am concerned there is no provision of any sort for parents
to drop off or park to collect children; contrary to the Council’s Resolution that apply to
the Allocation of the Site.
I have received a long and detailed explanation as why they will not make any provision
which I am happy to go through if wished.  The crux of the matter is that it will not be in
accordance with the site allocation conditions and we need to consider what that means
and what action we need to take.
I also have several significant issues with the latest highway proposals because they are
not coherent and some will be routinely ignored and are therefore pointless.
Contrary to my understanding the ‘tables’ are to be vertical features to control speed
which is not necessary except for the school trips when the 20 mph hen lights flash can be
used and are understood by drivers.
Some of my concerns have been dismissed as ‘detail’, but it is the detail that’s the issue
and some as matters that will be picked up by the Safety Audit, which is an entirely
wrong approach.
After initially thinking the consultation was constructive it now appears Herefordshire
Council decided on the proposals.  I am therefore keen to learn what approach the Parish
Council considers I should take on two separate issues; the lack of turning head and
parking and second, the highway works.  My personal view is we should robustly object
on both counts”.

The meeting was adjourned to allow members of the public to speak.

The meeting was reconvened.

IT WAS RESOLVED that the Clerk write to A Hough at Herefordshire Council to
express the Parish Councils concerns that there is no provision of any sort for parents to
drop off or park to collect children; contrary to the Council’s Resolution (in the minutes
of the meeting of the 13/1/2016) that apply to the Allocation of the Site.

The Clerk was also asked to bring to the Planning Officer and the County Councillors
attention, the Parish Councils concerns that “several significant issues with the latest
highway proposals have been raised because they are not coherent and some will be
routinely ignored and are therefore pointless.
Contrary to my understanding the ‘tables’ are to be vertical features to control speed
which is not necessary except for the school trips when the 20 mph hen lights flash can be
used and are understood by drivers.
Some of my concerns have been dismissed as ‘detail’, but it is the detail that’s the issue
and some as matters that will be picked up by the Safety Audit, which is an entirely
wrong approach.
After initially thinking the consultation on the Highways issues was constructive it now
appears Herefordshire Council Educations Department have already decided on the
proposals”.

That J Stock continues to act on behalf of the Parish Council on this matter.
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The Chairman assumed the Chair.

(iii) Herefordshire School Transport Policy
IT  WAS  RESOLVED  that  The  Clerk  write  to  Herefordshire  Council  to  express  our
concern at the decision and its impact and copy in County Councillor Tony Johnson.
Councillor Matt Fraser was nominated to join to local action group and report back to the
Parish Council as appropriate.

(iv) Future Structure of the Parish Council
Councillor Carless reported that the meeting had been successful with some good ideas
which will be explored further.
An agreed action point was that the end of the table be left open at meetings making it
more inviting for Members of the Public to speak at the meetings.
A review of the voting procedures for electing the Chairman and Vice Chairman of the
Parish Council, and its sub committees is being considered, subject to the Clerk clarifying
process. The Chair and Vice-Chair of the Parish Council will be appointed at the Annual
Meeting on the 4th May 2016, along with the sub-committee members.
A further meeting is to be arranged in May 2016.

5. Financial Matters.
i) Colwall Parish Council considered the Income and Expenditure for April 2016, as per
the list circulated at the meeting. IT WAS RESOLVED that the payments be made.
ii) IT WAS RESOLVED that Colwall Parish Council accepts the Herefordshire Councils
Lenghtsman and P3 contract for 2016/17.

6. Correspondence for Processing
i) Community Infrastructure Levy Consultation -
IT WAS RESOLVED that Councillor Stock complete the consultation, objecting to the
Proposed Residential Rates question, and making the following comments:-
In order not to distort the size of developments or make some developments uneconomic
the following changes should be made.

· Subject to the qualifying area, single developments should pay CIL. Reason; these
developments increase need for infrastructure as any other.

· The 100sqm divide should be graded. Reason, to avoid a disproportionate cost to
properties of 101 to say 130sqm caused by it would mean no houses would be
built with GIA of 100sqm to (say) 130sqm. It would polarise developments to be
either less than 100sqm or probably greater than 150sqm except for single builds.

· Developments of 10 or less must be charged the lower rate if they provide the %
affordable homes required by the Core Strategy, or pro-rata. Reason; to encourage
building of 10 or less, that include affordable homes.

ii) Highways requests for the resurfacing of Walwyn Road
The Clerk advised that County Councillor A Johnson, and the Clerk, have both requested
the resurfacing of Walwyn Road. A Johnson has followed this up with a request (on the
19th April 2016) for the Cabinate member for roads and the Locality Steward to undertake
a site visit of the Walwyn Road and to assess its’ terrible condition.
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iii) Application for Premises Licence – The Stores, Walwyn Road, Colwall.
IT WAS RESOLVED that Colwall  Parish Council  objects to the sale of alcohol off the
Premises and a Licence for Recorded Music Outside the premises Primarily in the interest
of the Prevention of Public Nuisance.

7. Correspondence for Information
See table attached.

8. Reports of Committees.
i)  IT  WAS  RESOLVED  that  the  reports  from  the  Planning  &  Development  committee
meeting held on the 23rd March 2016 and the 13th April 2016 were received, approved
and adopted.

ii) IT WAS RESOLVED that the report from the Village Amenities committee meeting
held on the 13th April 2016 were received, approved and adopted.

iii) IT WAS RESOLVED that the report from the Finance & General Purpose committee
meeting held on the 20th April 2016 were received, approved and adopted.

10. Representatives on Outside Bodies. To receive reports from Councillors who have
represented Council at meetings since the last Full Council meeting.
i) Councillor Kendrick had attended a meeting of the Walwyn Education Trust, and
advised that the provision for grants has been agreed for 2016. Electronic advertisements
for applications have been posted on the Trusts website, the Colwall Parish Councils
website as well as the Public Notice Boards.
ii) Councillor Carless had an informal meeting of the Millennium Room Trustees and the
Save Herefordshire Libraries Action Group. There was nothing of note to report.

11. Date of next meeting:
To confirm the date of the next Full Council meeting, this will be held on Wednesday 25th

May 2016 and would be held in the Jean Simon Room of Colwall Village Hall.

The Chairman closed the meeting at 9.55pm.

Signed: ……………………………………………                  Dated .......................................
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Table Correspondence
April 2016

Document 1 CLPG Spring 2016 Newsletter

Document 2 Advice re changes to bank tariff Unity Bank

Document 3 CPRE Countryside Voice Newsletter Spring 2016

Document 4 Email Herefordshire Council confirming Water Supply at Evendine
Spout is compliant with the required standards.
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Following a meeting with representatives from Cowl Barn Lane a minor change has been made to the
Landscape Sensitivity and Capacity Assessment – a listed building had been omitted.

Paul Esrich has provided his comments on the latest version of the Plan (v6 Reg 14 version).

I have been working on the Highways and Traffic background note as I mentioned last month but the
school has taken most of my time, but does provide a ‘test bed’ for the proposals which should be
suitable for use elsewhere in the village.  Essentially it is traffic calming, but appropriate for a village in
the AONB.

Regarding the school plans I am concerned there is no provision of any sort for parents to drop off or
park to collect children; contrary to the Council’s Resolution that apply to the Allocation of the Site.  I
have received a long and detailed explanation as why they will not make any provision which I am
happy to go through if wished.  The crux of the matter is that it will not be in accordance with the site
allocation conditions and we need to consider what that means and what action we need to take.

I also have several significant issues with the latest highway proposals because they are not coherent
and some will be routinely ignored and are therefore pointless.

Contrary to my understanding the ‘tables’ are to be vertical features to control speed which is not
necessary except for the school trips when the 20 mph hen lights flash can be used and are understood
by drivers.

Some of my concerns have been dismissed as ‘detail’, but it is the detail that’s the issue and some as
matters that will be picked up by the Safety Audit, which is an entirely wrong approach.

After initially thinking the consultation was constructive it now appears they have decided on the
proposals.  I am therefore keen to learn what approach the Council considers I should take on two
separate issues; the lack of turning head and parking and second, the highway works.  My personal
view is we should robustly object on both counts.

There are significant s106 monies available that are directly related to the works being considered and,
provided we are content with the proposals, could be beneficially used.  I would appreciate your
thoughts, but stress it would only be used where entirely justified and on proposals we are content with.

A separate issue but still related to the school is the concern that the AONB is likely to object to any
housing on the site because of the effect on the landscape.  This has come about following all the
landscape work for the school and they say
“it will compromise the setting of what could turn out to be a really successful
landscape-led scheme for the school itself”. It is disappointing they don’t take the say view of what
could be achieved with the housing.  This is another item we need to consider given the Council’s
Resolution and advice to the landowner.

If we lose the 21 houses on this site and only gain, say, 9 in place of the existing school site and
adjacent plot, we would have a shortfall of 23 out of 70 which is a 1/3rd shortfall which I cannot see
being acceptable.
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Following the completion of the school issue the Plan preparation was restarted today at a meeting held
in the AONB offices.
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28 September 2016

Carly Tinkler our landscape architect has been engaged to provide advice on specific landscape issue
now the school is, in planning terms, now a reality.

Discussions with a land owner and the planning officer have led to a review of the housing target table
which is significantly different to that previously set out.

It is hoped this will be finalised shortly and allow us to present our proposals to this Council and subject
to your approval proceed to the next stage of Clause 14 consultation.

27 July 2016 NDP Working Group Mtg at AONB offices, Malvern

Held at the AONB Office Malvern.  Louise Kirkham, Nicky Carless, Paul Esrich & John Stock attended.

1. Discussed substantial objections.  All agreed to stay with current LSCA based approach as clear
technical evidence for choice and tested in consultation.  Other sites would just bring other
objections.

2. NC enquired about development away from the built-up area; agreed to remain with current
plan as satisfies Core Strategy and choosing areas away from the built-up area brings its own
considerable difficulties of choice.

3. Discussed the desire for development behind the Thai.  Agreed best to get the Plan through
Reg 14 to give it some status.

4. JS to consider timescales

5. JS to ask Carly to review capacity of area beyond the school and also behind Thai.

6. Agreed to approach Dr Allen and offer to allocate housing o his nursing home site as a back-up
for him.  Would help the plane ‘cos would argue we should be permitted to take account of a
proportion of the beds towards our target – could base on the nos of qualifying we would get
on the same site which if composed of some flats at the front and houses at the rear (say)
could accommodate approx. 33.

7. JS to complete his Traffic and Highways appraisal and hence what to take into the Plan.

8. Plan update – Paul to review whether we have taken his concerns on board and advise.

9. Plan needs to consider polytunnels, business and chicken shed style developments.

10. NC agreed to list those issues parishioners have raised over the years to see if need to cover in
the Plan.

11. Colour guidance; discussed the benefit of using colour but would need to have the village
appraised.

12. Consider preparing list of ‘important’ buildings in parish but which are not listed(?).

13. Do a response to the Colwall Green objection.
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Held at the AONB Office Malvern.  Louise Kirkham, Nicky Carless, Paul Esrich & John Stock attended.

1. Discussed substantial objections.  All agreed to stay with current LSCA based approach as
clear technical evidence for choice and tested in consultation.  Other sites would just bring
other objections.

2. NC enquired about development away from the built-up area; agreed to remain with current
plan as satisfies Core Strategy and choosing areas away from the built-up area brings its own
considerable difficulties of choice.

3. Discussed the desire for development behind the Thai.  Agreed best to get the Plan through
Reg 14 to give it some status.

4. JS to consider timescales

5. JS to ask Carly to review capacity of area beyond the school and also behind Thai.

6. Agreed to approach Dr Allen and offer to allocate housing o his nursing home site as a back-
up for him.  Would help the plane ‘cos would argue we should be permitted to take account
of a proportion of the beds towards our target – could base on the nos of qualifying we
would get on the same site which if composed of some flats at the front and houses at the
rear (say) could accommodate approx. 33.

7. JS to complete his Traffic and Highways appraisal and hence what to take into the Plan.

8. Plan update – Paul to review whether we have taken his concerns on board and advise.

9. Plan needs to consider polytunnels, business and chicken shed style developments.

10. NC agreed to list those issues parishioners have raised over the years to see if need to cover
in the Plan.

11. Colour guidance; discussed the benefit of using colour but would need to have the village
appraised.

12. Consider preparing list of ‘important’ buildings in parish but which are not listed(?).

13. Do a response to the Colwall Green objection.
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Carly Tinkler our landscape architect has been engaged to provide advice on specific landscape issue
now the school is, in planning terms, now a reality.

Discussions with a land owner and the planning officer have led to a review of the housing target table
which is significantly different to that previously set out.

It is hoped this will be finalised shortly and allow us to present our proposals to this Council and subject
to your approval proceed to the next stage of Clause 14 consultation.
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K Davis - Colwall Parish
Council <cpcclerk@colwall.org.uk>

21 Sep

to me, Parish

HI John

Can you respond to Sam please
 Thanks

Karen

Karen Davis
Clerk to Colwall Parish Council
Tel 01531 650542.

From: Banks, Samantha [mailto:sbanks@herefordshire.gov.uk]
Sent: 21 September 2016 16:53
To: cpcclerk@colwall.org.uk
Subject: Update on progress of the Colwall Neighbourhood Plan

Good afternoon Karen,

As it has been a while since we have heard from the parish council regarding the progress of the
neighbourhood plan, I am sending you this email to ask for an update.

The plan has yet to reach draft plan Reg14 consultation, however are last communications where
indicating that this stage was relatively close.

Look forward to receiving an update in due course.

Kind regards

Sam

Samantha Banks
Neighbourhood Planning Team Leader
Herefordshire Council
POX 230
Blueschool House
Hereford
HR1 2ZB

Tel: 01432 261576

email: sbanks@herefordshire.gov.uk
www.herefordshire.gov.uk/neighbourhoodplanning

John Stock <john.stock.cllr@gmail.com> 29 Sep

to Samantha, Paul, Louise, nicola, K

Hi Sam,

Karen passed me your email to respond direct.

It is a very considerable time since we last discussed progress on our NDP which has been delayed by
the school site allocation and our involvement in the school highway and parking issues, which proved
to take a considerable toll on the time of our NDP volunteers.  It does however indicate a real
willingness for the Herefordshire Planners to fully engage with us at Parish level, so no complaint.
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The school now has planning permission but has brought a new issue as it has an impact on the
Landscape Sensitivity and Capacity Assessment of the immediately surrounding plots requiring some
reassessment.  This will change the development plots we put forward.

In addition an approach by a landowner, which is expected to be confirmed very shortly, will also have
an impact on the development plots put forward in the Plan.

Apart from this the Plan is well developed and we hope to put a revised Plan before the Parish Council
this autumn for approval to go for Reg 14 consultation.

Thanks for your enquiry

Regards

John

Banks, Samantha <sbanks@herefordshire.gov.uk> 30 Sep

to me, K, Paul, Louise, nicola

Good morning John,

Thank you for the update on the progress of the Colwall NDP.
If you need any assist, please let me know
 Look forward to seeing a copy of the draft plan in due course

Kind regards

Sam

From: John Stock [mailto:john.stock.cllr@gmail.com]
Sent: 29 September 2016 20:27
To: Banks, Samantha <sbanks@herefordshire.gov.uk>
Cc: K Davis - Colwall Parish Council <cpcclerk@colwall.org.uk>; Esrich, Paul (BEC)
<PEsrich@worcestershire.gov.uk>; Louise Kirkup <louisekirkup@kirkwells.co.uk>; nicola carless
<carlessrosedene@aol.com>
Subject: Re: FW: Update on progress of the Colwall Neighbourhood Plan

John Stock <john.stock.cllr@gmail.com> 16 Oct

to Samantha, K, Paul, Louise, nicola

Hi Samantha,

I remember you explaining that nursing homes were omitted from the housing target calculations and
wondered whether there were any other types of home that were not in the calculations.  Also of those
types that lie outside the calculations, how many beds are there in the County.

many thanks

Banks, Samantha <sbanks@herefordshire.gov.uk> 21 Oct

to me, K, Paul, Louise, nicola

Hi John,
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Sorry for the delay in response as we have been moving offices this week.

With regards to the classifications of dwellings which do not contribute to the housing target, the
following as not counted:

·        Holiday homes
·        Residential caravans for seasonal workers
·        Temporary residential caravans
·        Classified care home

 Hope this helps
 Kind regards

Sam

From: John Stock [mailto:john.stock.cllr@gmail.com]
Sent: 16 October 2016 21:38

John Stock <john.stock.cllr@gmail.com> 25 Oct

to Samantha

Hi Samantha,
Thanks for the advice.

I've further queries but must first bring you up to date!

The landscaping for the school was developed very carefully and did not take account of possible future
housing adjacent because Herefordshire did not pursue a mixed development. The planning approval
for the school now means we have to take it into account in the LSCA which now indicates the plot
adjacent to the school has the lowest category of capacity for development so we have effectively 'lost'
21 houses.  This is slightly offset by another LSCA change following the school, that adds 7 properties
so we have only lost 14 but still a major issue.

Consequently we are toying with the idea of allocating the nursing home site for housing because the
developer does not have a development date and it may not happen.  His right to build the nursing
home will remain because he has planning permission.  We would want apartments in a similar size of
building which could possibly accommodate 24 dwellings which would transform our 'numbers'.
However the owner has been advised;

“Agreeing a density which is too high could (if the plan were accepted ) create problems for you going
forward as a scheme with a lower (commercially viable) density could then be refused because  it did
not accord with the neighbourhood plan aspirations for the site.

As you will be aware I do not consider this site should, be within a neighbourhood plan as it is already
consented and thus is not planning for growth”

Do you have any advice on the impact of the number we quote on future development?  The owner
mentioned he might like 8, which would be a waste of this central brownfield site that could stand dense
development.

Also would the allocation for housing in the Plan be rejected because the plot was already consented?
I don't see why that should be a problem - it would not be considered a problem if the owner submitted
a new application for housing.

I would be grateful for your advice.

Banks, Samantha 2 Nov
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to Roland, me

Good morning John,

With regards to housing numbers, in order to be in conformity with the Core Strategy, the Colwall NDP
will need to demonstrate that the minimum housing requirement is achievable and deliverable either by
existing built and commitments, allocations within the NDP, available windfall opportunities within the
settlement boundary and some limited windfall provision under RA3.

If the nursing home permission was commenced this would then leave an issue of an undeliverable
housing allocation within your NDP and therefore not addressing the minimum housing requirement or
creating flexibility within the plan.

A general criteria based policy for housing development within the settlement boundary area would
cover any potential development if the nursing home permission lapses during the plan period.

Hope this helps

Kind regards

Sam

Samantha Banks
Neighbourhood Planning Team Leader
Neighbourhood Planning Team
Herefordshire Council
Plough Lane
Hereford
HR4 OLE
Tel: 01432 261576

email: sbanks@herefordshire.gov.uk
From: John Stock [mailto:john.stock.cllr@gmail.com]
Sent: 25 October 2016 15:19
To: Banks, Samantha <sbanks@herefordshire.gov.uk>

John Stock <john.stock.cllr@gmail.com> 9 Nov

to Louise

Hi Louise,

This is the advice from Sam Banks which we have discussed.  I meant to send you this email earlier.

Louise Kirkup 9 Nov

to me

Hello John

Thanks for sending this.

It sounds like they are taking a firm line on the minimum target figure, but the reference to a criteria
based policy could mean they consider this would suffice to demonstrate the housing target could be
met.

Policy RA2 says:
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The minimum growth target in each rural Housing Market Area will be used to informthe level of
housing development to be delivered in the various settlements set out in Figures 4.14 and 4.15.
Neighbourhood Development Plans will allocate land for new housing or otherwise demonstrate
delivery to provide levels of housing to meet the various targets, by indicating levels of suitable and
available capacity.

ie it doesn't say "require" so we read that as allowing for some flexibility across the HMA.

Surely the housing requirement has to be balanced against Policy LD1 which says:

Development proposals should:
• demonstrate that character of the landscape and townscape has positively influenced the design,
scale, nature and site selection, protection and enhancement of the setting of settlements and
designated areas;
• conserve and enhance the natural, historic and scenic beauty of important landscapes and
features, including Areas of Outstanding Natural Beauty, nationally and locally designated parks
and gardens and conservation areas; through the protection of the area’s character and by enabling
appropriate uses, design and management;

Also NPPF advises:

115. Great weight should be given to conserving landscape and scenic beauty in National Parks, the
Broads and Areas of Outstanding Natural Beauty, which have the highest status of protection in relation
to landscape and scenic
beauty.

In summary, is she saying that if there is a criteria based policy for new development in the settlement
boundary, the NDP will meet the conformity requirement even though evidence of past windfall rates
shows a lower figure than that required to bring it up to minimum growth figure?. I'm not sure about this
and I think you've said previously that you have been "generous" with the windfall allowance.

I think we agreed that an email was needed to Sam setting out all the figures (built development +
allocations + commitments + windfall) and showing the potential shortfall without the nursing home as a
site allocation and asking for their view. We could include reference to the policies above (core strategy
and NPPF).

Sorry if this sounds complicated.  I'm out of the office until Friday morning but perhaps we could clarify
by phone then?

Regards
Louise
--
Louise Kirkup BSc (Hons), Dip TRP, MCD, MRTPI

Director

Kirkwells - town planning and sustainable development consultants

John Stock <john.stock.cllr@gmail.com> 15 Nov

to Louise

Louise,
Thanks for your response which together with a chat we had at this end we have decided to respond
robustly to Sam on this, which is in preparation now.  Will send shortly for your review.
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I have also reviewed the programme following your helpful comments as attached, I would grateful for
your confirmation I am now on the correct track!

You will also see the timing issue over the grant for your Reg 14 work.

Cheers
Attachments area

Louise Kirkup 16 Nov

to me

Hello John

This looks fine to me.  I will endeavour to revise the Plan as soon as you send through the traffic
chapter info and also the various maps.

We finish on 16 Dec by the way for closure over Christmas.

Regards

John Stock <john.stock.cllr@gmail.com> 16 Nov

to Louise

Thanks, I'll work on that.
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The last issued table from January 2016.

Area
Ref

Description Capacity Additional Dwellings
Claim towards Target

Notes

Existing school site Inside settlement boundary 4 Still counts even though inside SB

3a By school Medium to High 5

9 Mill Lane Medium to High 21
LSCA Low/Med but special case with school.
House numbers as Plot 9a

16a1 Redland Drive Medium to High 0 Landowner stated no development will be
permitted

16a2 Redland Drive Medium to High 0 No highway access at present.

1a Picton Gardens Medium to High/Medium 11

10a Brookmill Close Medium to High/Medium 0 Already counted as approved

19 Cowl Barn Lane Medium to High/Medium 15 Using only part of land on East side of lane.
Also access limitations

7a 3rd side village green Medium 12

20 Downs school Medium 0 Currently built-up as contains Downs School

17a N of Cowl Barn Lane Medium 0 No highway access at present.

Total 68 Requirement = 70, shortfall = 2 (3%)

Based on school moving to be adjacent to Village Hall, plus replacement of Plot 9a houses
January 2016

The currently proposed table.

Refer to Figure 1 - Landscape Capacity Plan Rev B October 2016

Area
Ref

Description Capacity

Additional
Dwellings

Claim towards
Target

Notes

Bottling Plant
(Nursing home)

Brownfield & in SB 24 Based on 'Orchards' flats

Existing school
site

Brownfield & in SB 4

3a Adj old school Medium to High 5
21 Behind Thai Medium to High 7

1a Picton Gardens Medium to High/Medium 11

19 Cowl Barn Lane Medium to High/Medium 15
Using only part of land on East side of lane.
Also access limitations

66
Target is 68 - 70 but that requires using
'Medium' capacity plots which is considered
too far in AONB

The above numbers are currently being checked they are achievable and the NDP text needs to be
amended before we can issue.

The next plot to fall required would be;

7a
3rd side village

green
Medium 10 Next to 'fall' if required

7b
3rd side village

green
Medium

included
above
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Carly Tinkler our landscape architect has now carried out her assessment following the planning
permission for the school.  This has impacted on two plots.  Firstly the capacity of Plot 9 (to the west of
the school) is now ‘Low’ whereas previously it was ‘Low to Medium’, so the impact of the school and its
proposed landscaping is to reduce the capacity of the area to the west.  This is because the
landscaping has been designed to provide a natural edge.

The second change is to the plot behind the Thai restaurant, which is now ‘Medium to High/Medium’
rather than ‘Low’ and therefore has more capacity for development.

We have also now heard from the Nursing Home site owner who is content for this area to be allocated
for housing in our Plan.  It is stressed this does not affect his rights to build the Nursing Home for which
he has permission in perpetuity and neither does it require development as in the NDP.  However if the
Plan is approved it would provide permission to use the site for housing.  By including this site and
assuming a similar building to the nursing home was proposed but providing flats, we can claim the
dwellings towards our target.  This overcomes the issue that nursing homes do not count because of
how the targets were calculated.  Obviously if it is subsequently developed as a Nursing Home we will
have to have discussions with the planning authority about the target.

This together with the changes behind the Thai and west of the school significantly changes the
proposed development plots as shown below.  Firstly is shown the last issued table from January 2016,
then the currently proposed table.

Area
Ref

Description Capacity
Additional Dwellings
Claim towards Target

Notes

Existing school site Inside settlement boundary 4 Still counts even though inside SB

3a By school Medium to High 5

9 Mill Lane Medium to High 21 LSCA Low/Med but special case with school.
House numbers as Plot 9a

16a1 Redland Drive Medium to High 0 Landowner stated no development will be
permitted

16a2 Redland Drive Medium to High 0 No highway access at present.

1a Picton Gardens Medium to High/Medium 11

10a Brookmill Close Medium to High/Medium 0 Already counted as approved

19 Cowl Barn Lane Medium to High/Medium 15
Using only part of land on East side of lane.
Also access limitations

7a 3rd side village green Medium 12

20 Downs school Medium 0 Currently built-up as contains Downs School

17a N of Cowl Barn Lane Medium 0 No highway access at present.

Total 68 Requirement = 70, shortfall = 2 (3%)

Based on school moving to be adjacent to Village Hall, plus replacement of Plot 9a houses
January 2016
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Refer to Figure 1 - Landscape Capacity Plan Rev B October 2016

Area
Ref

Description Capacity

Additional
Dwellings

Claim towards
Target

Notes

Bottling Plant
(Nursing home)

Brownfield & in SB 24 Based on 'Orchards' flats

Existing school
site

Brownfield & in SB 4

3a Adj old school Medium to High 5
21 Behind Thai Medium to High 7

1a Picton Gardens Medium to High/Medium 11

19 Cowl Barn Lane Medium to High/Medium 15
Using only part of land on East side of lane.
Also access limitations

66
Target is 68 - 70 but that requires using
'Medium' capacity plots which is considered
too far in AONB

The above numbers are currently being checked they are achievable and the NDP text needs to be
amended before we can issue.

The next plot to fall required would be;

7a
3rd side village

green
Medium 10 Next to 'fall' if required

7b
3rd side village

green
Medium

included
above

It is hoped this will be finalised shortly and allow us to present our proposals to this Council and subject
to your approval proceed to the next stage of Clause 14 consultation.

I had originally hoped the revised version would have been presented to you at this meeting and based
on that I provisionally booked the main hall for a public presentation on 23 November.  Regrettably I
now don’t think this is achievable and consequently any public meeting will be in the New Year – a
delay I would really have preferred not to have.
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Review of programme

LOGIC

6/8 week Reg 14 consultation should be done February early March (as J Stock
away February plus 1-3rd March)

Need to get informal review by Herefordshire in advance.

Need to hold a Public Meeting to explain what is going out to Consultation so this
needs to be in late January, say Wednesday 18th (as 25th is Parish Council).  This
means presentation to CPC must be either December 22 or a special meeting or
P&D Cttee date of 11 January.  This latter date seems best.

Note, the Groundwork (Locality) grant for the Reg 14 work and subsequent
modifications must be spent by 5th April 2017.

Work to be done Date for completion

1. a. Prepare response to Sam re Nursing
Home and impact on development and
what we are going to offer.

b. Revise Plan text to suit changes to
development plots in 1) above.  Add
highways and traffic section based on
Background Note

c. Submit informally to Herefordshire for
check

End November

2. Present to Parish Council for approval  to go to
Reg 14

11th January 2017

3. Reg 14 Consultation Mid Jan 17

4. Hold Public Meeting to explain Reg 14 etc 18th January 2017

5. 6 weeks consultation – whole list and historic Mid Jan
to mid March 17

6. Review and modify Plan if required April 2017 onwards
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Historically it was thought likely the Plan could be completed and ‘made’ this financial year.  As it
transpired negotiating the highways and traffic matters for the school took many months and left no
time for the Plan.  In addition the school development was not for a mixed development as
Herefordshire had first wanted and the school landscaping was therefore designed to give an edge to
the settlement rather than facilitate further development.  As a consequence the land around the
school had to be re-assessed for its capacity to accept development, which in the case of Mill Lane
land was reduced to ‘Low’, losing 21 houses.  Although offset by the land immediately behind/around
the Thai restaurant being capable of accepting development (7 houses), this meant a loss of 14 houses
leaving the Plan 25% short of the target (17 dwellings short).

The possibility of allocation the Nursing Home site for housing has been examined but Herefordshire’s
advice to date it is not acceptable because of the planning permission; this will be rebutted as part of
an informal consultation with Herefordshire on our proposals which is currently being written.

Advice is also being taken from a knowledgeable architect on the numbers capable of being
accommodated on each site to ensure the number claimed are robust who has also suggested some
sites which require landscape sensitivity and capacity assessments, which may lead to some changes.

The next stage is to go out for Regulation 14 Consultation for which we need Council approval.

Provide sufficient progress is made on the above we would like to present our Plan to you on 11th

January 2017 with a view to consulting immediately afterwards.

It is also suggested we should hold a Public Meeting on 18th January 2017 to appraise our parishioners
of the latest proposals before they see the advertisements asking for their views.

Bosbury NDP is currently out for consultation under Regulation 16, which I am reviewing, and hope to
put before council at our meeting in December.  I do not expect their Plan to have any adverse impact
on Colwall Parish and so I think it unlikely we would wish to comment other than to congratulate them
on progress.  We will of course be reading it to see if there are any points we should adopt.

Wellington Heath has kindly sent us a copy of their NDP that they are consulting on informally.  They
are holding a consultation event on 10th December.  This is also unlikely to impact on our parish and
will be reviewed to look for good ideas!
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Historically it was thought likely the Plan could be completed and ‘made’ this financial year.  As it
transpired negotiating the highways and traffic matters for the school took many months and left no
time for the Plan.

In addition, the planning permission granted for the school development was not for a mixed
development (school + housing), as Herefordshire Council had initially requested and was the basis of
the consultation, but a single-use development (school).  Further, Herefordshire Council required the
proposed landscaping for the school to provide an edge to the village settlement, rather than to
facilitate further development.  Colwall Parish Council was not consulted on this change of heart by
Herefordshire Council.

As a consequence the land around the school had to be re-assessed for its capacity to accept
development, which in the case of Mill Lane land was reduced to ‘Low’, losing 21 houses.  Although
offset by the land immediately behind/around the Thai restaurant being capable of accepting
development (7 houses), this meant a loss of 14 houses leaving the Plan 25% short of the target (17
dwellings short).

The possibility of allocation the Nursing Home site for housing has been examined but Herefordshire’s
advice to date it is not acceptable because of the planning permission; this will be rebutted as part of
an informal consultation with Herefordshire on our proposals which is currently being written.

Advice is also being taken from a knowledgeable architect on the numbers capable of being
accommodated on each site to ensure the number claimed are robust who has also suggested some
sites which require landscape sensitivity and capacity assessments, which may lead to some changes.

The next stage is to go out for Regulation 14 Consultation for which we need Council approval.

Provide sufficient progress is made on the above we would like to present our Plan to you on 11th

January 2017 with a view to consulting immediately afterwards.

It is also suggested we should hold a Public Meeting on 18th January 2017 to appraise our parishioners
of the latest proposals before they see the advertisements asking for their views.

Bosbury NDP is currently out for consultation under Regulation 16, which I am reviewing, and hope to
put before council at our meeting in December.  I do not expect their Plan to have any adverse impact
on Colwall Parish and so I think it unlikely we would wish to comment other than to congratulate them
on progress.  We will of course be reading it to see if there are any points we should adopt.

Wellington Heath has kindly sent us a copy of their NDP that they are consulting on informally.  They
are holding a consultation event on 10th December.  This is also unlikely to impact on our parish and
will be reviewed to look for good ideas!
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Proposed response to Sam regarding allocation of the Nursing Home site and Classified Care Homes
being exempt.

Dear Sam,

I refer to your email dated 2 November 2016 in which you stated;

“If the nursing home permission was commenced this would then leave an issue of an undeliverable
housing allocation within your NDP and therefore not addressing the minimum housing requirement or
creating flexibility within the plan.
A general criteria based policy for housing development within the settlement boundary area would
cover any potential development if the nursing home permission lapses during the plan period.”

Whilst it is true if the nursing home permission was commenced the position is no different than any of
the other sites not going ahead because they wished to remain in their current beneficial use.  In fact it
is arguably in a better position as it is currently unused.  If the owner of the nursing home site is willing
to have the site ‘allocated’ on what basis can you refuse to accept it?

There are three parts to the calculation;

Firstly determining the number of properties in the parish at

Reasons not make target;

AONB

Density appropriate to the area

Unreasonably impacted by not counting nursing homes

HC asked CPC to allocate a site but did not follow the requirements to “Housing to replace the
loss of housing on Plot 9a should be provided for”.  HC developed the site without allowing for
the replacement housing and CPC is now left unable to allocate.  This is because the manner
has changed the landscape and carryout the consultation.  Impact of Herefordshire’s chosen
development of the school.  Initially HC requested a mixed development site which was the
basis on which the parish carried out the consultation and responded to Herefordshire.
However it then chose to develop the school only and to design it and the landscaping in
manner that removed the possibility of developing further along Mill Lane.  This took away the
largest plot which had been presented to the public on 3 occasions,  HC did not follow the CPC
allocation

March 2013, no target developed or sites identified

October 2013, introduced the Preliminary Assessment of the Settlement Boundary –
Landscape Assessment.  This identified possible plots for development but no target
calculations or suggested dwellings were made.
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14 January 2015, Following completion of the detailed LSCA this was the first time a table of
possible development was put forward.  It showed 21 dwellings adjacent to the village hall out
of a total of 61 (34%).

Area
Ref

Description Capacity Additional Dwellings
Claim towards Target

Notes

3a By school Medium to High 0 Only if not required for educational purposes

9a Village hall to Thai Medium to High 21

16a1 Redland Drive Medium to High 2 Use 2 to match surrounding property density

16a2 Redland Drive Medium to High 0 No highway access at present.

1a Picton Gardens Medium to High/Medium 11

10a Brookmill Close Medium to High/Medium 0 Already counted as approved

19 Cowl Barn Lane Medium to High/Medium 15 Using only part of land on East side of lane.
Also access limitations

7a 3rd side village green Medium 12

20 Downs school Medium 0 Currently built-up as contains Downs School

17a N of Cowl Barn Lane Medium 0 No highway access at present.

Total 61

In July 2015 discussions commenced about a new site for the school and whether this should
be allocated through the NDP.  Initially the request was for protection against development but
then the School Governors requested the Mill Lane site was allocated.   The NDP WG
considered this (refer to 10 page note “Allocation for school notes 21 July 2015 v2”).

NDP WG met with HC on 31 July 2015 to discuss matters including wish to provide community
hub as Sutton St Nicholas and a ‘mixed site’ to assist with landowner negotiations.  It was
accepted the site choice had to be carried out in an open and transparent manner including
consultation with the community.

In September possible layouts were considered and HC supplied 3 possible layouts for the Mill
Lane site on drawings dated Feb 2015, two of which included significant housing (approx. 27)
and a third which had no housing.

In November 2015 Herefordshire Council  was keen to understand what the community view
would be of a “larger areas of housing on the village hall site if that helped enable better
community development of that site”  (see Matthew Williams email 2 Nov 15).  Also

 “What level of community support/opposition might there be for:
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A)  Village Hall mixed use development as proposed by NDP group (i.e.  2.5-3 acres school & 1
Ha housing)

B)      Mr Lloyd’s proposal for an additional 1 Ha of development on this site

Development areas being considered were therefore 1Ha equivalent to 20 houses at the NDP
assumed density or 40 houses if an additional 1Ha was developed.

On 23 September 2015 HC made a presentation to the NDP WG and other stakeholders. (see
“School site assessment Mtg 23Sept15”).  HC was keen to progress the school and asked for
feedback from the community by 1st December 2015.

On 27 October 2015 a proposal was received from the landowner for 40 houses along Mill Lane
which if acceptable to CPC the landowner would consider opening negotiations with HC to
deliver a viable and acceptable scheme to the owner, HC and CPC.  This proposal was
included in the public consultation.

4 November 2015, a Public Meeting was held by CPC in the village hall both for the NDP
generally but also the allocation of a site for the school.  Two development tables were shown,
one assuming the school remained on its existing site and the adjacent site was used for
educational purposes (village hall site had 21 of 61 (34%) as before.

Also shown was the table assuming the school moved to the village hall site allocation was
reduced to 16 because of the school, but 4 were added to the site adjacent to old school as not
being needed for educational purposes.  This lifted the total to 65, but the loss of the 16 was still
24%.
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Area
Ref Description

Landscape capacity for
development

 Measured
area (Ha)

Nos houses
at 20 per Ha
(Approx as

Covent
Garden)

Additional
Dwellings

Claim towards
Target

Notes

Existing school inside
SB inside Settlement boundary 4 Based on new school being elsewhere.

3a By school Medium to High 0.09 5 5 Based on new school being elsewhere

9a Village hall to Thai Medium to High 0.38 21 16 Required for school, but if mixed dev could
have 16 from 2 acres?

16a1 Redland Drive Medium to High 0.06 3 2 Use 2 to match surrounding property density

16a2 Redland Drive Medium to High 0.02 1 0 No highway access at present.

1a Picton Gardens Medium to High/Medium 0.21 11 11

10a Brookmill Close Medium to High/Medium 0.23 12 0 Already counted as planning approved

19 Cowl Barn Lane Medium to High/Medium 0.64 15 15 Using only part of land on East side of lane.
Also access limitations

7a 3rd side village green Medium to High/Medium 0.18 10 12

7b 3rd side village green Medium 0.07 4 included above

20 Downs school Medium 0 0 Currently built-up as contains Downs School

17a N of Cowl Barn Lane Medium 0.41 22 0 No direct highway access

Total Total 65 (Need 71)

5a Tan House Farm Medium/Low to Medium 0.35 0 0 Currently built on

12 Behind Grovesend Medium/Low to Medium 1.99 80 80 Using only undeveloped land

Total Total 145

On 4 December 2015 Matthew Williams indicated HC was not minded to do a mixed development and
would leave the landowner to do his 21 homes.  (see “Gmail - Colwall Replacement School & NDP
Consultation 4Dec15”)

On 16 December 2015 (see “Progress Note to Council 16Dec15”) the NDP Working Group
recommended issuing advice to HC however it was agreed an extraordinary meeting would be held on
13th January 2016 to consider the matter.  This it did and

“IT WAS RESOLVED that Colwall Parish Council would advise Matthew Williams, Estates Management
Officer at Herefordshire Council, that following the public consultation held in November 2015 and a
review of the comments specifically relating to the question regarding the potential location of a new
primary school in Colwall.

Colwall Parish Councils Neighbourhood Development Plan will allocate the site adjacent to the village
hall for the new Primary School, in a matter that facilitates its’ development as a community hub.

Housing to replace the loss of housing on Plot 9a should be provided for, and is justified because the
new primary school is considered “a special case”.”

The Table issued table January 2016 showed the inclusion of 21 homes in Plot 9 (9A has the school)
which has a “Low Medium” LSCA Capacity.  In fact the Table indicated the correct colour for Low to
Medium but the text showed “Medium to High”.  The additional dwellings total 68 (up 7 from previous)
because of the addition of 4 and 5 on the old school site and adjacent plot but the loss of 2 at Redland
Drive where the owner had indicated development would not be permitted.

TThhiiss iiss wwiitthh sscchhooooll mmoovveedd
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Area
Ref

Description Capacity
Additional Dwellings
Claim towards Target

Notes

Existing school site Inside settlement boundary 4 Still counts even though inside SB

3a By school Medium to High 5

9 Mill Lane Medium to High 21 LSCA Low/Med but special case with school.
House numbers as Plot 9a

16a1 Redland Drive Medium to High 0 Landowner stated no development will be
permitted

16a2 Redland Drive Medium to High 0 No highway access at present.

1a Picton Gardens Medium to High/Medium 11

10a Brookmill Close Medium to High/Medium 0 Already counted as approved

19 Cowl Barn Lane Medium to High/Medium 15
Using only part of land on East side of lane.
Also access limitations

7a 3rd side village green Medium 12

20 Downs school Medium 0 Currently built-up as contains Downs School

17a N of Cowl Barn Lane Medium 0 No highway access at present.

Total 68 Requirement = 70, shortfall = 2 (3%)

Based on school moving to be adjacent to Village Hall, plus replacement of Plot 9a houses
January 2016

Following completion of the design of the school and the landscaping we were informed the
landscaping had been designed to provide a strong edge such that development to the NW was not
appropriate.  This is contrary to the ‘Allocation’ notice which stated the development should “provide for”
replacement housing.

This landscaping issue was confirmed by a reassessment of the LSCA capacity which, allowing for the
school land landscaping now indicated the capacity of Plot 9 was “Low”, the lowest category and 2
steps lower than the assessment before the school development.  At this capacity level it is not
appropriate to develop the field and therefore the 21 dwellings cannot be achieved; all as a result of HC
failing to allow for future development.

OPTIONS

1. Don’t make the target, argue on the basis the LSCA shows insufficient land with a capacity of
‘Medium’ or better (ie argue there should be cut-off of ‘Medium’ because of the AONB.

2. Less land would be required if greater density was used the HLHMA 2013 for Ledbury urban
area has 50 dwellings per hectare – only 20 per Ha is used in Colwall as being appropriate to
the area.

3. Unreasonably impacted by not counting classified care homes.  Colwall parish has significantly
more than its share of care home beds.   (Evendine Care Home has 20 plus 26 approved plus
the 63 on the Bottling Plant gives 109 for a population of 2,400 (2011) giving a 4.5%, way
above national norms.  Should therefore be permitted to count a proportion.
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4. The school site ‘allocation’ issued by CPC required “Housing to replace the loss of housing on
Plot 9a should be provided for”.  HC developed the site without allowing for the replacement
housing and furthermore in a manner that leaves the adjacent land the lowest capacity level in
the LSCA.  CPC is now left unable to allocate.

The Table proposed on 19 October 2016

Refer to Figure 1 - Landscape Capacity Plan Rev B October 2016

Area
Ref

Description Capacity

Additional
Dwellings

Claim towards
Target

Notes

Bottling Plant
(Nursing home)

Brownfield & in SB 24 Based on 'Orchards' flats

Existing school
site

Brownfield & in SB 4

3a Adj old school Medium to High 5
21 Behind Thai Medium to High 7

1a Picton Gardens Medium to High/Medium 11

19 Cowl Barn Lane Medium to High/Medium 15
Using only part of land on East side of lane.
Also access limitations

66
Target is 68 - 70 but that requires using
'Medium' capacity plots which is considered
too far in AONB

The above numbers are currently being checked they are achievable and the NDP text needs to be
amended before we can issue.

The next plot to fall required would be;

7a
3rd side village

green
Medium 10 Next to 'fall' if required

7b
3rd side village

green
Medium

included
above

It is hoped this will be finalised shortly and allow us to present our proposals to this Council and subject
to your approval proceed to the next stage of Clause 14 consultation.

I had originally hoped the revised version would have been presented to you at this meeting and based
on that I provisionally booked the main hall for a public presentation on 23 November.  Regrettably I
now don’t think this is achievable and consequently any public meeting will be in the New Year – a
delay I would really have preferred not to have.

OPTION 3 DETAIL
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Classified care homes in the parish are Evendine House with 20 bed and planning permission for a
further 27 and the bottling plant sit with planning permission for 63 beds giving a total for the parish of
110.

An article in the Guardian by Graham Ruddick dated 11 November 2015
(www.theguardian.com/business/2015/nov/11/uk-care-home-sector-could-lose-10-of-beds-in-five-years)
says there were 425,000 people in 18,000care homes across the UK.   It is estimated there were 64.9M
people in the UK in 2015 giving a ratio of I bed per 153 people.  Colwall parish population was 2,400 in
the 2011 census (see www.neighbourhood.statistcs.gov.uk/disemination/) (2,433 in 2001).   Based on 1
bed per 153 people Colwall’s 2,400 people needs 16 beds compared with the 110 it has or has
approval for.  Even allowing for a possibly older population than generally this still means Colwall has
some 70 beds more than its share.

Using Herefordshire’s population of 188,100 (mid 2015, see Population-of-Herefordshire-2016 –
v20.pdf) – NEED TO KNOW NOS BEDS IN HEREFORDSHIRE could ask Sam Banks.
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NDP Development

Only two weeks since last report so nothing to add.

Bosbury NDP

This is currently out for consultation under Regulation 16 and has been reviewed with the following
comments;

The Plan does not appear to have any adverse impact on Colwall, of course we do not share a
boundary, other than it does not propose to meet the housing target of 14%, which impacts on
Herefordshire’s ability to achieve their target and puts additional pressure on other parishes.

 The reasons for not satisfying the target are given as the Conservation Area and Flooding Area.  These
both affect development and have both been upheld through planning appeals.   The Plan therefore
only proposes 21 houses against a target of 46; so only providing 45%.

The Plan is short at 20 pages and the Neighbourhood Plan Area does not include the whole parish but
the thinking behind this does not appear to be articulated.  The housing target is based against the
existing housing in the parish not the village.  The Plan also refers to Building for Life, which we have
considered.

In addition to the Plan, Bosbury have provided their Basic Conditions Statement; Consultation
Statement; Environmental Report; Habitats Regulations Assessment and Reg 16 Site Notice.  All useful
examples for us to consider.
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Firstly I made a brief comment on the 8th March outside the public meeting in which I said;
NDP Development

Firstly I need to thank Karen for all her work while I’ve been enjoying the delights of Australia.  There
were a few administrative duties to do while I was away and it was planned on my return we would
present the Plan to you this evening and ask for approval to go forward to Regulation 14 consultation.

However in the event pretty much everything went awry.

The Plan was submitted to Herefordshire for an informal review which has a raised a number of
significant issues we need to consider or rebut.  Some are particularly disappointing, for example they
have said we have placed too great an emphasis on the landscape – but say, in brackets,  ‘I could
understand if it was in the AONB!!!

In addition two landowners have stated their timescales for development are more long term and
therefore we cannot use them towards our target.  As you know we didn’t quite reach the target
anyway so this has created a big issue.

To reconsider what we put forward and rebut their errors will take some time and I therefore
concluded I could not ask the Council to allow the Plan to proceed to Regulation 14 consultation.

We have arranged a meeting with Herefordshire to discuss the issues and a possible ways forward on
21 March and I will endeavour to report fully at full Council on the 22 March.

22 March 2017 Report

We meet with Herefordshire Council yesterday.  It was a positive meeting and we went through our
NDP and in particular the individual sites and the difficulties of passing the ‘is it deliverable’ test.  The
HC ‘errors’ I referred to on the 8th were fortunately all explained.

Essentially, given the loss of the new school site, the unwillingness of landowners to commit to
develop their land in the Plan period and highway issues on another site we fell well short of our
target and we need to look for other sites.

Grovesend has always been presented as the fall back plot so that is now being actively examined.
Also, most people will see Mill Lane next to the school as an obvious development site and when the
school site was allocated the Council did say the school was a special case which may mean the
‘replacement’ housing may need to be treated slightly differently.  This will also be examined.

The NDP Working Group has become depleted with time and given the extent of the current possible
changes it is vital we bring the Council along with us and I therefore propose that, subject to Council’s
approval, going forward the NDP Working Group will be composed of the Planning Cttee.  Other
Councillors are also welcome to attend.

This will allow us to meet twice a month so everyone can keep up to date and informed.  Most of the
work will be when we don’t have full council on the same night.

The next Planning Cttee is on 5th April, when we don’t have full council, so I suggest I do a brief re-cap
about NDPs generally and, on our Plan a full update to the current position to ensure all Cllrs can take
an active part in the development of our NDP.
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I informed you on 22 March, our landscape architect, Carley Tinkler, has now been instructed to re-
appraise the Landscape Sensitivity and Capacity Assessment (LSCA) for 3 areas:-

 i) the Grovesend area (which is the next developable area based on the LACA) ,

ii) Mill Lane area (in light of the proposed development at adjacent to the Thai Restaurant),

iii) and the area behind the Rectory, which has also been affected by adjacent development.

In addition to the above, Herefordshire Councils Planning Development Officer/Manager, has
requested professional opinions from a number of departments as to whether they consider there
would be a fundamental objection (especially) re: highways to development of the Grovesend site
for up to 56 new dwellings.  In addition to Highways view, the Officer has also sought an ecology,
landscape, conservation and historic buildings view.

At the meeting with Herefordshire Council on 21 March 2017, the planning officer expressed
concerns over the number of dwellings proposed on the old school site. Consequently, via Carly, Ian
Singleton (an architect experienced in determining appropriate development and layout) has been
requested to review what would be an appropriate number of dwellings on the old school site.

Where landowners have indicated they do not intend to develop an area within the Plan period, it is
suggested these areas should be removed as they cannot be developed within the plan period.  It
does not however mean an application for development of these areas would necessarily fail, which
is why we need our emerging NDP to progress at speed (to Reg 14) as this would give the planning
officer more ammunition should an application be received.

The current position on the individual sites and likely
number of dwellings is;

Area 1 – Withdrawn on landowner’s advice. (0)

Area 2 – Number of properties being reviewed. (9)

Area 3 – Planning application submitted, target
determination date 28 April 2017. (9)

Area 4 - Withdrawn on landowner’s advice. (0)

Area 5 – Withdrawn, landowner willingness, access and
environmental concerns led to too few properties to
support reconstruction of approx. 200m of Cowl Barn
Lane. (0)

In conclusion, following receipt of the reappraisal of the LSCA and Herefordshire Councils’
advise/input the options for possible ways forward will be discussed.
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We have now received Carly’s review of the LSCA for the LSCA Areas, as set out below with the
changes from Rev A dated December 2014, noted.

 3A & 3B,  (adj old school & old school buildings) 3A remains ‘Medium to High’, 3B is also ‘Medium to
High’ note it extends slightly outside the settlement boundary.

7A & 7B, adjacent to the Village Green.   Plot 7A & B now reduced capacity to ‘Medium’ and
‘Medium/Low to Medium’ respectively.  (Back to the original rating in September 2013)

9, Mill Lane beyond the new school and village hall.  Capacity reduced from ‘Low to Medium’ to
‘Low’. (2 step reduction).

10, Brook Mill House and behind the rectory.  No change; remains ‘Low’.

12, Grovesend Farm, now subdivided into 12A, 12B and 12B(1).  LSCA Areas 12B and 12B(1) reduced
in capacity to ‘Low to Medium/Low’ the remainder is unchanged.

The landowner of Grovesend has confirmed they ‘would be happy to see it allocated for new
housing’ and ‘they would be certainly looking at making the site available at any time within the next
5 to 10 years’.  Consequently, based on Herefordshire’s advice on highway grounds of a maximum of
21 dwellings, this number has been assumed.

Therefore the current position on the likely number of dwellings therefore stands at 44 giving a
shortfall of 16.

This shortfall must now be achieved by
development of plots that have a lower
LSCA development capacity than we had
previously set as the limit.  It is proposed
to do this by working around the
settlement boundary and considering
the potential for deliverable
development initially ignoring the
impact on the landscape.

Area 1 – Withdrawn

Area 2 – Old School and adjacent - 14

Area 3 – Behind the Thai - 9

Area 4 - Withdrawn

Area 5 – Withdrawn

New Area Grovesend - 21
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24 May 2017 Training Session

Report

Roland and I attended a Herefordshire NDP Training session on 5 May 2017 in the new Herefordshire
Archive and Records Centre in Rotherwas, which provides a good venue.

The presentation was given by Sam Banks and Andrew Ashcroft who is one of 32 Independent
Examiners, whose presentation was particularly useful.

The main points learnt are;

1. Open space has to be justified in its own right, will be removed if used to frustrate
development. See NPPF 77.

2. HC will now do all Policy Plans, to standardise and ensure quality.  Contact is James Latham.
We need to send requirements now to get it started in draft.

3. Write policies positively, ie what will gain approval and against what criteria.

4. Tabulate the policies contributions to sustainability to demonstrate it is achieved (ie
economics, social, environmental).

5. There is a ‘test’ system for checking policies will deliver.

6. Need to demonstrate how we have taken account of representations or justify why not.

7. Full explanation of how arrived at chosen sites is critical.  The process needs to be rigorous.

8. Site allocations effectively gain ‘Permission in Principle’ (PIP) when Plan is Made.  The sites
therefore do need to be developable, highway, drainage issues etc.

9. Highways matters and other non-land use policies – put in separate Section as they do not
form part of the Plan but are used to encourage highways to follow the policies.  These could
include policies for using CIL money.

10. No right of response to Regulation 16 comments; either go with the examiner’s changes or
start again!

11. Evidence can be on our website – examiners don’t want paper.

12. Examiners are happy to search documents electronically.

13. The most effective way to minimise development is to have a Made Plan (which therefore
satisfies the target) and a tightly drawn Settlement Boundary (A Ascroft).

Relevant date
5 May 2017



Why is Colwall struggling to meet its’ housing quota as specified in the
Herefordshire Council Core Strategy 2011-2031?

Background - In July 2012 Colwall Parish Council applied to Herefordshire Council to designate a
Neighbourhood Area for Colwall. The area was approved 17/9/2012, and Colwall was appointed a
designated planning officer, to assist with the development of our Neighbourhood Development
Plan “NDP”.

Herefordshire Councils’ adopted Core Strategy states that the housing allocation for Colwall is 14%
of the housing number as at 2011. This equates to an additional 156 houses, which are to be built,
since the Core Strategy replaced the UDP in 2011

Currently - Planning permission has been granted for 68 new dwellings since 2011. Of these 68 new
dwellings, there have been a number of developments of more than 1 dwelling (see below), as well
as 11 infill/windfalls (in the last 5 years).

So what is the problem? Colwall is struggling to meet its target new houses, because Herefordshire
Council is failing to work with Colwall Parish Council.

Facts:

1. Reference DCNE/ 132321/F – Erection of 12 new dwellings (6 of which are affordable) in The Field
adjoining Brookmill Close Colwall.

When discussing this application with the planning officer, upon notification of its’ submission, the
planning officer advised the Parish Council that the proposed, which was for 6 affordable houses and
6 executive detached 4/5 bed roomed houses, had been subject to discussion with the applicant for
more than 12 months and the housing designs could not be altered (to smaller semi detached
properties), at this late stage. However, at no point during that 12 month period had the planning
officer contacted the Clerk to discuss the fact that an application was being discussed and the design
of the area/houses thereon.

2)  Reference DCNE/132734/F - Demolition of existing buildings, excluding Grade II Listed Tank
House, a small lodge and associated substation and the erection of 25 new dwellings comprising of
12 purpose designated units for older residents, 4 open market units and 9 affordable units plus a
retail unit and 46 bed nursing home at the former Bottling Site of Malvern Water, Walwyn Road,
Colwall.

Colwall Parish Council strongly objected to the plans,” as the proposed failed to make best use of the
largest brown field site within the Settlement Boundary of the Parish of Colwall.

Colwall has an allocation of some 129 new homes to build within the Parish between 2011 and 2031
as stated in the emerging Herefordshire Core Strategy, which has been approved by Herefordshire
Council.

Consequently it was felt that by demolishing the existing building and erecting 25 new homes (of
which 12 will be restricted to the over 55's, 9 will be affordable and 4 open market), one retail unit



and a 46 bed nursing home - for which we get no housing allocation allowance for the nursing home
was poor use of the site.”

Again, on this occasion, at no time during the planning officer discussions with the developer was
the Parish Council consulted about the best use of the land. Colwall did not want, or needs, another
Nursing Home, we already have a 46 bed Nursing Home with (including a dementia care facility) in
the Parish.

Notwithstanding these strong objections, planning permission was granted. Subsequently, the
Nursing Home has not been built and the site remains derelict and empty.

3) Location of new class 1 primary school to the Mill Lane Site.

On the 13th January 2016, Colwall Parish Council considered Herefordshire Councils Educational
Departments request for the relocation and building of a new primary school in the village. Having
undertaken extensive consultation with the Parishioners, and taking all the feedback into
consideration, the Parish Council agreed to the allocation of “the site adjacent to the village hall” for
the new Primary School, “in a matter that facilitates its’ development as a community hub”.

“Housing to replace the loss of housing on Plot 9a, should be provided for, and is justified because
the new primary school is considered “a special case”.”

In the emerging NDP, this site had originally been allocated for up to 20 new dwellings, but the
Parish Council accepted that the relocation of the village school to Mill lane was an overriding
priority for the village. In so doing, the response stated above, states the intention that the (20)
houses would be relocated to the area around the school thereby giving a mixed development site.
However, when the planning application was eventually received on the 11th May 2016, reference
DCNE 161407, the mixed development site had been abandoned by Herefordshire Council and the
site for the new school designed with a hard landscape. This had again been done, without any
consultation with the Parish Council . Consequently, the Parish Council has had to have the area
reassessed by the Landscape, Environmental Consultant (who had undertaken all the LSCA work),
and the area around the school is now considered to be unacceptable for development “without
unacceptable levels of adverse effects on both landscape character and visual amenity. In views
from the Hills’ summits in particular, the effect would be very noticeable”.

4) Reference DCNE/170278 – (This is a current application) Outline application with some matters
reserved except for access, landscaping, layout for a residential development of 9 lifetime home
standard dwellings, public open space, connections to the public rights of way and relocation of 24
space car park, on land at the rear of the Thai Rama Restaurant, Walwyn Road, Colwall.

When the Clerk spoke to the applicant, she was advised discussions had been held with the planning
officer for the last 12 months regarding this site.

Why did the planning officer not consult with the Parish Council regarding the density and house
designs BEFORE the application was submitted?

Colwall Parish Council is of the opinion the site should and could accommodate more than the 9
proposed, and is a waste of valuable developable land in the Parish.



5). Grovesend Farm - When discussing other potential areas for development in the Parish – the next
site for consideration, based on the LSCA criteria, is an area known as Grovesend Farm. The planning
development officer has made enquiries of Highways regarding the potential for this site, and not
withstanding that from a LSCA perspective (which is the basis for assessing land in the Colwall NDP)
32 new houses could be accommodated on this valuable site, Highways have indicated a maximum
of 21!  One of the reasons cited, was the lack of footway on Old Church Road, however, this area is
well connected to the village via an extensive footpath network so the lack of footpath is not an
issue.

In conclusion – Colwall Parish Council request and urge Herefordshire Councillors officers to work
with Colwall Parish Council, in helping us achieve our housing quota.

Detailed above is a clear catalogue of really poor communication and decision-making by
Herefordshire Council on very significant sites within the village. If Herefordshire Council had worked
with Colwall Parish Council, since September 2012, we would have met if not exceeded the
allocation of houses set by Herefordshire Council.

We therefore request:-

1. That the density on the Land at the Rear of the Thai is increased from 9 to 20 (see note 1),

2. And the Grovesend Farm site housing allocation for the NDP purposes can be increased from 21 to
32.

In so doing, Colwall will meet its allocated housing quota in the emerging NDP and be able to
progress our emerging Neighbourhood Development Plan to Regulation 14 (and to its conclusion).

Should Herefordshire Council officers not be minded to supporting this request, then the Parish
Council will have no option to consider whether to abandon the NDP (having incurred costs of more
than £17k to date (after substantial grants) and/or make the Chief Executive of Herefordshire
Council and Parishioners fully aware of this situation, with the commensurate reputational damage.

Karen Davis

Clerk to Colwall Parish Council

10/5/2017

Supporting notes 1. - There is a recent example of increased density on a site in Colwall - RE: 153791 (Jan 2016) – at Two
Elms, 5 Crescent Road, Colwall, where permission has been granted for an existing property to be demolished and 2 new
detached properties shoe horned into the site
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A meeting was held with Sam Banks, our NDP support officer and Roland Close,
Herefordshire’s Planning Development officer on Wednesday 10th May 2017 after the
Planning and Development Committee meeting.

Cllrs Trafford Roberts, Carless, Stock, Beard, Cottam, Taylor and the Clerk were present.

A note prepared by the Clerk was passed to SB and RC, setting out the Parish’s concerns
on how many recent actions by the County had increased the difficulties in finding sufficient
development sites to satisfy the Plan target.

Cllr Stock reported the Parish had resolved to object to the planning application at the Thai
Rama because it failed to maximise the number of dwellings on the site.

In addition, at the Grovesend Farm site that we were seeking the Planning Development
Officer’s support, to gain Highways support for up to 37 houses rather than the 21 they have
currently indicated as appropriate on highway grounds.  It was stressed that even this would
not allow the Parish to achieve its target without an additional 5 at the Thai Rama.

A general discussion took place about the balance between more dense developments
versus a greater area of development.
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COLWALL PARISH COUNCIL

The minutes of the meeting of Colwall Parish Council held in the Jean Simon Room
Colwall Village Hall, Mill Lane, Colwall at 7.30 pm on Wednesday24th May 2017.

Present: Councillors: Trafford-Roberts (Chairman), Allen, Butler, Carless, Cottam,
Daniels, Haynes, James, Kendrick, Rees, Stock, County Councillor Tony Johnson and the
Clerk.

1. Welcome and Apologies:
The Chairman welcomed those present and apologies for absence were received and
accepted from Councillors Beard and Taylor.

2. Declarations of Interests:
The Chairman reminded Councillors of the need to declare any Interests in items on the
agenda.
Councillor Rees declared a Non Disclosable Pecuniary Interest in item 4(ii) and left the
room whilst this was discussed and resolved.
Councillor Cottam declared a Disclosable Pecuniary Interest in item 5(ii) and left the
room whilst this was discussed and resolved.
Councillor Butler declared a Disclosable Pecuniary Interest in item 5(iv) and left the
room whilst this was discussed and resolved.
Councillor Carless declared a Disclosable Pecuniary Interest in item 5(i) and left the
room whilst this was discussed and resolved.

The meeting was adjourned for County Councillor Johnson to speak.
1. A questions was raised regarding if the Parish Council wished to review its objections
to planning application ref 170278, in light of the applicants’ written response to the said
objections. IT WAS AGREED this would be taken under Correspondence for Processing
at the Planning Committee meeting.
2. Councillor Johnson advised that he has been voted in as Leader for a further term. He
advised he will email Herefordshire Councils AGM “actions achieved during the last
year” to the Clerk for circulation to the Councillors.
3. A query over the break ins at the old school buildings was raised and Councillor
Johnson confirmed that he is awaiting a written report from A Hough regarding the issue
and actions being taken, this will also be circulated via the Clerk.

3. Minutes:
The minutes of the last meeting of the Parish Council held on the 26th April 2017 were
agreed as a correct record and signed by the Chairman.
The minutes of the Annual meeting held on the 3rd May 2017 were agreed as a correct
record and signed by the Chairman.
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4. Co-option of 1 new Councillor
Following a written application
IT WAS RESOLVED that Sam Burston be co-opted onto Colwall Parish Council,
subject to signing the Acceptance of Office.

5. Progress Report –
i) S106 monies - Highways update.
Councillor Stock reported that there had been no further update from the Herefordshire
Council Planning Obligations/Development Manager, Yvonne Coleman, since that
reported at the meeting on the 22nd March.

Mill Lane Highways matters.
Councillor Stock had prepared a detailed report of the proposed “Offsite highways works
for the new Primary School”.
IT WAS RESOLVED that Councillor Stock liaise with Carly Tinkler regarding the
proposed colours within the scheme to ensure that their impact is minimised on this Area
of Outstanding Natural Beauty.
A budget of up to £150 has been agreed for this consultancy work.
And the finalised drawings are to be referred back to the Parish Council, when available.

ii) Neighbourhood Development Plan “NDP” update -
Councillor Stock reported
“A meeting was held with Sam Banks, our Neighbourhood Development Plan support
officer and Roland Close, Herefordshire’s Planning Development officer on Wednesday
10th May 2017 after the Planning and Development Committee meeting.
Councillors Trafford Roberts, Carless, Stock, Beard, Cottam, Taylor and the Clerk were
present.
A note prepared by the Clerk was passed to San Banks and Roland Close, setting out the
Parish’s concerns on how many recent actions by the County had increased the
difficulties in finding sufficient development sites to satisfy the Plan target.
Cllr Stock reported the Parish had resolved to object to the planning application at the
Thai Rama because it failed to maximise the number of dwellings on the site.
In addition, at the Grovesend Farm site that we were seeking the Planning Development
Officer’s support, to gain Highways support for up to 37 houses rather than the 21 they
have currently indicated as appropriate on highway grounds.  It was stressed that even
this would not allow the Parish to achieve its target without an additional 5 at the Thai
Rama.
A general discussion took place about the balance between more dense developments
versus a greater area of development”.

Neighbourhood Development Plan Reg 16 and 16 Training.
Councillor Stock reported
“Roland and I attended a Herefordshire NDP Training session on 5 May 2017 in the new
Herefordshire Archive and Records Centre in Rotherwas, which provides a good venue.
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The presentation was given by Sam Banks and Andrew Ashcroft who is one of 32
Independent Examiners, whose presentation was particularly useful.
The main points learnt are;

1. Open space has to be justified in its own right, will be removed if used to frustrate
development. See NPPF 77.

2. HC will now do all Policy Plans, to standardise and ensure quality.  Contact is
James Latham.  We need to send requirements now to get it started in draft.

3. Write policies positively, i.e. what will gain approval and against what criteria.

4. Tabulate the policies contributions to sustainability to demonstrate it is achieved
(i.e. economics, social, environmental).

5. There is a ‘test’ system for checking policies will deliver.

6. Need to demonstrate how we have taken account of representations or justify why
not.

7. Full explanation of how arrived at chosen sites is critical.  The process needs to be
rigorous.

8. Site allocations effectively gain ‘Permission in Principle’ (PIP) when Plan is
made.  The sites therefore do need to be developable, highway, drainage issues
etc.

9. Highways matters and other non-land use policies – put in separate Section as
they do not form part of the Plan but are used to encourage highways to follow
the policies.  These could include policies for using CIL money.

10.No right of response to Regulation 16 comments; either go with the examiner’s
changes or start again!

11.Evidence can be on our website – examiners don’t want paper.

12.Examiners are happy to search documents electronically.

13.The most effective way to minimise development is to have a Made Plan (which
therefore satisfies the target) and a tightly drawn Settlement Boundary (A
Ascroft)”.

iii) Library Working Group update
“Since the last update (April) there have been two meetings.
The first was with the Library Volunteers. This proved very informative and
demonstrated the need for clearer planning and accountability for supporting & deploying
the Volunteers. This was based on their being no support for the Volunteers and
confusion between Herefordshire and the Millennium Room Trustees as to who was
undertaking this. The Volunteers are all very committed and need our support in ensuring
that more Volunteers are taken on, in a planned way that enables the Library to open
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more and reduces the pressure on the Volunteers (current and future) to be constantly
available.
The following were agreed for follow up:

1. ICT needs to be speeded up
2. Get self service process in place
3. Second terminal needed
4. Training needs to be to the minimum standard at least
5. Access to out of hours training on the system needed
6. Ongoing training needed
7. New team of volunteers required to open another day
8. Regular meetings need to be in place (6 –monthly)

The second meeting was with Herefordshire Council and was a follow up to the meeting
at the beginning of April, the notes of which were circulated previously. The following
was agreed:

1. Wi-fi. It is feasible to provide wi-fi that is not linked to the internal system, making it a
more general hotspot for public usage. If ok then this may be looked at in other libraries,
with Colwall acting as a small pilot.

2. Provision of Malvern Hills Conservators (now Trust) car parking passes remains ok in
principle, the Clerk is meeting with MHT week beginning 22.5.17 and will update
Council at the meeting.

3. Enhanced photocopying has been agreed with a multi functional device to be put into
Colwall (from Ledbury) by the end of June. This will be a pay at the desk process
offering colour as well as black& white copies.

4. Provision of Tourist information services is ok in principle, with agreement to have
leaflet racks etc in a part of the library.  We will start with locating some MHT
information in the foyer and go from there. To ensure fairness and no bias, local criteria
will need to be agreed

5. Poo bags. Herefordshire are happy to supply these over the counter, if the Parish Council
source them. This will go to the next Full Parish Council. The point needs to be
emphasised that this is as much to get people through the door, as to supply poo bags.
This is on the main agenda as a financial item for consideration.

6. Volunteers

       The issues raised by the Volunteer group were discussed with considerable success.
The slow ICT system; the servers are to be upgraded by the end of June and it is
hoped that that will improve the speed of the system. The single terminal leads to
delay and queues, due to stock rotation on that day. Herefordshire will look at the
provision of a further terminal. The complexities of the joining process are
understood and are currently under review to simplify them.
All of the training issues will be taken up directly with the relevant officer. In relation
to new volunteers and training, Herefordshire will discuss the training programme,
with a view to getting a timeline in place, providing the training locally and to
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utilising the experience of the volunteers so far. This will lead to a recruitment
process that incorporates the training element, so the whole process is sequenced
properly.
The next meeting will be on 12.7.17 at the millennium room

Summary
Progress is starting to be made with several agreements to amend service and for Colwall
to act as a pilot. In particular a better understanding of the role of the volunteers has been
achieved and the importance on getting the governance process right, to that end, we are
awaiting further contact from the millennium room trustee working with us on the detail
of proposed objects of a merged trust.
What has been learned is the need for a written plan in such an important project as the
Library, where there are several partners, who over time have become confused as to
what the overall direction is and who is doing what. Once the governance process is clear
a plan can be developed that enables the clarity required to continually improve the
services operating form the library.

iv) Brookmill Close Flooding
Councillor Stock reported
“On 15 March 2017 I met with Joel Hockenhull and Heather Irvine (who is taking over
this task) to visit Ali Darling at Brook House (01684 541736) to ensure that her property
would not be put at greater flood risk than at present if the alleviation scheme went
ahead.
In fact it was Brook House Lodge the property adjacent to Walwyn Road that was
flooded and all believe was from Walwyn Road not the brook.  If the flooding down
Brookmill Close is reduced it would reduce the likelihood of the Lodge being flooded
from Walwyn Road.
To progress the design, the location and depth of the existing drain needs to be
established. In an effort to keep costs down Herefordshire requested the Parish carry out
the work but as our Lengthsman is not permitted to do this kind of work we said it was
not possible.
Herefordshire are now arranging for it to be done.
Joel informed me that £2,000 had been expended already; I have requested a print out of
the people and hours as I suspect this is so called ‘management time’ for discussing at
meetings, taking telephone calls etc.”
IT WAS RESOLVED that the Clerk write to J Hockenhull (and copy of County
Councillor Johnson) requested a full breakdown of the £2,000 expenditure.

6. Financial Matters.
i) Colwall Parish Council considered the Income and Expenditure for May 2017, as per
the list circulated at the meeting.
IT WAS RESOLVED that the payments should be authorised.
ii) IT WAS RESOLVED that a donation of £750.00 be made to the Malvern Hills
AONB for the 2017/18 year.
iii) IT WAS RESOLVED that the internal auditors fee be increased to £295.
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iv) IT WAS RESOLVED that the Clerk purchase 4,000 bio-degradable dog waste bags
for the library to dispense at a cost of up to £60.00.

7. Neighbourhood Development Plan Working Party
IT WAS AGREED the working party would initially consist of Councillors Trafford-
Roberts,
Allen, Carless, Daniels, Haynes, Kendrick and Stock
Councillor Stock was appointed as the lead.

8. Correspondence for processing.
i) Email for Ledbury CVS re Appointment on the Board
On the basis that Colwall Parish Council no longer has an automatic seat on
the board following the revision of the Constitution 2010, IT WAS AGREED
no Councillor would be put forward for Co-option.
ii) Herefordshire Council consultation regarding the proposed PSPO (dog control).
IT WAS AGREED the Parish Council had no objection to the proposed.

9. Correspondence for Information.
None.

10. Reports of Committees.
i) IT WAS RESOLVED that the reports from the Planning & Development Committee
meetings held on the 26th April 2017 and the 10th May 2017 were received, approved and
adopted.

11. Representatives on Outside Bodies.
To receive reports from Councillors who have represented Council at meetings since the
last Full Council meeting
i) Councillors Rees reported on the future plans for Chevenham.

12. Date of next meeting:
To confirm the date of the next Full Council meeting, this will be held
on Wednesday 28th June 2017 at the Jean Simon Room, Colwall Village Hall.
The Chairman closed the meeting at 9.00pm.

Signed: ………………………………………………   Date: ……………………



Report of meeting at Herefordshire Council 10 -7 17

Present: Roland Close, Phil Deebey and Vicki Harrison from the developers

I explained our progress with the NDP and our emphasis on the landscape as we were in the AONB.
The developers were aware of us being in the AONB and were surprised at the Parish Council
wanting a high density. I added that we were trying to reach our allocated number of houses
without opening up areas which had the lowest capacity to take development, hence our meeting
today.

Roland highlighted how he thought 16 houses could be accommodated on this site within the
proposed development area – see rough plan on next page. It was noted that 9 had already been
approved.

The developer took this on-board and seemed sympathetic to our reasoning and was very willing to
try to move this forward,

Next actions

- Developers would redraw a plan for the site and e-mail to Roland and Karen
- Developers and Roland would look at the possible 106 monies that would be required
- Developers would do their sums to see if this is financially viable but were hopeful

It was agreed that the smaller houses would be easier to sell in the long term

Nicky Carless





NDP Working Party Meeting Note 12/7/2017

The NDP Working party met on 12th July 2017.

Those present were Councillors Butler, Beard, Daniels, Allen, Trafford-Roberts, Haynes, Stock (Lead),
Paul Esrich of the AONB, and the Clerk.

1. IT WAS unanimously AGREED that Colwall Parish Council should continue with the Neighbourhood
Development Plan.

2. No Councillors requested a re-cap.

3. A detailed review of the NDP Development table was undertaken.

This is summarised below:-

1. Based on 1115 properties in 2011 the growth target set in the Core Strategy at 14% equates to
156 new houses in the Parish.

2. Planning permission has been granted on 68 to date (excluding the Thai – see below)

3. Windfalls are assumed at 28, (based on those achieved in the last 5 years)

4. This leaves a minimum of 60 to achieve the target.

Site reference No of assumed dwellings
Existing school site 14

(based on a LSCA review of the site and a
capacity plan – produced April 2017)

Land at rear of Thai Restaurant 16
Based on an increased density of the site as
discussed with the architect and their client
7/17)

Grovesend farm 37
Based on Highways confirmation that subject to
a clause about pedestrian access in the Plan –
email 16/6/2017).

Total 67

Based on the above which would exceed the minimum target required.

Even if the land to the Thai is unable to accommodate 16, and is reduced back to 9 (for which outline
planning has already been approved 6/17) this would give 60 new dwellings and the target growth
would be achieved.

IT WAS AGREED that the working party would put the proposed to Full Council for it’s approval in the
meeting on the 26th July 2017.

Assuming approval - the Clerk will then instruct the planning consultants to update the Draft NDP
ready for HC’s comments pre Reg 14 and for the SEA.
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Working Group Members;

Andrew Allen, Nicky Carless, John Daniels, Paul Esrich, Edith Haynes, Phil Kendrick and John Stock.

Agenda;

1. Need for NDP; to discuss and if confirmed, detail the justification.  (Matter of principal, not
dependant on HC actions ie if HC obstructive we need one because it does not listen to the
Parish.)

2. Brief recap of the work to date

3. Review/reassess the Development Table.  (Need positive response from Highways re
development because the residents would expect and deserve that.)

4. Determine forward work.

5. Consider content and timing of next public meeting.

6. Consider forward programme

7. Consider forward costs

8. Consider report to full Council
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At our Working Group meeting on 12 July 2017 it was unanimously agreed we should continue to
develop a Plan.

We also discussed the Grovesend Farm area, which subject to including a clause requiring suitable
pedestrian access would then be supported by Herefordshire Highways for the development of 37
homes.  We agreed it should be added to the Plan with the clause as suggested by Herefordshire.

Philip Deeley the planning consultant queried how we had arrived at our target and was surprised
Herefordshire had used the Gazetteer data for the number of existing properties rather than the
Office of National Statistics for 2011, for which he provided justification for its use.  The ONS data has
1050 homes in 2011 and 14% growth gives 147; this reduces our previous target by 9.   Since 2011, 77
homes have already been built or have planning approval, including 9 behind the Thai, leaving a
requirement of 70.

Assuming we have 28 windfalls in the remaining 14 years of the Plan period, that leaves only 42
properties to include in the NDP.

Assuming 14 are developed on the existing school site and 37 on Grovesend Farm the number of
planned homes would total 51; exceeding the target by 9.  If a further 7 are agreed behind the Thai,
and the developer is actively looking at increasing the number, we would exceed the target by 16.

PROPOSAL

The NDP Working Party therefore propose the Plan is amended to provide two development sites, the
existing school site for 14 homes and the Grovesend Farm site for 37 homes, with a suitable clause
concerning provision for pedestrians.
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The choice of sites for the Colwall NDP has been made on the following principles;

1. As the whole of the parish lies in the Malvern Hills AONB, be in accordance with the NPPF 115,
giving “great weight to conserving landscape and scenic beauty”.

2. To provide the housing target.

3. Be in accordance with the Core Strategy requiring the areas to lie ‘within or adjacent to the
main built up area(s).

4. Taking account of the various planning constraints shown on the planning constraints plan.
(See extract below)

The process has been as follows;

1. Establish insufficient development opportunity within the historic settlement boundary exists
therefore additional sites that lie adjacent to the boundary are required.

2. Prepare a Landscape and Capacity Assessment for the areas adjacent to the historic
settlement boundary to rank the impact of potential sites.  (See extract below).  Note the LSCA
is an objective, rigorous process combining several different forms of assessment including
wildlife, cultural and public amenity as well as the principles of Green Infrastructure.

3. Commencing with the sites with the highest capacity to absorb development consider the
individual site constraints via a site assessment proforma which necessarily includes
consideration of existing use, existing protection such as protected open space, access and
other planning constraints.

4. Those sites that were not rejected through that process were then tabulated in LSCA ranking
order and their housing capacity listed.  This was presented to the community together with
sites lower in the ranking that would be candidates should earlier sites be rejected at a later
stage.

5. Following responses from the community and changes due to one housing site being allocated
for a new school site and other sites being rejected because the costs of bringing the site
forward was unachievable.

6. Through this period an architect was commissioned to assess the development potential for
each site and to demonstrate it was achievable by providing a potential layout.  This had a
considerable impact on the capacity of the sites and hence the number of sites needed to be
put forward for development.

7. The owners of those sites remaining that were required to satisfy the target were then
informed.  This led to sites being unavailable because owners were not prepared to allow
development or no longer wished to put their site forward.

This process is tabulated overleaf.
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14% target on  1141 properties in 2011 = 160
Less achieved to date 82
Less windfall in remainder of Plan based on past 5 years excl large devs 28
Minimum number needed to satisfy target 50

Bottling Plant (Nursing
home)

Brownfield &
in SB

Not Count

Existing school site Brownfield &
in SB

14

3a Adj old school
Medium to

High
7 incl above

9a Village Hall to Thai Medium to
High

21 Not Deliverable

16a1 Redland Drive
Medium to

High
7 Not Deliverable

16a2 Redland Drive
Medium to

High 7 Not Deliverable

1a Picton Gardens
Medium to

High/Medium
6 Not Deliverable

21a Behind Thai Medium to
High

6 7

19 Cowl Barn Lane
Medium to

High/Medium 6 Not Deliverable

7a 3rd side village green Medium 5 Not Deliverable

7b 3rd side village green Medium 5 Not Deliverable
17a N of Cowl Barn Lane Medium 5 Not Deliverable
20 Downs school Medium 5 Not Available

5a Tan House Farm Medium/Low
to Medium

4 Not Available

Part
of 5 Behind Tan Hill Farm

Medium/Low
to Medium 4 Not Deliverable

12 Grovesend
Medium/Low

to Medium
4 37

58 Target of 50 exceeded regardless of Area 21a

5 Netherpaths track
Low to

Medium
3 Not Deliverable

17 N of Cowl Barn Lane
Low to

Medium 3 Not Deliverable

3 Behind schools Low to
Medium/Low

2 Not Deliverable

15 West of Mathon Road Low to
Medium/Low

2 Not Deliverable

16 North of Redland Drive
Low to

Medium/Low 2 Not Deliverable

Low 1 Not Deliverable

9 Mill Lane adj school Low to
Medium

1 Not Deliverable

Low 1 Not Deliverable

Unacceptable in the AONB with a LSCA Capacity Rating of 1

Plots 1, 2, 4, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11,
13, 14, 18

Not considered appropriate for development in the AONB as have the lowest Capacity Rating

Inappropriate in the AONB to develop areas with a Capacity Rating of only 2.

Inappropriate in the AONB to develop areas with a Capacity Rating of only 2.

Inappropriate in the AONB to develop areas with a Capacity Rating of only 2.

1 & 2 Barton Villas

Historically rejected in SHLAA.  Unacceptable in the AONB with a LSCA Capacity Rating of 1 unless a
local LSCA gives a Capacity Rating of 4 or greater.  Put forward by landowner Count is 9 properties
less 2 demolished.    Access for 9 dwellings is unlikely to be acceptable because of location on the
inside of the bend.

Access off Yew Tree Close.  Complex to achieve because of need to re-site and rebuild garages.
Would be subject to a 'local' LSCA indicating Capacity Rating  of 4 or higher to be acceptable in the
AONB.  Not previously suggested and therefore likely to be seen as offered because other sites
removed for various reasons all of which would equally apply here.

Agreed by Herefordshire highways subject to pedestrian access arangements

Unacceptable in the AONB at Capacity Rating 3.  Local LSCA unlikely to alter . Access difficulties,
remote from village though adjacent to settlement.  Not previously suggested and therefore likely
to be seen as offered because other sites removed for various reasons all of which would equally
apply here.

No access

as above
No highway access
Currently built-up as contains Downs School

 Currently built on.

Landowner timescale for development beyond the Plan date.

Additional properties to current permission, but may not be achievable.

Rejected in SHLAA 2012.  Reduced development area to landowner interest and avoiding orchard
means now too few to support construction of access to adoptable standards which is seen as
essential.

Landowners timescale too late.  If only one access permitted removes 'connection' between
properties and Walwyn Road and the Green which was sought.  Width of verge is also whilst
attractive is counter to the wish to change the nature of the road here.

Not permitted towards target because of extant planning permission, nursing beds not count
though high over provision in Colwall

In conjunction with 3a below.  Revised LSCA supports this development and suggests 14
properties.   HC suggested 6 to match adjacent and take account of village style.   As >5 need
adoptable standard access which may need flexibility from highways to allow more visually
acceptable designs in Village Green.  If it is also a requirement for the access to be adopted, it
would be an additional barrier.   Note, CIL kicks in at 10 or more houses.

To be developed jointly with Area Ref 3a. Above

Landowner stated no development will be permitted

No highway access or reasonable prospect of access.

Used for new school site

October 2017

Area
Ref

Description
Landscape
Capacity

Capacity
Rating
9=high

capacity,
1=none

Possible Dwellings
towards target
(Deliverable)

Comments
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Planning Constraints map in the vicinity of the historic settlement boundary.
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Area References numbers and the LSCA grades are provided on the LSCA Figure 1: Landscape Capacity
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COLWALL PARISH COUNCIL 

 

The minutes of the meeting of Colwall Parish Council held in the Jean Simon Room 

Colwall Village Hall, Mill Lane, Colwall at 7.45 pm on Wednesday 27th September 

2017.  

 

Present: Councillors: Trafford-Roberts (Chairman), Allen, Beard, Burston, Butler, 

Carless, Cottam, Daniels, Haynes, James, Kendrick, Rees, Stock, Taylor and the Clerk. 

 

1. Welcome and Apologies:  

The Chairman welcomed those present. 

No apologies for absence were received. 

 

2. Declarations of Interests:  

The Chairman reminded Councillors of the need to declare any Interests in items on the 

agenda.  

Councillors Cottam and Taylor declared a Disclosable Pecuniary Interest in item 6 and 

left the room whilst this item was debated and voted upon.  

 

3. Minutes:  
The minutes of the last meeting of the Parish Council held on the 30

th
 August 2017 were 

agreed as a correct record and signed by the Chairman. 

 

4. Progress Report –  

i) Brookmill Flooding 

Councillor Stock confirmed that he had approved further expenditure up to the total of 

£5,000 and is awaiting an update. 

ii) Colwall Library 

Councillor Kendrick provided the following update:- 

A meeting has been held with Jon Chedgzoy on the 5
th

 September. Jon had only just 

returned from long term sick leave therefore matters pending are still to be progressed. 

A further meeting is scheduled for the 3
rd

 October.  

A meeting has now also been arranged between the volunteers and library services for 

Monday 2
nd

 October.  

A further update will be provided at the next Full Council meeting. 

In the meantime, the Clerk will thank the Volunteers for their ongoing help and support at 

the Library and an article will be put in the Clock regarding achievements to date,  

when the working party have authorised.  

 

5. Financial Matters.  

i) Colwall Parish Council considered the Income and Expenditure for September 2017, as 

per the list circulated at the meeting.  

IT WAS RESOLVED that the payments should be authorised. 
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6. Neighbourhood Development Plan 

IT WAS RESOLVED that the draft Neighbourhood Development Plan, which had been 

previously circulated by Councillor Stock, be approved by Colwall Parish Council for 

submission for statutory consultation as directed under Regulation 14 of the Town and 

Country Planning, England, Neighbourhood Planning (General) Regulations 2012, 

subject to minor editorial amendments. 

 

7. Parish Matters. 

i). Graffiti on Railway Bridges 

The clerk confirmed this had been reported (in July) and Network Rail have now reverted 

and advised that they no longer remove graffiti unless it is offensive. 

The Clerk is in ongoing dialogue regarding the removal thereof by the Parish Council.  

ii) Dog Fouling Walwyn Road 

Concerns have been raised over this issue. 

IT WAS AGREED the Clerk would contact the dog warden to seek increased signage. 

Also an article will be posted in the Clock. 

 

8. Correspondence for Processing 

i) Invitation to Tackling Loneliness Conference 14
th

 October 2017. 

Councillor Rees agreed to attend on behalf of Colwall Parish Council. 

ii) Invitation to North Herefordshire Conservative Association networking event. 

The Clerk will acknowledge an interest on behalf of Colwall Parish Council, and 

circulate further details, as and when received. 

 

9.Correspondence for Information.  

None. 

 

10. Reports of Committees. 

i) IT WAS RESOLVED that the report from the Planning & Development Committee 

meeting held on the 30
th

 September 2017 was received, approved and adopted. 

 

11. Representatives on Outside Bodies.  
To receive reports from Councillors who have represented Council at meetings since the 

last Full Council meeting. 

Village Hall Management Committee – Councillors James and Cottam had attended a 

meeting, the only item of note was that the car parking will continue to be under review 

when the new school actually opens, as tweaks may be necessary to the current layout. 

Malvern Hills Trust – Councillor Rees had attended a working party meeting regarding 

the proposed restructuring of the Board. Colwall Parish Council will be consulted once 

the details have been finalised. 

Mill Lane Highways alterations. Following the Parish Council meeting on the 30
th
 

August, Councillor Stock had conveyed the Parish Council’s ongoing concerns regarding 

the approved highways alterations. Negotiations are ongoing. Councillor Stock will seek 

confirmation of Highways decision following further discussions, on site, with the 

residents. 
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12. Date of next meeting: 
To confirm the date of the next Full Council meeting, this will be held  

on Wednesday 18
th

 October 2017 at the Jean Simon Room of Colwall Village Hall 

The Chairman closed the meeting at 8.46pm. 

 

 

 

 

 

Signed: ………………………………………………   Date: …………………… 




